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Dca a 

. ... 
-~ • c- .... 

respec 

compete 

pressurise 

I sacrifi ce 

B 

Adjective Noun 

motivated 8 

dedicated 9 

disciplined 10 

challenging 11 

Complete the sentences with words from 
exercise 1. 

My cousin goes to an alternative school 

because he can't stand any form 

of d ,S"c,p(,;""'e . 

2 We're under a lot of p ____ at school 

these days because of the exams. 

3 Jessica often ta kes up new activities, but 

she doesn't have the m to keep 

practisi ng. 

4 My own s w ith what I do is more 

important to me than gaining the 

r of others. 

5 If you want to be a champion, you have 

to make s - you can't party 

every night! 

6 My greatest a so far has been 

'd I learning to keep my room tl y. 

7 Ilike sports, but I don't like the atmosphere 

of c . I feel no need to show I'm 

better han others. 

a . revision 
CD average difficulty 

aD extra challenge . 

Grammar 
::":=se • enses 

3 derli ne the correct verb form. 

5 -:: -rec already? He obviously doesn't go/ 

-~ -:; ~ r"G running often enough! 

I -=.~ c': -G ' '1g a self-defence course these 

::..c 5. 1 -::eCJ :. especially as I live/ 

r"':; :: 0ECECr" . "g n a dangerous part of the city. 

3 ~ ::c5:: c ~: c 's uro me, I do/am doing my 

p c 0 :)'2(7 ce 

4 ore ano ore peop e are passing/ 

have passed he schoo -leaving exam early 

these days. 

5 We are training/ have been training for t he 

race for months now - we feel confident 

we can win. 

6 I have done/ have been doing all my exercises 

for today and now I can relax. 

4 C**) Complete the text with the phrases below. 

al most every day already 
at the moment for the last two years 
generally./ more and more 

I'M Q (ksL(LeSS SMLes SMefLt Qt ~d-fLe~ 
lXc.tversL~, ~t ~ rea..L ?QSSLO(l.. L(l.. M~ LLJe LS 

sw,fc~ r geherc.//'1 spe.1\..J. QLL M~ ,free tcMe 

OIA.t O(l.. ~ tJ:l..ves, so Lt LS SOMetcMes d-Lt,fcCIALt 10 

,fc(l..c~ QLL M~ Cowse tJxt. M.~ pa.re(l..ts Qre 

t-_,(xned- ~t r d-O(l..'t s7wJ..~ e~~ ' ___ _ 

I'M rr-QL(l..c~ hca..rd-,for ~ (l..QtcO(l..QL sw,fc~ 
chca..MrO~?S L(l.. M.Q~ I've bee(l.. COMpetc~ 
L(l.. ~ J~OI COMpetctcO(l..S \ , ever 

SL(l..Ce r 1tNfLed- SL6tee(l.. IN.S LS ~ ,fcrst ~eQr 
I'LL be oLd- e~~,for Q(l.. QJ.LA.Lt COMpetctcO(l.. 

I've' "-O(l.. #Vee J~OI COMpetctco(l..S, 

~t r CQ(l..'t ~Lt 10 COMpek. Qt Q N.5"-er leveLl 

r ?mctcse,for ,few 01 ,fcve Iv:Jws s ___ _ 

d-wL(\..(\ ~ ~k QI\..J. t"-e ~Le 0t ~ 
~eke~ r' M 5ettc~ . CO(Lf,d-efLt 

tlw.t r hca..ve Q reQL chca..(l..Ce 0t SlA.CCeed-L~ 



5 c **) Complete the dialogues with the 
sentences below. 

a I do it every day. 
b I don't normally do it. 
c I'm doing it right now . ./ 
d I've already done it. 
e I've been doing it for the last half an hour. 

1 A: Let's look for adventure holidays on the 
internet today, like we said. 

B: Actually, ~ Come and have a look with me. 

2 A: Could you get our swimming things ready? 

B: _ . They're waiting by the door. We can go. 

3 A: Will you clear the table, please? 

B: Oh, please. _ I think it's Jack's tu rn now. 

4 A: Could you please repair my bike? 

B: _That's why I'm so dirty. 

5 A: Could you lend me your gu itar? 

B: _ But I'll make an exception if you 
promise to be careful with it. 

6 (***) Complete the text with the correct form 
of the verb in brackets (present simple. present 
continuous, present perfect or present perfect 
continuous). If more than one form is possible, 
use the continuous form. 

Millie 1...fjt..Q.§:2.. (go) to tango lessons in her free t ime. 

The lessons 2 (take) place on Thursday 

afternoons. She 3 (learn) Argentine 

tango for five months. She 4 (already/ 

learn) the basic elements and now she and her 

partner 5 (begin) to improvise. Right 

now they 6 (prepare) for the carnival. 

Millie's friend Katie 7 (not understand) 

why she 8 (want) to learn such an 

old-fashioned dance. But Millie just loves it! 

7 c***) Complete each pair of sentences with the 
forms of the verb in CAPITALS. 

1 I fc.YlOW Chris well. After all, we /'t>.ve fc.YlOWYI 

each other for fifteen years. KNOW 

2 This book is difficult. I it for two 

hours and I only seven pages. 

READ 

3 I (negative) ____ these exercises every 

day. I them today because I've got 

a competition tomorrow. DO 

4 Ann the cello. She ____ since 

she was seven. PLAY 

5 1 ____ of running a marathon. 

I it'll be a great adventure. THINK 

Grammar reference 
Present simple 

We use the present simple 

• to talk about things that happen repeatedly 
(routines, habits): 

I often go to bed at 7 7 p.m. 

Owen plays football every Saturday. 

• to talk about things that are always true (general 
truths): 

We start work at nine 0' clock every day. 

It snows here every winter. 

Present continuous 

We use the present continuous 

• to talk about things that are happening now (at the 
t ime of speaking) or around the time when we speak: 

She's talking on the phone now.' (at the moment of 
speaking) 
They're studying algebra this semester. (around the 
moment of speaking, not necessarily right now) 

• to express current gradual changes: 

er English is getting better. 
Many young people nowadays are leaving their vii/ages 
and heading towards the towns and cities. 

With state verbs, that is verbs that express emotions 
(hate, like, love), activities of the mind (believe, know, 
need, remember, seem, think, understand, want) or senses 
(feel, hear, see), we can only use the present simple, even 
though they are describing a situation happening now: 

He doesn't believe me. 
I hate getting up early. 

Present perfect simple and present perfect 
continuous 

We use the present perfect to talk about activities 
and events 

• which happened in the past but have results/ 
consequences now: 

She has failed the entrance exam. (consequence = she 
hasn't got a place at university) 
They have won a lot of money. (result = they can afford to 
buy a new house) 

• which started in the past and continue up to now: 

I have been working here for five months. (I'm still 
working here.) 
They have always liked Chinese food. (They still like it.) 

We use the present perfect continuous to talk about 
continuing or repeated actions. 

We only use the present perfect simple with state verbs 
(e.g. like, believe, need, know). 

3 
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Vocabulary 
Extreme adjectives and intensifiers 

1 Complete the sentences with the adjectives 
below. 

[

exhausted freezing hilarious./ hUge ] 
outstanding starving terrifying 

1 We couldn't stop laughing - it was tll!t::mol/15 . 

It's the funniest film I've seen for ages. 

2 Kate forgot our sandwiches and all the shops 

were closed so we couldn't buy anything to eat. 

We were by the time we arrived. 

3 All the performances were good, but his 

was ____ . I've never seen such a 

talented actor. 

4 We were all absolutely because the 

central heating had stopped working. 

S Being lost in the jungle was a ___ _ 

experience. I've never been so frightened in 

all my life! 

6 It was a simply ____ building. We 

walked around for hours before we found the 

right department. 

7 I got up at six and we've been rehearsing 

non-stop all day - I'm ___ _ 

2 Complete the dialogues with extreme 
adjectives. 

1 A: So, were you surprised? 

B: Surprised? We were absolutely e,f,/\t?lzed ! 

2 A: So, was it hot there? 

B: Hot? It was absolutely ___ _ 

3 A: Did you get wet? 

B: You can say that again. We were absolutely 

4 A: Do you think she's intelligent? 

B: Oh yes, she's absolutely ___ _ 

S A: Were the exam results bad? 

B: Bad? They were absolutely ___ _ 

6 A: Did he get angry? 

B: You can say that again. He was absolutely 

7 A: Were they worried? 

B: Worried? They were absolutely ___ _ 

Grammar 
Past tenses 

3 m Underline the correct verb form. 

Meryl Streep has received/received sixteen 

Oscar nominations, which is more than 

any other actress, but she has only won/ 

only won twice. 

2 As a boy, the director Martin Scorsese 

watched/was watching several films a week. 

3 Harrison Ford was working/worked as a 

carpenter for George Lucas, the director of 

Star Wars, when Lucas had offered/offered him 

a role in the film. 

4 While he was preparing/had prepared for the 

film Fight Club, Edward Norton lost thirteen 

kilograms, which he put on/ had put on before 

for American History X. 

S When Johnny Depp met Vanessa Paradis, it 

was love at first sight, even though he 

was dating/had been dating the British model 

Kate Moss for almost four years. 

6 Quentin Tarantino became interested in film 

after he had dropped/had been dropping out 

of college because of bad grades. 

4 (**) Match the sentence beginnings 1-6 with 
the endings a-f. 

1 He was a rich man 

2 He was sent to jail 

3 She trusted Adam 

4 He finally became an actor 

S She stopped working for six months 

6 She got the role in the musical 

a after he'd tried many different jobs. 

b because she had impressed everyone with 
her singing. 

c after her son had been born. 

d because his father had made a fortune in oil. 

e because she'd known him since childhood. 

f for something that he hadn't done. 



5 C***) Complete the text with the correct 
past tense forms. 

get the part of Ratso Rizzo, a homeless New 

York con man, in the film Midnight Cowboy. 

He 1 Jv>?!de (make) an appointment to meet 

the film executive in charge of the casting on 

a street corner in Manhattan. Before he 

____ (go) to the meeting, he 

____ (put on) some dirty old clothes. 

When the film executive 4 (arrive) on 

the corner, a poor beggar 5 (stand) 

there and 6 (ask) people for money. 

The executive 7 ____ (pay) no attention 

to him. After he 8 (wait) for a long 

while, the beggar 9 (walk) up to him 

and 10 ____ (introduce) himself as Dustin 

Hoffman. He 11 (get) the part, and 

the film 12 (win) Academy Awards 

for Best Picture, Best Director and Best 

Screenplay. 

Grammar Plus: Question tags 

6 C***) Add question tags. 

1 He's made about thirty films, h?!'2.hrhe 

2 You haven't been here before, 

3 They talk too much, ? 

4 There are some good ideas in this book, 

? 

5 Help me get dressed for the concert, 

? 

6 Let's go to the cinema tonight 
? 

7 I'm getting better at singing, 

? 

? 

? 

Grammar reference 
Past simple and past continuous 
We use the past simple to talk about completed actions in the past: 

They bought a house two years ago. 

We use the past continuous to describe actions in progress at a 

certain time in the past: 

At midnight yesterday we were still finishing the project. 

Past perfect simple and past perfect continuous 
We use the past perfect tenses to describe an event or 

situation which happened before other past events (expressed 

in the past simple): 

On my way to work I realised I had left my laptop at home. 

(the second event happened before the first = first I left my 

laptop, then I realised.) 

Form (past perfect continuous) 

We form the past perfect continuous with had + been + verb + -ing. 

+ 
I/You/He/She/ had ('d) been waiting. had not (hadn't) 

ft/We/They been wafting. 

General questions Short answers 

d l/you/he/she/ been Yes, I/you/he/she/ had. 

Ha it/we/they waiting? No, it/we/ they hadn't. 

Wh- questions 

How long had you been waiting when she fmally turned up? 

Use of past perfect 

We use the past perfect simple when we answer the question 

How much/How many?: 

I had written six pages of my essay. 

We use the past perfect simple to talk about states: 

Before I met John, I had known his wife for over a year. 

We use the past perfect continuous to emphasise that the 

earlier action continued over a period of time or was repeated: 

When I met him, he had been working for our company for ten years. 

We use the past perfect continuous when we answer the 

question 'How long?': 

I had been writing my essay for four hours. 

Question tags 
We use question tags to ask for agreement or to confirm 

something we already know. We usually form question tags 

with the auxiliary verb. 

We use do/does/ did for present and past simple when there is 

no auxiliary verb: 

Marek worked with you, didn't he? 

For imperatives and requests, we use will as the auxiliary verb: 

Hurry up, won't you! 

For requests and suggestions, the question tag is always positive. 

5 
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Vocabulary 
Reaching the top 

1 Complete the text with the words below. 

[

determination luck natural talent./ 
self-confidence skills social network 
support 

Are you good at acting? Have 
you got a 1 ht?ltvrrt?ll rt?llehr 

for performing? Then Norton 
School of Perfonning Arts 
is the perfect place for you! 

At Norton, we: 

give you all the 2 you need to help 
you develop your 3 as an ac or. 

help you improve your 4 so you don 
feel nervous or frightened when you 

help you prepare for auditions for prc>fe!:;sx:na 
work - auditions are all about oreparffiX:~ 
they're not just a rna er 0 5 ___ _ 

being in the right place a the 

help you develop your 6 ___ _ 

- you can't give up at the oo:;:a:::e. 
show you how building a -___ _ 
contacts through the interne and actI1g 

agencies can help you succeed. 

and on top of all this, you'll get a -class, 
all-round education too! 

So what's stopping you? 
Come to Norton School - you won' 

2 Complete the table. 

Verb Noun Adjective 

confide 1 cOh[/dehce confident 

determine 2 3 

luck 4 -

- 5 talented 

support 6 7 

- 8 exceptional 

network 9 -

succeed success 10 

I 

o an extract from a radio 
nrTWW:ounrnP about Warren Buffett. Choose 

3 

rs. 
now 

in the world. 

""~ '''''''' II'' g- en money to charity. 
- en money to charity. 

u.,oII'-1tnnwn for giving money to charity. 

ising the $600 Billion Challenge? 
en Buffett. 

a d Bill Gates. 
and Bill and Melinda Gates. 

being asked to contribute to raise 
ey? 

a Ordinary Americans. 
b -ch people all over the world. 
c The 400 richest Americans. 

5 eople who contribute 
a can choose how their money is used. 
b can't choose how their money is used. 
c don't usually choose how their money is used. 

CD Listen again and answer the questions. 

1 How old was Buffett when he became a 
millionaire? 

2 What percentage of his money is Buffett 
giving away? 

3 Why did Buffett decide to give his money 
away now? 

4 How many charities will the money go to? 

5 What percentage of their money do people 
have to promise to donate? 



eading 
5 look at the photo and read the text title and 

list of paragraph headings a-g in exercise 6. 
Choose the best answer. 

The text is about 

1 how you can improve your football skills. 

2 a football school that has been very successful. 

3 the places where football is most popular. 

Read the text and check your answer to 
exercise 5. Match the headings a-g with the 
correct paragraphs 1-6. There is one extra 
heading. 

a Great facilities 

b Small country, big success _ 1_ 

c A different way of thinking 

d Top player's all over the world 

e life skills, not just coaching 

f Everybody loves football! 

g Finding the players of the future 

7 Read the text again. Tick (.f) true, cross (X) false 
or write (?) if there is no information. 

D The Ivory Coast has always produced a lot 
of good footballers. 

2 D Guillou and Ouegnin started the academy 
because there weren't any good players in 
the ASEC Mimosa Football Club. 

3 D The academy students train for longer per 
day than students in many other countries. 

4 D The former manager of the England football 
team admires the ASEC Mimosa Academy. 

5 D The coaches and teachers at the school 
are all men. 

6 D Charles Silue doesn't have a clear idea of 
what he wants to do in the future. 

.~.f. QQtbO!!. j~ .. my .. P.Qs.~.i.o.n ~ .. 
1 ~ 

Unti l recently, the Ivory Coost, a small country in West 
Africa, did not have 0 high profile in international 

sport. It's a poor country - of the population of twenty 
mill ion, 25 percent live below the international poverty 
line of US $1 .25 a day - but over the last ten to fiheen 
years it has produced so many world-class football 
players that the world has started to notice. So what's the 

secret? How does the tiny Ivory Coast produce so many 
football giants? 

2 

In 1993, Jean-Marc Gui llou, a former French national 
footba ller, became the new manager of ASEC Mimosa 
Football Club in Abidjan *. Guillou decided to start a 
training academy where talented young players would 
receive football coaching, as well as a more general 
education . So, he set up the ASEC Mimosa Academy 
with Roger O uegnin, the club's chairperson, to train the 
players of the future. 

3 
In addition to well-equipped classrooms, the school has 
two excellent football pitches and gardens. The boys live 
at the academy and learn moths, history, geography, 
physics, French , English and Spanish as well as training 
for at least four hours every day - something which is just 
not possible in many European countries because of the 
weather. They also get free healthcare. 

4 

Now, nearly twenty years later, graduates of the ASEC 
Mimosa Academy play in professional football teams 
across the globe: Kolo Toure, Emmanuel Eboue, Salomon 
Kalou, Didier Zokora, Yaya Toure - the list of international 
stars who were trained in the school is astonishing. 

The talented young boys who enter the academy are 
transformed into the kind of skilled profeSSionals every 
club wants . Sven-Goran Eriksson, the former manager of 

the England team, recently called it the 'most successful 
football academy in the world' . 

5 

The academy d irector Walter Amman believes its success 
is because the footba ll coaches and teachers try to help 
the boys develop as people, not just as footballers. 'We 
try to protect them, and to teach them responsibili ty, to 
help them become men,' he explains. 

6 
For one of the students, fiheen-year-old Charles Silue, 
success - both his own and that of the other students in 
the school- is all about attitude . Silue is determined, 

focused and self-confident, and he is also extremely 
talented . Aher he leaves the academy he wants to play 

for Barcelona, then for Manchester United . 'Many young 
African players just think about money,' he says . 'They 
focus on that. But here we're taught to think differently 
- to be responsible and concentrate on our objectives. 

Football is my passion. The money w ill follow.' 

* Abidjan - the Ivory Coast's biggest city 
7 
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Writing 
A narrative 

In paragraph 1, set the 
context for the narrative. Say 
where and when it happened 
and who the main characters 
are. Try to get the reader's 
interest and make him/her 
want to read more, e.g. hint 
that something exciting or 
terrible is going to happen. 

2 In paragraph 2, describe the 
events leading up to the 
main event. Give the reader 
a clear picture of the 
situation before an 
unexpected event happens. 

3 In paragraph 3, describe the 
main events in detail. Use 
exclamation points to add 
drama to the story. Include 
information about the 
consequences of events and 
describe people's feelings. 
Use different sorts of 
adjectives, including extreme 
adjectives, to make your 
description more interesting. 

4 In paragraph 4, say how the 
story ends. Try to fi nish in an 
interesting way, for example 
with a quote, a comparison 
or a comment about what 
happened. 

Useful language 

Getting the reader's attention 

Disaster on Kilimanjaro! 

Three months ago I went on an expedition to climb Mount 
Kilimanjaro in Africa . I love climbing and for years my dream had 
been to get to the top of Kilimanjaro. I had been training for 
six months and I was sure I could do it . Little did I know that 
disaster was about to strike . 

The first day passed without any incidents , but then my problems 
started . As we got higher , I found it ore and more d i f ficult to 
concentrate because there was less oxygen . I stopped l ookin g at 
the ground, I could only think of reachi g the summit. 

All of a sudden, I heard a strange sound! looked down - to my 
horror I was standing on a puff adder . I was absolute ly terrified . 
These snakes kill many people each year and I had my foot on one ! 
Fortunately , my foot was near its head so it cou dn ' t bite me . 
I managed to jump onto a rock , thankfully, just out of reach . 
The snake tried several times to bite me , but then it disappeared . 
As I was climbing off the rock , I slipped and fell and shattered 
my ankle . 

The other climbers managed to carry me down the mountain because 
they knew it would take rescuers a long time to arrive . I was in 
pain all the time and feeling sick and exhausted . At the bottom, 
a helicopter was wai ing to take me to hospital. Thankfully , my 
leg was not permanen y da~ged and I am hoping to climb 
Kilimanjaro next year! ~y bro h er, who is an experienced climber , 
laughed at the story - 0 ce he stopped being worried about me. 
' You forgot the second ru e of climbing , Sarah,' he said , shaking 
his head . ' The first ru e is "a ways find a good hold for your 
hands" but the second is " ..... a c yo r !eet !'" 

Little did I know that it was going to be the best/ 
worst/most frightening/most amazing day of my life. 

1 Read the narrative and answer the quest ions. 

1 Why didn't the snake bite her immediately? 

2 How did she get to hospital? 

2 Read the narrative again and underline the 
expressions the writer uses to: 

8 

Linking words 

all of a sudden ... slowly .. . immediately .. . 
in the end ... meanwhile .. . 

Describing feelings 

I was absolutely/really/totally .. . amazed/terrified/ 
delighted. 

Describing the main event 

To my horror/surprise/relief/amazement/despair ... 

Finishing the narrative 

It was the best/worst/most exciting/ 
most frightening day/night of my life! 

hint to the reader that something unexpected 
is going to happen. (paragraph 1) 

2 hint to the reader that something bad is going 
to happen. (paragraph 2) 

3 introduce the main event in a dramatic way. 
(paragraph 3) 

4 describe how she felt when saw the snake. 
(paragraph 3) 

5 describe how she felt when she was going 
down the mountain. (paragraph 4) 

6 comment on the story at the end. 
(paragraph 4) 



3 Complete the adverbials table below. One of 
the adverbials can go in two groups. 

eventually gradually sadly./ 
strangely suddenly surprisingly./ 
thankfully to my horror unfortunately 
fortunately./ all of a sudden ./ 

Describing something Describing something 
positive negative 

1 fprlvrheorr/r;. 3 
2.Nil1:f. 

2 4 

5 

Talking about time Saying how you feel 

6 g{lot eo 2.f:1{;/tieh 10 2.f:1r rz.rt '<;.lhgLf!1. 
7 11 

8 
" 

12 

9 

4 Rewrite the sentences using adverbials 
from the table in exercise 3. Pay attention to 
punctuation. 

a Jane hit her head on the rock. 
(negative adverbial) 

10 rv.r;. Morror, ,JP,he MIt- Mer Meeod Oh 

tire roc!:.. 

b She was unconscious. (negative adverbial) 

c We heard a terrible noise - Jane's canoe had 
hit a rock in the river! (time adverbial) 

d There happened to be a rescue station close 
by, so we carried Jane there. (feeling adverbial) 

e Jane disappeared under the water, but she 
appeared again. (time adverbial) 

f We pulled Jane out of the water. She was still 
breathing. (positive adverbial) 

5 Read the beginning of the narrative about the 
canoeing expedition. Put the sentences a-f 
from exercise 4 in the correct order 1-6 to tell 
the main events of the story. 

Leo5f" lvIoYlfl1 I Nehf" ceo YIoel"y,g Nlr-h two frt'eYla5, 

Jt?lYle t?lYla 5 t'lvIoYl . If" Nt?l5 t?I bet?lvrfifvr/ at?l'1 t?lha 

the rtver Nt?l5 ceo/lvI. We Mt?la YlO laet?l of fI1e 

f"errtb/e t?laveYlft.!re fI1t?1f" Nt?l5 t?lbovrf" f"o Mt?lppeYl. 

1 ~ 

4 

2 

5 

3 

6 

6 Write the last paragraph of the story about the 
canoeing expedition. Include the information 
below. Use adverbials and expressions from 
the Usefu//anguage section. 

7 

8 

1 what the people at the rescue centre did to 
help (helicopter -+ hospital) 

2 what happened to Jane 

3 how the writer and Simon felt 

4 what happened afterwards/how the story ended 

Complete the strategies box with the 
words below. 

punctuation organise 
improve list 

A narrative 

i nform~tion.r ] 

• Read the task carefully. Think about the 
1 Ihfprrv. eot(oh you need to include (who, what, 

where, when, why, how) and make notes. 

• Make a 2 ____ of useful words and 
expressions and decide where you can use them. 

• Write your first draft making sure you 3 ___ _ 

it correctly into four paragraphs. 

• Read your draft. Can you 4 ____ it by using 
more interesting vocabulary, linkers or idioms? 
Can you vary the tenses more? 

• Check the number of words and then check your 
____ , grammar and spelling. 

Choose one of the tasks below and write 
a narrative. Use the essay structure on the 
opposite page and the strategies in exercise 7 
and ideas in the exercises to help you. 
Write 200-250 words. 

1 You are one of the other people in the 
group of climbers on Kilimanjaro. 
Rewrite the story from your point of view. 

2 Write about an unexpected event, real or 
imaginary, that happened to you. 

9 
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Talking about 
photographs 

1 Look at the photos and complete the text 
with the words and phrases below. 

have in common seem look Ii e 
makes me related to the topic ./ 

These photos are 1 reit?tred ro the OptC of 

success and happiness. What they 

________ is that they both 

show teenagers who 3 _______ _ 

happy. The photo on the right shows a group of 

teenagers. They 4 they're 

friends. It looks as if they are having a good time. 

They seem very happy. They're standing close 

together and they've got their right hands all 

piled together. For me, the photo shows how 

important having friends is for being happy and 

successful. In the other photo a teenage girl is 

smiling and holding a piece of paper. I think she's 

got good exam results. It 5 _______ _ 

think about the importance of getting a good 

education. In my opinion, the aspect of happiness 

the photo shows is doing well at school. So, these 

two photos illustrate two different ideas of what 

makes people happy and what it means to be 

successful. 

Expressing an opinion 

.~~~ .. ~~.~.~~ .. ~~~ .. ~.~!~ .~.~ .. ~~~~~~~ .. ~~ .. ~.~!~~ ...... ........... .. ....... . 
Asked of US teens aged 13-17 

Happiness/Content *************** 15% 

Having goals * * * ******* 10% 

Good job/Having a job * * * * * **** 9% 

Having a good relationship * * * *** 6% 
with family 

Rich/making good money/ ****** 6% 
having enough money 

Hard work/trying your best * * * * * 5% 

Being educated * * * ** 5% 

2 Look at the survey results and compl~te the 
dialogue. Put the words in order to make 
sentences which express opinions. 

A: How would you define success in life? What 
do you think makes a person successful? 

B: being happy.!my mind/isfTo/thing/ 
the most important 

1 10 Mt:; Mlhd. belhg ht?tppt:; 15 the M05r 

lJv.porrt?thr thlhg. 

A: Why is that? 

B: successful/ unhappy.!1 see itfThe way/ 
not really/ is that you're/if you 're 
2 

A: I don't think anyone disagrees with that! 

C a good relationship/If you/with your family/ 
is most/important/ask me 
3 

A: Do you think so? 

C: the most/the people who/Don't/they are/ 
can support you/forget that 

4 

A: Do you agree? 

0: important/opinion/education/ln my/is morel 
a good 

C: Why do you think that? 

0 : without a good education.!get a good job/ 
bear in mind thatlYou have to/it's difficult to 
6 



Use of English 
Recognising parts of speech 

1 Write noun, verb, adjective or adverb for each word below. 
Underline the word suffixes which show what part of the 
sp~ech the word is. 

1 arrangement hOl/th 4 amazingly 

2 furious 5 dedication 

3 sympathise 6 responsibility 

2 Match the nouns below to the word formation patterns 1-8. 

[

partnership ability brotherhood 
boredom encouragement./ happiness 
exhaustion importance 

1 Verb + ment: ehCOl/trc.$eJ,,,eht" 

2 Verb + tion, sion, ition or ation: ______ _ 
3 Adjective + -ity: ______ _ 
4 Adjective + -ness: ______ _ 

5 Adjective end ing in -ant or -ent 
-. noun end ing in -once or -ence: ______ _ 

6 Noun + -ship: ______ _ 

7 Noun +-hood: ______ _ 
8 Noun, verb or adjective + -dom: ______ _ 

3 Complete the tables. 

Verb Noun Adjective Noun 

improve 1 1fv..rz.roveMehr real 7 rec.(,'tl:;. 

advertise 2 creative 8 

move 3 kind 9 

motivate 4 polite 10 

compete 5 confident 11 

prepare 6 free 12 

4 Complete the definitions of the underlined nouns. 

1 Membership of this club is very expensive. 
- being a MeMber 

2 My mum had a very good childhood in the countryside. 
- the time of life when one is a ___ _ 

3 The documentary shows the actor's rise to stardom. 
- the status of a ___ _ 

Exam task 
5 Complete the text with the correct 

form of the words in brackets. 

Summerhill school 

Summerhill is an unusual school: in the 

words of its famous founder, A.S. Neill, a 

school where students have'1 freedOM 

(free) to be themselves: Neill, who created 

the school in 1921, believed the most 

important 2 (achieve) in life is 

finding 3 (satisfy) and 4 _ __ _ 

(happy) rather than getting high exam 

results or a well-paid job. The school does 

not force students to folloYi a programme of 

study. Instead, it aims to support each 

student's 5 (develop) by helping 

them discover and follow their own 

interests. By being free to make their own 

choices, students build the 6 ___ _ 

(motivate) to learn and the 7 ___ _ 

(self-confident) they need to succeed in 

their chosen areas. The school doesn't 

encourage intense 8 (compete) 

among students. Some people have 

criticised Summerhill, claiming its students 

don't receive a proper 9 ___ _ 

(educate). But one thing is certain: 

A.5. Neill's ideas have been an 10 ___ _ 

(inspire) to educators around the world for 

nearly a century. 

In word formation exercises, think 
about the part of speech and the 
meaning. You can use the context 
of the sentence to help you decide 
whether a noun, a verb or an 
adjective is required. 



Vocabulary 
Flat sharing 

1 Match the sentence beginnings 
1-6 with the endings a-f. 

o Share I f) respect. e Set clear 0 ?bout important 
lssues. 

9 Behave G household rules. 
e Communicate Q chores and 

responsibilities. 
o Treat others with 0 chat and 

a laugh. 
o Have a o reasonably. 

12 

2 Complete the advice with words 
and expressions from exercise 1. 

~.~lr .t.~I11.: . ~~.~.~ ......... . 

I think you're absolutely rig to 

about these issues in advance. 
should help you to avoid conflict in 
future. So, for example, if you do ' 
to argue about 1 chore 5 , you have 
to make sure you 2 ___ _ 

responsibilities fairly. Also, set clear 
3 rules about things like noise 
or leaving your things in the shared 
spaces. But also consider what kind of 
people your future flatmates are. Will you 
be able to 4 a chat and a 
laugh together after six months in the 
same flat? And even more importantly, 
will you be able to communicate about 
important 5 before you get to 
the stage of a row? If you communicate 
and 6 each other with respect, 
you should be able to solve all problems. 

Grammar 
Present perfect simple and continuous 

3 ffi Underline the correct verb form. 

I'm afra id Sarah's not in. She's gone/'s been going out. 

2 I've waitecVve been waiting for a reply to one of my job 

applications for months now. I feel really depressed. 

3 We've bough e been buying a dishwasher. We've argued/ 

've been arguing for ages about who does the washing-up! 

4 Jack's decided/'s been deciding to move back in with his parents. 

5 How long have you Iivedlhave you been living away from 

home? Do you miss your family? 

6 How many times have you avoided/have you been avoiding 

a discussion about household chores because you don't 

want us to have a row? 

4 ffiWhat have they been doing and what have they done? 
Complete each pair of sentences with the present perfect 
and present perfect continuous tense of the verbs below. 

paint dance write tidy up'/ ] 

1 He '5 bee", tid"l'hf) l/1p all afternoon. She '5 tid,e.d l/1p the 

whole house and is going into town now. 

2 I thirty job applications this week and I'm 

exhausted. She job applications all summer. 

3 They the wall in the hot sun. I 

______ the wall and I'm going to start the doors now. 

4 She with him. We with 

him a few times, but we prefer to dance with each other! 



5 c **) Match the sentences that go together. 

1 I've been washing the dishes. 

2 I've washed all the dishes. 

3 Mum's been marking students' essays all night. 

4 Mum's marked all the essays. 

5 I've been revising History and Geography 
since Friday. 

6 I've revised History and Geography. 

a Be quiet. She's very tired. 

b Could you dry them up now? 

c I can go out and party. 

d I'm taking a break because I want a glass 
of milk. 

e She can come to the cinema with us now. 

f What a dreadful weekend! 

6 C**) Complete the sentences with the correct 
tense (present perfect simple or continuous) of 
the verb in brackets. 

7 

1 I 've beey.. 5ey..alhfft emails since lunch . I think 

I 've 5ey..r about twenty. (send) 

2 Mike all weekend. He 

_ _____ three essays! (write) 

3 Chris ______ since this morning. He 

______ Iunch for twelve people! (cook) 

4 1 ______ for three hours. 1 ___ _ 

already the living room. (clean) 

5 He to get a job for ages now. 

He every local company. (try) 

C***) Complete the pairs of sentences with the 
verbs in brackets in the correct tense (present 
perfect simple or continuous). 

1 A: I 've beey.. thlh/;.Ihfft about the problem 

you mentioned. 

B: And have 10"1 COMe V1p with a 

solution? (think/come up with) 

2 A: What recently? I 

______ you for ages. 

B: I ______ in France for six months. 

I'm here on a short visit. (do/see/be) 

3 A: ? Millie and Sam are going 

out together! 

B: They since Christmas! 

Where ______ ? (hear/go out/be) 

4 A: I a flat with James for six 

months and we don't get on. 

B: Why? discussing your 

problems? (share/try) 

Grammar reference 
Present perfect simple 

We use the present perfect simple to talk about single 
complete actions 

• which happened not long ago and have results now: 

I've passed my driving test! (I'm happy and I can drive now.) 

• which happened in the past, but we don't know or are 
not interested in exactly when: 

They've studied medicine. (It is not important when.) 

We can also use the present perfect when we specify 
the number of repeated actions which happened in the 
period of time leading up to the present: 

We've visited grandma in hospital three times. 

How many times have you seen this film? 

Present perfect continuous 

We use the present perfect continuous to talk about 
continuing or repeated actions which happened over a 
period of time leading up to the present. 

We use the present perfect continuous to talk about 

• actions which are still going on and which are not 
finished: 

Mr Smith's been teaching in our school since October. 

(He's still teaching in our school.) 
I've been learning French for four years. (I'm still learning 
French.) 

• actions which have ended just before the present and 
have consequences in the present: 

I'm exhausted. I've been painting all day. (I feel exhausted 
because of the painting.) 

Comparison of uses 

We use the present perfect continuous to focus on the 
continuing activity or situation itself and the present 
perfect simple to focus on the result: 

He's written twenty Christmas cards. (result) 
He's been writing Christmas cards all morning. (activity) 

We use the continuous form when answering the 
question how long? and the simple form when 
answering the question how much? or how many?: 

How many miles have they run? They've run ten miles. 

How long have they been running? They've been running 

all afternoon. 

State verbs 

With state verbs (e.g. know, have, understand, believe, like) 

we can only use the present perfect simple, even though 
they are describing a continuing situation: 

I've known Mark for over ten years. 

They've always liked football. 

13 
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Vocabulary 
Behaviour and relationships 

1 Match the captions a-e to the 
cartoons 1-5. 

a I'll just ignore him. 

Grammar 
Present and past habits 

3 CD Match the sentences 1-6 with the 
habits a-f. 

Ellen's very reliable. 

2 My aunt's very generous. 

3 Alice is obsessed with keeping fit. 

4 Kate's memory is not very good. 

5 I th ink Ann's a b- 0 a workaholic. 

6 You can't really trust Joanna. 

a She spends ho rs in e gym every day. 

b She eeps elling l ies - i really gets on my nerves. 

c She's always 0 -ng late. 

d She never forgets arrangements we've made or breaks her 
promises. 

e She's always buying me presents. 

f She keeps forgetting everyone's birthdays. 

4 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct form of used to 
using the words in brackets. 

1 Mike l/15ed ro MIS(Cl,? (mislay) things a lot and forget 
arrangements when he was younger. He's more reliable now! 

2 (you/make) a drama out of tiny things 
when you were a teenager? 

b Please stop nagging? _,_ 3 He (not/ show off) so much but now he's 

c He's always showing off in 
front of his mates. 

d Oh dear. I've mislaid my 
glasses again. 

e Please don't interrupt! 

2 Complete the sentences with the 
verbs below in the correct form. 

[

interrupt keep leave 
make have ./ ta e 

I'm so fed up with my family! 

1 I'm getting on rea lly badly 
dad at the moment and we're 
always /u::wt'hf) rows. 

2 Mum forgett ing 
where she put her car keys. 

3 My sister ages to have 
a shower and I have to wait! 

4 My brother is always ___ _ 
a mess in the bathroom. 

5 And he keeps ___ _ 
everyone when they're trying 
to say something. 

6 And they say I a 
drama out of everything! 

always trying to impress the girls. 

4 We (spend) hours gossiping with our 
friends after school. 

5 Where (youJIive) before you moved here? 

6 You (not/nag) me like this before we 
got married! 

5 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
words in brackets. 

The neighbours from hell! 

Q.- neiglboLIs ' J:.ee.p MClVlhf) (keep/have) noisy par:ties until 
- 9 ests 2 (constantly/block) our 

cars. They 3 (keep/ leave) rubbish 
pavemen . front of the house and their dog 

______ (constantly/get into) our garden and frightening 
ca: s. sis er says I shouldn't get so upset because at least 

they are friendly. The neighbours we had before were much worse. 
They 5 (used to/phone) the police every time we 
had a ew visitors. When the police started ignoring their calis, they 
6 (would/come) round to the house to complain 
and refuse to leave. Worst of ali, they 7 (always/ 
gossip) about us: they 8 (keep/teli) everyone how 
unfriendly we were! 



(**)nck (.I) all the verb forms that can 
complete the sentences below. One, two or 
three answers may be correct. 

1 My brother Peter _long hair when he was a 
little boy. 

a [Z] had 

b [Z] used to have 

c 0 would have 

2 When we were six, we _ outside every 
afternoon. 

a 0 played 

b 0 used to play 

c 0 would play 

3 Our neighbour _ at us. 

a 0 would shout 

b 0 used to shout 

c 0 was always shouting 

4 I _ olives when I was younger. 

a 0 wouldn't like 

b 0 didn't use to like 

c 0 didn't like 

S My brother used to get on my nerves. He _ 
my model aeroplanes without asking. 

a 0 was always taking 

b 0 would take 

c 0 kept taking 

6 When I was seven, I _ doing my homework! 

a 0 enjoyed 

b 0 used to enjoy 

c 0 would enjoy 

Grammar Plus: be/get used to 

7 C***) Underline the correct form of the verb. 

1 I am used/am getting used to travelling on my 

own. I've been doing it ever since I remember. 

2 The woman sitting next to me on the plane 

wasn't used to/didn't use to flying and she was 

afraid. 

3 After a year in Morocco we gradually used to/ 

got used to functioning in a hot climate. 

4 In my previous school we didn't use to start/ 

didn't get used to starting lessons until 

nine o'clock. 

S I've only had a driving licence for two months. 

I'm not quite used to driving/drive yet. 

6 I've j ust finished school and started my first 

job. I'm gradually used to/getting used to the 

new routine. 

Grammar reference 
Habits in the present and in the past 
To talk about habits in the present, we use 

• the present simple: 

She always tells me the truth. 

o the present continuous + always!constantly when a 

habit is annoying or surprising: 

They're constantly finding problems with everything. 

• keep + verb + -ing to emphasise that an action 

happens very often (especially a bad habit): 

They keep asking ridiculous questions. 

To talk about habits in the past, we use 

o the past simple: 

He shouted at his dog all the time. 

o the past continuous + always!constantly when a habit 

is annoying or surprising: 

My sisters were constantly falling out. 

o kept + verb + -ing to emphasise that an action 

happened very often (especially a bad habit ): 

Tom and Paul kept distracting each other during th~ test 

o used to for states (e.g. be, have, believe, like) and actions 

which were true or happened regu larly in the past but 

are not true or don't happen regularly now: 

Matthew used to read every day. (He doesn't do it any more.) 

• would for repeated actions in the past: 

My grandfather would often criticise me for wasting money 

on sweets. 

NB Used to can be used for both actions and states, whilst 

would is used only for actions. 

I used to be (NOT Vlol:Jl4 ee) afraid of dogs. (state) 

I would often run away in tears when our neighbour's dog 

tried to play with me. (action) 

be/get used to + -ing 
be used to 

We use be used to + -ing to talk about things which are 

familiar to us: 

I'm used to sharing things with others -I've got four siblings. 

When I started work in the bakery, I wasn't used to getting 

upat4a.m. 

get used to 

We use get used to + -ing to talk about the process when 

new things are becoming more fam iliar: 

With time I got used to driving on the left. (I t became 

familiar to me.) 

He's slowly getting used to living on his own. (He's 

becoming accustomed to it.) 

1S 



Vocabulary 
1 

2 

Match 1-7 with a-g to ma ke collocations. 

1 be in charge of ~ a down with someone 

2 start b family finances 

3 have a c property 

4 settle d relationship 

S bring e dating 

6 inherit f someone out 

7 ask g up your children 

Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the collocations from exercise 1. 

In many countries, it is still the man who 

decides how to spend the money in a 

household. Men earn the money and so they 

c.re (h Chc.rg,e offP,;-v.r(tt frh c.h ce5 . 

2 I think you and your husband should discuss 

your ideas about how to _____ _ 

before you have a baby. 

3 When Tim's grandparents died, he 

_ _ _ ___ a house from them. 

4 I don't think you should get married until you 

are ready to ____ __ and live the rest 

of your life with one person. 

S John and Katie have j ust _____ _ 

They're going to the cinema together for the 

fi rst time tonight. 

. 6 I know you really Ii e ark.. y don't you 

invite him to the party? I don 

has to be a boy 0 _____ _ 

7 rK>rtant hen 

you eone. 

3 Complete the text. 

) To work or not to, ork? 

A survey has revealed that 52 percent of women would 

rather be full-time I h0145e#1JtVe-5 (ohsiweuevs) 

but they go back to work because they need the money. 

But even when women work, men still regard themselves 

as head of the 2 Oohdohesu). This is 

true even when the woman earns more or is the only 
______ (adinnerwerb). Many people believe 

that this is one reason why more marriages are ending 

and the 4 (ivcerod tera) is going 
up. Perhaps we should all have 5 _ _______ _ 

(rargedna ramiresga) like they do in countries such as 

India, where the parents choose the husband or wife for 

their children! 
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Reading 
4 Read the introduction and look at the words 

below. Choose the best answer. 

These extracts are probably about 

a Indian culture in general. 

b the family and relationships in Indian culture. 

[

husband got married engagement ] 
stay single an arranged match romance 

1J()
en the love of her life, Jonathan, is sent to 

Delhi (India) for his job as an international 
news reporter, Sarah Macdonald leaves her 

ream job as a radio presenter in Sydney (Australia) and 
they go to live in Delhi. 

Sarahfinds many things different about life in the two 
countries but she makes friends with some Indian women, 
Padma, Aarzoo and Billie, and starts to find out more 
about Indian culture. 

5 Read Extract 1 on page 17. Tick (.I) true or 
cross (X) false for the statements below. 

1 D It's the first time Sarah has met Surinder. 

2 D Padma didn't like Surinder the fi rst time 
she saw him. 

3 D Padma and Surinder weren't in a 
relationship for a long time before they 
decided to get married. 

4 Padma is worried that her mother won't 
like Surinder. 

S D Surinder's parents are very happy when 
they hear the news. 

6 Read Extract 2 and choose the correct answers. 

How does Jonathan feel about having a 
rakhee? 
a He's happy because he thinks it will be easy 

to find a husband for Aarzoo. 
b He's nervous because he doesn't think 

Aarzoo and Sunil will get engaged. 
c He's worried because he will have to find 

someone for Aarzoo to marry. 
d He's flattered because Aarzoo wants to 

marry him. 

2 Aarzoo doesn't want to marry an Indian man 
because 
a an Indian man will expect her to stop 

working and not have a career. 
b she doesn't want to make tea for her 

husband. 
c she has a career in movies. 
d she prefers Western men to Indian men. 



3 What does the author say about arranged 

marriages? 
a She has always thought they were a good idea. 
b She has a different opinion about them 

since she moved to India. 
c She says it's the only way couples can get 

married in India. 
d She thinks all couples are happy. 

4 'Billie 
a will blame herself if she doesn't get married. 
b thinks her parents will find her a suitable 

husband. 
c thinks she could find a better husband 

for herself than her parents. 
d thinks her parents are to blame for the 

fact she isn't married. 

S It hasn't been easy for Billie's father to find 
a suitable husband for her because 
a Billie didn't like any of the men he 

has found. 
b there aren't many men who 

aren't divorced. 
c there aren't many acceptable men 

who meet all his conditions. 

d they all d rink. 

Extract 1 

ere is a knock at the door. It's Padma - and a 
tall cute Indian guy. She introduces him as, 

'Surinder, my husband: 
el and Mary, friends who have come round for a 

make us some chai* and stay on to hear the story. 
so I was at the Thai conference and on the last 

look~d up and saw Surinder. My heart almost 
5CtJPErl beating, I couldn't breathe, I felt dizzy, the 

lot He walked over and we just knew. We talked, 
1i'3lked out of the seminar, got on a boat, went to an 

and got married in the local church: 
y hold hands and look lovingly into each other's 

I nearly fall off my chair. Rachel drops the teapot 

)lary freezes. 
. is in love with the idea of romance. On TV, men 

ftOmen with romantic songs, flowers and heart
balloons. And then there's reality. Sons and 

mrs do not fall in love and marry without their 
'~--'N ' agreement or permission. 

- -ek, 'Padma, what did your mum say?' 

a looks down. 
ha en't told her?' 

_ - Surinder is perfect Mum'll be happy. He's Indian, 
.: a doctor, he must be the most suitable boy in the 

-..-,"'"'''1:" He's perfect.' 
der miles sweetly. He also hasn't told his parents 
ea,es to tell them. I can't sleep with worry, but 

. ........... ,0<:: in the morning. His parents are cool - upset and 
accepting. Padilla and I celebrate with a cup of 

. Padma goes to break the new to her mum. 

6 What does Billie say about the family of 
whoever she might marry? 
a The family aren't important as long as the 

man is nice. 
b She only wants to marry someone who 

isn't too close to their fami ly. 
c It's really important that she likes t he 

man's family. 
d She wants to marry someone who doesn't 

have a big family. 

Extract 2 

illen Jonathan finally returns from Nepal, I 
pick h im up at the airport. He's arrived home 
when all the men of Delhi are wearing 

brace ets. Once a year, girls who have a brother put a 
special bracelet or rakhee around his wrist to show their 
affection and to ensure that he will look after her and 
help her get married. At a nightclub, my friend Aarzoo 
ties a rakhee on Jonathan. He is flattered but nervous 
about this. Aarzoo has called off her engagement to Sunil 
and this bracelet means Jonathan is now res~nsible for 
finding her a new mate.. He doesn't know many ingle 
gu} Aarzoo would possibly wanL be' off Indian men 
altogether: 

'They just want a slave. I want a career. I want to make 
movies. I can't give it up for a man who wants me to make 
chai all day.' 

The problem is, she's also doubtful about Western men. 
Aarzoo decides to stay single and Jonathan wipes his brow. 

Billie is under pressure to get married soon but she'll 
accept an arranged match. My feelings on arranged 
marriages have changed since I've lived here and seen 
that organised matches can often work. Most couples 
really are very happy. Besides, finding someone in a 
culture where there's not that much girl- boy mixing can 
be difficult, if not impossible. Billie doesn't have much 
experience with boys and she trusts her parents to know 
what she wants and needs. In any case, Billie says if 
she doesn't get married she won't feel like a loser - her 
parents will take the blame. 

Because Billie is an extremely h igh-caste Brahmin*, 
her father will only consider very elite men. They're 
unacceptable if they have a relative who's divorced, if 
they drink, if they have the wrong job or salary or if the 
parents are showy. So far, ' he's only found a few suitable 
boys and Billie dismissed them quickly; one because he 
wanted to talk to her alone and the other because she 
didn't like his parents. 

'Sarah, I want someone who is from a pleasant family. 
I'm not getting married to him, I'm getting married to 
his family. They have to be nice.' 

*In traditional Hindu society, people belong to different 
classes or castes. Of these, the Brahmin caste is the highest 
'most elite' class . 
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A formal phone 
conversation 

18 

1 Choose the best response. 

2 

1 Could I speak to the manager, please? 

a Why do you want to speak to him? 

@Can I ask what your call is concerning? 

2 I'll put you through now. 

a Hold on a minute. 

b Thank you. 

3 Good afternoon. HN Hotels. 

a Who's calling, please? 

b Could I speak to the manager, please? 

4 Can I take a message? 

a Yes. Could you ask Mr Smith to call me? 

b Yes. Could you tell me when to call 
MrSmith? 

5 Who's ca lling, please? 

a I'm calling to speak to the manager. 

b My name's Lucy Lewis. 

Put the sentences in the phone 
conversation a-k in the correct 
order 1-11. 

a 0 Can I as a yo ca I is 
concerning, S one? 

b 0 Hello. Could I spea 0 

please? 

c D ... I'm sorry. I'm afra 'd rs S ei 's 
not available. Can I ta e a es.sage? 

dOlt's lisa Stone fro Dai 5 or 
newspaper. 

e 0 Yes, please. Could you as e 0 

call lisa Stone from e Daily 5 ar 
on 0799 783529? 

f 0 I'd like to interview him or er 
about the opening of e new 
Mattison factory next mon h. 

9 [Z] Good morning, Mattison limited. 
How can I help you? 

h 0 Thank you. 

o Certainly. Who's calling, please? 

[ZZJ OK, no problem. I'll ask her to call 
you as soon as possible. Goodbye. 

kOOK. It's Sylvia Stein you need to 
speak to. Hold the line, please. I'll 
put you through. 

A formal letter 
3 Match the parts of the letter 1-8 with the 

descriptions a-h. 

4 

3967 Miramonte Avenue, 
Oakland, 
CA92483 

Dear Mr Edwards, 

7 I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

® Ahlr .. Scherer 

Anita Scherer 

a The date 

Flat 2, 
Castle Mill House, 
Jericho Street , 
Oxford 
0X27EN 1 
1 January 0000 ~ 

b Explanation of who you are and why you are writing 

c ~ Yo r address 

d _ The opening, for example Dear Mr Hill, 

e The address of the person you are writing to 

f Closing the letter and saying you expect a reply 

9 Your signature with your name printed underneath 

h 0 The main part of the letter, including the 
questions you want to ask and the reasons you 
are asking them 

Put the words in the correct order. 

am/your advert.ll/in/writing/to/response 

It?oM Nrltli-"!) If-" re2{?0Yl'je to 100Y' t?odvert 

2 look/from/heari ng/forwa rd/you/I/soon.lto 

3 would/I/know/like/how/to/the course costs.lmuch 

4 Iike/know/I/more/would/the extra activities.labout/to 

5 am/interested/I/living with a family..Lin 

6 My/and/I/a student/name's/Pawel Adamicz/ 
at secondary school./am 



Use of English 
Phrasal verbs 

1 

2 

Complete the sentences with the verbs below. 

[ fall get tidy split ~ sWitch ] 

1 Have you heard? Mary and Jim have ~ up. 

They're no longer together. 

2 Could you please the light off 

when you leave? 

3 I don't often ____ out with my boyfriend, 

and if I do, we both say sorry very quickly. 

4 I don't on with my brother's 

girlfriend. In fact, I don't like her at all. 

5 Will you help me up after the party? 

Complete the sentences with the correct 
preposition. 

1 I must give these books bad to the library. 

2 In my country, it's not very common for a 

woman to ask a man ___ _ 

3 Hello? Please hold on. I'll put you ____ to 

Mr Dobson in a second. 

4 Eva doesn't want to get married and settle 

____ yet. 

5 I'm looking forward ____ meeting my 

boyfriend's cousins. 

3 Circle the correct option. Sometimes both are 
correct. 

1 Could you please _ ? I can't hear my own 
thoughts. 

a turn down the music 

b turn the music down 

2 Jo's going to _ when we're away. 

a look after our dog 

b look our dog after 

3 The robbers forced the bank employees to _ . 

a hand the money over 

b hand over the money 

4 Paul's got my mp3 player. I must ask him to _ . 

a give it back 

b give back it 

Exam task s 
Sentence transformations 

4 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. Use the word in CAPITALS. 

1 When I first as ed by on a date, the weather 

2 

3 

was hom e. 0 

When I rst C-5i:.-t RlAbn Ol/1r , the weather 

was h 

much money we 

ow much 

A.~(,I",,. .. a d she had 
er usband 

ad and s e had 

to on er own after her 

husband died. 

4 I had to stop playing the piano because I didn't 
have enough time. GIVE 

I had to playing the piano 

because I didn't have enough time. 

Open doze 

5 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

The education of women in my family 

My great-grandmother was one 1..sd... the first women in 

my country to study law. She loved it and was looking 

_ _ __ to a career as a lawyer. Then she met my 

great-grandfather. After she graduated, they got married 

and settled 3 in his home. At the t ime it was 

considered obvious that she would 4 up her 

career, but I think it's sad that such an intelligent woman 

had to stay at home, with no intellectual activity other 

than playing bridge. She did one unusual th ing though: 

she looked 5 ____ her daughters herself. Most 

family friends handed 6 _ _ __ t he care of their 

children to nannies and governesses, but my grandma 

and her sister were brought 7 by their highly 

educated mother. When they 8 up they both 

went to university. My grandma became a doctor and she 

continued working after she was married and after her 

children were born. 
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Reading 
Multiple matching - short texts 

In 1975, two new faces appeared in the 
offices of Washington's largest 
newspaper, The Washington Post. 
Actors Robert Redford and Dustin 
Hoffma were preparing for the roles of 
reporters in the film All the President's 
Men, and they spent a lot of time in the 
newsroom, observing journalists at work 
and attending staff meetings. :They 
blended into the newsroom environment 
so effectively that one day the science 
reporter told Hoffman to go and bring 
some office supplies. He'd mistaken he 

20 

r for an em 10 ee. 

1 Read the text. Choose the correct answers a, b 
orc. 

1 Who do all the highlighted words refer to? 
a the actors 
b the reporters 
c other employees 

2 Look at the underlined phrases. What do they 
all demonstrate? 
a That everyone in the office was very busy. 
b That the actors started behaving like 

reporters. 
c That the actors cared about the 

environment. 

2 Answer this exam question about the text in 
exercise 1. Choose the correct answer a, b, 
cord. 

3 

What is the text supposed to show? 
a What work was like at The Washington Post. 
b That The Washington Post is an important 

newspaper. 
c How carefully Redford and Hoffman prepared 

for their roles. 
d How employees were treated at The 

Washington Post. 

In the exam you may be asked about the purpose 
of a text or its main point. A correct answer to 
such a question is based on the text as a whole, 
not on one particular sentence. 

Read the texts 1-3. Choose the correct answers 
a, b, c or d. 

What is the purpose of this text? 
a To encourage children to do housework. 
b To give advice to parents. 
c To analyse children's behaviour. 
d To teach people life skills. 

Why should you teach your 
children to do household chores? 

The simple answer is, because 
it's good for them and it's good for you. 

It's good for them because they learn skills they ' ll 
need in adult life; and by 'skills' I mean not only cleaning 

or washing up, but sharing duties and not expecting others 
to do everything for you . They learn to be tidy, organised 

and not afraid of a bit of physical work. And why is it good 
for you? Obviously, because you have less housework 

to do. But also, you have fewer reas::ns~t:o~be~~111 annoyed with your children - and 
~X.~~ that 's good for everyone! 



2 What is the title of Sylvia Plath's poem? 
a Mirror 
b Eye 
c Ring 
d Glasses 

I am silver and exact. I have no 

preconceptions. 

Whatever I see, I swallow immediately. 

Just as it is, unmisted by love or dislike 

I am not cruel, only truthful -

The eye of a little god, four-cornered. 

by Sylv ia Plath 

3 What is the main point ofthis passage? 
a If you have fewer friends, it's more difficult 

to find a partner. 
b If you start a new relationship, you gain 

new friends. 
c If you start a relationship, you spend less 

time with your friends. 
d If you can't go to your friends when you're 

in trouble, they're not true friends. 

A recent study suggests that starting a 
romantic relationship may come at 

the cost of losing some friends - two, to be 
exact! According to research by Robin 
Dunbar from Oxford University, single 
people have on average five close friends, 
that is, people who they trust and who 
they would go to if they were in trouble. 
People in romantic relationships have four, 
and one of those four is their partner. 
In other words, they only have three 
platonic friends. Why does that happen? 
Because dating someone takes up a lot of 
time and attention, which you then don't 
have for your friends. 

o 

Listening 
True / False / No information 

4 CD Listen to the beginning of a radio 
conversation about how to prepare for a 
marathon. Tick (wi) true, cross (X) false or 
write (?) if there is no information. 

o Windermere Marathon always takes place 
on 17 May. 

2 0 If you're unfit, you can' run a marathon. 

3 0 Running is not the only form of exercise 
you will need. 

5 CD Complete the sentences. Listen again if 
you need to. 

1 The speaker says that ' Windermere 

Marathon will take place on 17 May; but 

we don't know if it takes place on that day 

____ year. 

2 The speaker says, 'Unless you've got serious 

____ , you're probably to run 

a marathon: 

3 The speaker says, 'You should do ___ _ 
exercises every day: 

6 CD Listen to the rest of the interview about 
marathons. TIck (wi) true, cross (X) false or 
write (?) if there is no information. 

o You should start by running five to six 
kilometres a day. 

2 0 Shortly before the marathon you should 
run about twenty kilometres every day. 

3 0 Some kinds of fruit are especially good 
for runners. 

4 0 Many runners need more than eight 
hours of sleep. 

S 0 You should run faster in the second half of 
the marathon than in the first. 

A statement is true when the recording says t he 
same thing in other words. 

A statement is false when the statement and 
the recording contradict each other (say 
opposite things). 

We can say there is no information when the 
statement could be true, but the recording does 
not say so. 
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Vocabulary & Grammar 
1 Underline the correct words to complete the 

sentences. 

1 Have you got what it makes/takes/ reaches to 

become a successful journalist? 

2 I think all parents should be given some advice 

on how to look/bring/grow up children. 

3 The building was absolutely huge/ big/ large. 

4 I did everything I could, but I guess it 's 

up/over/down to luck right now. 

S She keeps interrupting/nagging/gossiping me 

about getting a better job. 

6 Let's grab something to eat first. I'm absolutely 

starving/soaked/boiling. 

7 I'm living with three other students and I have 

to treat/share/avoid chores with them. 

2 Complete the sentences with one word in 
each gap. 

1 It rt?l/;'e5 her ages to get ready in the 

morning. 

2 .In my country, the divorce _ ___ for first 

marriage is about 40 percent. 

3 I was not angry with her, I was absolutely 

4 When are you going to ____ down and 

get married? 

S How much money do lowe you? I can't work 

it myself. 

6 Gina is the main while her husband 

stays at home and looks after their children. 

7 I hope the price of petrol won't up 

again next month. 

3 

4 

Complete the sentences with the correct 
present or past form of the verbs in brackets. 

1 My grandmother lives in Brazil but she 

originally cow-.e5 (come) from Argentina. 

2 Ian felt exhausted because he 

(dig) in the garden for two hours. 

3 It should be warmer now. I 

(turn) up the heating. 

4 Fiona (stay) with her cousin 

until she finds somewhere to live. 

S We (watch) a documentary 

on TV when suddenly all lights went out. 

6 It's your turn now. I (iron) for 

over an hour. 

7 Did Paul and Jane really split up? How long 

(they/be) together? 

8 He snatched the woman's handbag and 

(run) away. 

9 It shows that Ann's a novice driver. How long 

(she/learn) to drive? 

/81 

Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

When we arrived, everyone has been dancing. 

Wlleh we t?lY"Y"lved,. eveY"!:j.0he Wt?l2 dt?lhClhgt. 

2 I can't work because my computer 
always crashing. 

3 As a child, I would feel often lonely. • 

4 My new book is ready - I've been w·riting 
nine chapters. 

S Why did you keep to ask her the same 
question over and over again? 

6 How many miles have you been driving in 
your lifetime? 



5 Complete the text with the correct form of 
the words in brackets. 

Communication 
7 Complete the dialogues with one word in 

m each gap. 
----------------------------------------~~ 

....., ... 1Iec1lnthe .......... 

To all bloggers 

Would you like to take part in a writing 

1 cOM p efinoYl (compete)? Here is your chance! 

You don't have to be a proficient writer - it's enough 

to be able to write 2 (reason) well t o 

enter. Our topic this time is 'Happily Married in the 

ew Millennium: 

Why is the marriage institution fai ling miserably 

nowadays? Are 3 (arrange) marriages 

better than love marriages? What are your views? 

What makes a good marriage? Is it -1 _______ _ 

(dedicate), trust or equally shared 5 ________ _ 

(responsible)? Give it a go whether you're married, 

about to marry or anti-marriage altogetheL Get 

your 6 (inspire) from your own life 

t 

or the lives of others. 

Prizes for best entr ies. 300 words max. 

The deadline for receiving entries is 31 March. 

Email us for more information. 

Listening 
6 CD Listen to the interview with four recipients 

ofThe Duke of Edinburgh's Award. Answer the 
questions with their names Helena (H), John (J), 
Bethany (B) or Matthew (M). 

Who: 

1 was in charge of a group of children 
as part of the programme? 

2 wanted to give up several times? 

3 at some point felt under a lot of pressure 
to complete his/her programme? 

4 has received a lot of support from 
other people? 

5 thinks the key to success is 
determination? 

6 has gained some self-confidence? 

7 believes now she/he can reach the top? 

8 

Dialogue 1 

A: Could 11 SpeC//:: to Mr Chambers, please? 

B: Who's 2C ,please? 

A: My name's John Laughton. 

B: Can I ask what your call is 3 c ______ ? 

A: I'm calling about tomorrow's meeting. 

B: 4H the line, please. I'll put you 
St ______ _ 

A: Thank you. 

Dialogue 2 

A: Hello. Is Mrs Howard 6t ____ , please? 

B: I'm afraid she's not 7 a at the moment. 

A: Could you ask her to call me back? 

B: Yes, of course. Can I have your name and 

telephone number, please? 

Dialogue 3 

A: Can I speak to Jessica, please? 

B: I'm afraid she's just 8 p out 

somewhere. 

A: Could you tell her to give me a 9 r ? 

B: Sure, no problem. 

Underline the correct words to complete the text. 

There are two photographs 1 Qfloff people at 

a roller skating rink. The photo 2 in/on the left 

shows a couple holding hands and skating 

together. They 3 seem/might quite pleased with 

themselves in spite of the fact that they are both 

struggling to keep on their feet. The woman 

looks 4 like/as though a beginner skater. She's 

obviously not doing very well but is still willing to 

give it a go. slnlTo my mind, it's important to try 

new, challenging things and enjoy the process of 

learning. Roller skating is not easy, as the couple 

in the picture are finding out. And you have to 

bear in 6 mind/opinion that it may take a lot of 

time and patience to master it. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Listening 

Communication 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/7 marks 

/13 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Communications 

1 label the pictures with the words below. 

2 

3 

[

text message flexible screen ] 
handset social networking site 
handheld games console 

Which two-word noun goes with all of the 
words below? 

1 ________ addiction 

2 ________ handset 

3 network 

Complete the sentences with words from 
exercises 1 and 2. Sometimes you need to 
change the form. 

1 I need a new mobile phone ht?thti5eT. 

This one's in terrible condition. 

2 A: My phone's got no signal here. 

B: Mine has. Which do you use? 

3 A: I'm worried. I think my brother is 

____ to his mobile phone. 

B: I don't think he is. He actually left it at home 

when he went to football practice last night! 

4 A: I want to get in touch with Mo, but I can't 

find her on Bebo or any other ___ _ 

B: I think I've got her mobile number. Why 

don't you send her a ____ ? 

Grammar 
Future forms 

4 00 Underline the correct form. 

5 

1 'Hello? Mum? I'm stuck in a traffic jam. I'll bel 

'm going to be late for dinner. Sorry!' 

2 'I have no idea how to use this new handset: 

'Don't worry. I'll show/'m going to show you: 

3 The library opens/is opening at 10.30. 

4 Will you do/Are you doing anything special 

on Saturday? 

5 look at this crowd. We'll wait/'ll be waiting 

for hours to get into the club. 

(**) Complete the sentences with the correct 
future form of the verb in brackets. Sometimes 
more than one answer is possible. 

1 The performance 5Tt?trB at seven p.m. (start) 

2 Dave a website design course 
during the holidays. (do) 

3 He home next week. (come) 

4 I you when I know the exam 
results. (text) 

5 Hurry up! Our bus in half an hour. 
(leave) 

6 (**) Read the situations. What would you say? 
Complete the sentences with the correct future 
form of the verbs in brackets. 

1 Someone asks you about your plans for the 
winter holidays. 

'Don't ask. L tv. @Olh@ TO be 2f0d!~Ph@ for 
tY""1 eX{?tf'V12 (I/study/exams)!' 

2 You're waiting for someone at the station. 
You don't know the exact arrival time. 

What time ______ -:--___ _ 
(the train/get in)?' 

3 Your computer is acting strangely. 
'Oh no. __________ _ 
(it/crash/again): 

4 You decide to finish some work that you've 
been putting off. 
__________ (I/do/it/today): 

5 Your friends want to go out. You've got a 
medical appointment. 
'I'm sorry. __________ _ 
(lisee/doctor/five). Maybe later?' 



7 C**) Complete the dialogue with the correct 
future form of the verbs below. 

[

be back check take pick up arrive ] 
be late come'/ go do not be able 

A: Mathieu and Julie 1 ?Ire COfv\(hg from 

Sydney this afternoon. Who 2 _____ _ 

them 3 _ _____ from the airport? 

B: What time 4 their flight 

- -----? 
A: Four thirty this afternoon. 

B: I can't make it then. I 6 the 

dog to the vet at four 0' clock. 

C: OK. I 7 it, then. 

A: The flight 8 probably 

______ , though. Lots of flights are 

delayed today. 

C: Hang on. I 10 the airport 

website. Yes, the fl ight is two hours late. 

And that means I 11 to go. 

B: I 12 ____ _ _ t hen. I'm sure 

I 13 from the vet's by 

that time. 

Grammar Plus: be about to, be on the point of, 
be likely to and be unlikely to 

8 (***) Complete the second sentence so that it 
means the same as the first. Use the words in 
CAPITALS. 

The weather will probably improve at the 
weekend. LIKELY 

The weather ($' /r'/:.e!1 ro (fv.prove at the 

weekend. 

2 Peter's going to win this chess game in a 
moment. POINT 

Peter ______ ____ this 

chess game. 

3 The concert is going to begin very soon. 
ABOUT 

The concert begin. 

4 More people will probably have internet 
access in the future. LIKELY 

More people in 

the future. 

S The situation of the world 's poor will probably 
not improve very soon. UNLIKELY 

The situation of the world's poor 

___ _______ very soon. 

Grammar reference 
Future forms 

Present simple 

We use the present simple for t imetables, schedules, 
routines, dates, etc: 

Her train leaves at 5.40 a.m. tomorrow. 

Present continuous 

We use the present continuous to talk about future 
events we have already arranged. We often specify the 
date, time, etc: 

We're flying to Australia in July. 

be going to 

We use be going to 

o to talk about general intentions and plans for the 
future which may still change: 

My sister is going to become an actress. 

o to talk about predictions based on something we 
know or can observe now: 

Look out! We are going to crash! (We can see another car.) 

will/ won't 

We use wil//won't+ infi nitive without to 

o to express a prediction based on opinions, beliefs or 
experience: 

I'm sure my mother will be furious when she sees this mess. 

o to talk about a decision about the future made at the 
moment of speaking: 

Is that the phone? I'll answer it. 

o to make threats and promises: 

I promise I'll give you the money back tomorrow. 

be about to/be on the point of 

We use be about to + infinitive and be on the point of + 

-ing to talk about something which is going to happen in 
the immediate future: 

It looks like the Democrats are about to win the election. 

I've had enough. I'm on the point of leaving. 

be likely/unlikely to 

We use be likely/ unlikely to + infinitive to express the 
probability of something happening or not happening in 
the future: 

The vocalist is sick - they're likely to cancel the concert. 

Tom's unlikely to propose to Sue. 
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Talking about technology 

1 Match words 1-5 with a-e to make 
compound nouns. 

1 internet l a life 
2 desktop b engine 

3 battery c console 

4 search d connection 

5 games e computer 

2 Mary wants to buy a new laptop. The shop 
assistant is showing her a new model. 
Complete what he says with the words below. 

[

browser drive games high-definition 
internet life projector touch-screen 
system wireless 

The hard 1 ______ is 250 GB. This 

model's got a 2 screen: just look 

at the wonderful picture quality. Most 

importantly, it's got a battery 3 _____ _ 

of ten hours. Of course, it comes with the latest 

operating 4 installed. If you like, 

we'll also install your favourite web 

______ foryou. 

And you get a 6 ______ mouse as a 

bonus. Or, if you prefer, you can choose the offer 

of a high-speed 7 connection for 

a year. And if you buy the premium version, you 

have a choice of a 8 ______ phone or a 

digital mini-9 with it .. . No, I'm 

afraid the handheld 1o ______ consoles 

are not available as free-gift items. 

3 Match the sentence beginnings 1-5 with the 
endings a-e. 

1 You can browse 

2 You can transfer 

3 You can download 

4 You can upload 

5 You can update 

a your profile on a social networking site. 

b various files onto the internet. 

c the web in search of information. 

d files from one digital device to another. 

e apps, videos and other files from the internet. 

Grammar 
Second conditional 

4 IT) Underline the correct forms. 

If I were/would be you, I got/would get a new 

battery for that phone. 

2 What if you had/would have to live without 

modern technology for a year? 

3 If it wasn't/wouldn't be so cold, we 

would feel/felt more like going out. 

4 If we hadn't/didn't have so much electronic 

equ ipment, we might speak/spoke to each 

other more often. 

5 I might agree to meet an online friend 

provided that we met/ would meet in a public 

place and I would have/ had a friend with me. 

5 (**) Put the words in the correct order to make 
sentences. Add commas where necessary. 

1 memory/Could/graphics/my computer/it/ 
create/had/I/on/ more 

If M !:f. COM(2l/rrer hCld More M e Mor!:f.' 

I c Ol/1ld creClte f).rCl/Z.h/cz 00. IT 

2 write/a/went/blog/a long trip/I/on/would/I 

If 

3 dollla/homework/the library/I could/my/had/ ~ 

in/laptop 

If 

4 might/provided/a/buy/battery life/had/it/ 
new/long/laptop/that/a. 

I 

• 
5 angry/our neighbours/were/noisy/yours/as/ 

as/I'd/really/get 

If 

6 another/even/free/wouldn't/digital gadget/ 
if/was/it/want 



6 

7 

(**) Complete the second conditional sentences with the 
correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

1 If I (find) someone's mobile phone, I _ __ _ 

(call ) the first number in their phone book to tell them. 

2 What if all the computers in the world (fail) at 

the same time? 

3 Supposing your best friend ____ (tell) you a lie, 

how (you/react)? 

4 If I (not surf) the internet so much, 1 _ __ _ 

(not keep up with) the latest games. 

S If you (not spend) so much time chatting to 

. strangers online, you (have) more time for 

your real friends. 

c~) Underline the correct option. 

1 Supposing/ Even if your mobile broke down on holiday, what 

would you do? 

2 Even if/ Provided that I wanted a handheld games console, 

my parents wouldn't buy me on e. 

3 I might let you use my new laptop provided that/supposing 

you were a bit more careful. 

4 I wouldn't join a social networking site even if/supposing a 

hundred people invited me! It's a waste of time. 

S We could invite Steve to the party provided tha t/ even if he 

promised not to play games on his phone all the time. 

6 Supposing/ Provided that you designed a new piece of 

software, would you sell it or make it available for free? 

8 c***) Use the prompts to write second conditional 
sentences. 

1 know how to install this appl ication ---. not ask you for help 

If I F.het/tJ MOW ro Ihsrc;.ff tt1l5 c;.ppfICc;.ti'oh, I WOI/7(dh r
c;.5F. 101/7 for MeJp . 

2 have a faster internet connection ---. download more videos 
Ifl __________________ _ 

3 move to another country ---. keep in touch with my 
friends online 
Ifl _________________ _ 

4 be ten years old ---. love this new game 

Ifl _ ________________ _ 

S spend more time reading ---. know more words 
Ifl _________________ _ 

6 live in Japan ---. probably have even more electronic gadgets 
Ifl ____________ _____ _ 

Grammar 
reference 
Second conditional 

We use the second conditional (if + past 
simple, would + infinitive without to) to 
talk about unreal, impossible or unlikely 
situations in the present or in the future: 

If Mike were toller, he could play volleyball 

much better. (but Mike is not taller) 
If I had your figure, I would become a model. 

(but I don't have your figure) 
We wouldn't be late for work if you got up 

ten minutes earlier. (but you stay in bed) 

be 

In the second conditional sentences after I, 
he, she and it, we can use either was (the 
standard past form) or were. Were is more 
common than was in written and formal 
language: 

If he was/were more outgoing, he would 

have more friends. 

If I was/were wealthy, I would donate part 

of my income to charity. 

could and might 

Instead of would in the main clause, we can 
use the modal verbs could or might: 

If you asked Tom for a loan, he might agree 

to lend you some money. 

If we earned more, we could go on a 

Mediterranean cruise. 

even if, provided that and supposing 

Instead of ifin conditional sentences, we 
can also use even if, provided that and 
supposing: 

Even if you apologised profusely for your 

comment, it wouldn't be enough. 

Provided that she completed her essay on 

time, she might get quite a good grade for it. 

Supposing he asked you out, would you turn 

him down? 

What if ... ? 

Instead of What would happen if ... ?, 

while asking a question we can simply say 
What if ... ? 

What if he insisted on moving to Australia? 

What if all Web advertisements were 

blocked? 
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What 
slanguage* 
doyou 
speak? 
Teens and slang 
Slang is fun - it's always been part of 
English , making the language richer and 
more diverse. Teenagers in particular 
tend to use slang like their own private 
language. _ So is teenagers using 
slang something we should worry 
about? The real question is not whether 
teens should use slang or not but if they 
know when and how to use it. 2 _ 

They claim that young people are 
increasingly unable to distinguish 
situations in which it's acceptable to use 
slang from situations where they should 
use more formal language. 

'Young people can't speak 
properly' 
For some time now, teachers and 
educators have been complaining that 
teens don't know how to express 
themselves in writing. They are so used 
to sending texts with abbreviations and 
no punctuation that they barely 
remember what standard written English 
is like. What is more, researchers have 
noticed that many young people are 
finding it difficult to communicate 
without using slang in formal contexts, 
such as the classroom or at work. 

Reading 

Banning 
slang in the 
classroom 
In order to overcome 
the problem, one school 
in Manchester took the 
radical step of banning slang 
completely from the classroom. 'It was 
clear that many students found it difficult 
to get through a sentence without 
saying "innit" or "know what I mean?'" 
explains Maria Nightingale, the school 
principal. Nightingale and the teachers 
in the school were worried about their 
students' inability to use 'normal ' 
English. 3 _ Since the school banned 
slang, exam results have improved 
dramatically. 

Studying slang 
St Francis Xavier School in London has 
taken a different approach - they've put 
slang on the curriculum. A-Ievel** 
students learn to analyse slang and 
research its origins. 4 _ Slang expert 
Tony Thorne believes that talking about 
slang helps people to develop a sense 
of 'appropriacy' with regard to language 
use. Appropriacy means using the right 
variety of language in the right context 

- for example, business jargon in 
business meetings, formal English in 
exams and slang with your friends. 

Slang - our new language? 
However, many people feel that the way 
teens are using slang is part of a new 
social trend. They believe the profile of 
slang is changing. It is not that slang has 
become more popular but that it has 
become more public. Ten years ago, 
serious newspapers never printed slang. 
now it's everywhere - in the press, on 
Tv, in music. 5 _ Will slang take over 
and become part of standard English? 
Only time will tell . 

* slanguage - an invented word, a 
combination of slang + language 

** A-level - exams that you take when you are 
18 years old before you leave school or go 
to university. 

1 Look at the title and paragraph headings in the text. What do you think the text is about? 
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Choose the best answer. 

a slang in different countries b teenagers using slang at school c the function of slang in society 

2 Find and underline the words 1-5 in the text. Match the words with the correct definitions a-e. 

1 diverse 

2 distinguish 

3 radical 

4 banning 

5 jargon 

a extreme, new and very different 

b to recognise and understand the difference between things 

c special words and phrases that are only understood by people who do the same job 

d with many different parts, varied 

e forbidding or stopping something 



3 Read the text and match the sentences a-f 
to the gaps 1-5 in the text. There is one 
extra sentence. 

a They investigate the various functions of slang 
and its connection to identity, particularly for 
minority groups. 

b For them, talking in slang is part of growing 
up and establishing a sense of identity. 

c Slang is used as a form of protest. 

d Some experts believe that they don't. 

e It's almost impossible to avoid it. 

f They believed it could stop their students from 
getting a good job or from doing well 
in exams. 

4 Read the text again and tick (.I) true, cross (X) 
• false or write (?) if there is no information. 

1 0 Experts are worried because teens are 
,. using slang as a private language. 

2 0 A lot of people think that teenagers today 
don't know how to write English. 

3 0 The principal of the Manchester school 
said students found it hard to 
communicate using slang. 

4 0 Students at the Manchester school are 
doing better in exams since slang was 
banned. 

5 0 Some students in London are now studying 
slang at school. 

6 0 Studying slang has helped the London 
students to improve their language skills. 

7 0 Most people now believe that slang will 
soon become standard English. 

5 Answer the questions. 

1 Is slang a new thing? 

2 Why do people think teens find it difficult to 
write formal English? 

3 How did Maria Nightingale and the teachers 
in the school in Manchester feel about the 
students' use of slang? 

4 Who is Tony Thorne? 

5 Where can you see slang now that you didn't 
ten years ago? 

, 

Listening 
6 CD Listen to five short recordings about 

communication. Number the text types a-e in 
the order you hear them. 

a 0 a recorded message 

bOa description of a film 

c 0 a conversation between two friends 

d 0 an extract from a TV interview 

e 0 a presentation 

7 CD Listen again and choose the correct 
answers. 

Sally says that 
a she is angry because Jake didn't make a copy 

of a CD for her. 
b Jake laughs at her because she has 

problems using technology. 
c Jake is going to help her install a new 

computer program. 

2 Kate thinks that 
a communication is the most important thing 

in relationships. 
b Sally should tell Jake she doesn'flike him 

making fun of her. 
c Sally should learn to use all her computer 

programs. 

3 Which is NOT true about the Seattle Museum 
of Communications? 
a You don't have to pay to visit the museum. 
b You can take an online tour of the museum 

on their website. 
c The museum is open five days a week from 

8.30 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. 

4 What is the museum phone number? 
a 206-767-3022 
b 206-676-3012 
c 206-767-3012 

5 Professor Skye thinks that communicating in 
person is particularly problematic for 
a older people. 
b young people. 
c people in their thirties. 

6 In The Black Balloon, Luke and Charlie are 
a two teenage brothers who have problems 

communicating. 
b two friends who have grown up together. 
c two teenagers who fall in love with the 

same girl. 
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Writing 
A 'for and against' essay 

In paragraph 1, briefly 
introduce the topic in one or 
two sentences. 

2 Explain that there are 
arguments on both sides. 
Do NOT give your own 
opinion here. 

3 In paragraph 2, make it clear 
that the paragraph supports 
the topic or proposition in 
the essay. It contains the 
ideas 'for' it. 

4 Write two or three points in 
favour of the topic and 
support your ideas with 
evidence and/or examples. 
Use linking words to add 
ideas, give reasons and 
contrast ideas. 

5 In paragraph 3, make it clear 
that the paragraph argues 
against the topic or 
proposition in the essay title. 
Write two or three points 
'against' and support your 
ideas with evidence and/or 
examples. Use linking words 
to add ideas, give reasons 
and contrast ideas. 

6 In paragraph 4, sum up the 
arguments for both sides 
and draw a conclusion. 
Give your own opinion on 
the issue. 

Useful language 

1 Introducing arguments 

Whaf ay-e fhe advanfages and disadvanfages of cav-s fo soe.iefy as a ~Ie? 

r7/any people foday c.ould not imaqine lite wifhouf a cay-. H()(..I£Vey-, alfhouqh cay
Qu.JneY"Sh ip obviousl'-1 haS many benetifs, fhe inc.y-easinq numbey- of cay-s on fhe y-oad 
also c.y-eafes c.oosidey-able py-oblems. So, ay-e cay-s qood toy- soe.ief'-1 in qeney-al? 

OrIe of fhe qy-eafesf advanfaqes of cay- OWVIey-ship is fhe ty-eedom if qives t..tOU. It 
t..tOU have a cay- t..tOU can travel when and u.JI.ey-e t..tOU wanf fo wifhouf havinq fo y-el'-1 
0Vl a~ else. Whaf is mOY"e, cay-s help oldey-, less p~icall'-1 tif people keep fheiy
independence. In y-emofe ay-eas wifhouf public. transport, cay-s help people fo sfa'-1 
in fouc.J, wifh fhe widev- uJOY"ld and have a beffey- qualify ot lite. {inall'-1' many 
people av-e employed fo py-oduce cav-s, y-epaiy- fhem oy- sey-ve c.usfomev-s in petrol 
sfafiOVls. 11,is c.y-eafes JobS wh ic.J, is a tuY"fheY" benetif toy- soe.iefy. 

0rI fhe of hey- hand, uSinq cav-s haS some sey- ious d isadvanfaqes. {iy-Sfl'-1' cay-s ay-e bad 
toy- fhe enviY-OVlmenf. 1l,ey use petrol and cause pollufiOVl . Uny-e¥,ed y-ubbish tY-om 
old cay-s is y-esponsible toy- mouVlfa ins of fo)Cic. wasfe. sec.oodl'-1, fhe y-oads ay-e 

bec.ominq moy-e and moy-e c.y-OuJded. Iy-attic. Jams ay-e causinq man'-1 c.ifies fo Come 

almosf fo a sfandsfill whilsf e)Chausf tumes poison fhe aiy-o {inall'-1' uSinq OUY" cay-s 
foo muc.J, could be makinq us less tif and less soe.iable. r7/any of uS dy-ive evev-yu.Jhey-e 

insfead ot walkinq even shOY"f disfances whic.J, means we qef less e)Cey-c.ise and falk 
fo eac.J, othey- less. 

In C.OVlC.lusiOVl, f hey-e ay-e StrOVlq aY-qumenfs on bofh sides ot fhe debafe. In m'-1 
opiniOVl, fhe benetifs of usinq cav-s oufweiqh fhe disadvanfaqes. H()(..I£Vey-, I 
Str~I'-1 tee I fhaf we need fo develop mOY"e eColoqical cav-s and beffey- trattic. 

St..tsfems So fhaf we can c.oof inue fo e~oy fhe benetifs of cav-s wifhouf damaqinq 
fhe env;Y-OVlmenf and OUY" ovev-all qualify ot lite. 

The first/One advantage/disadvantage is ... 

1 Read the essay and answer the questions. 

1 What are the writer's arguments in favour 
of cars? 
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2 Listing ideas 
Firstly, ... Secondly,... Thirdly,... Finally, ... 

3 Adding information 
What is more, ... Besides this, ... 

4 Contrasting information 
However, .,. Although . .. On the other hand, ... 

5 Explaining consequences and giving examples 
Due to ... As a result, ... 

6 Concluding the essay 
To sum up, ... To conclude, ... In conclusion, .. . 
To summarise, . .. 

7 Giving you~ opinion 
In my opinion, . .. I think ... 
I firmly/strongly believe that ... 

2 What points does the writer make against cars? 

3 What conclusions does the writer come to? 
Do you agree? 

4 Can you think of any points for or against cars 
that are not mentioned in this essay? 

2 Read the essay again and underline the phrases 
the writer uses to express the ideas 1-5 below. 

1 There are more good things than bad things 
about using cars. 

2 The roads are filling up with cars. 

3 One of the best things about owning a car is ... 

4 Traffic jams are stopping traffic in the cities 
almost completely. 

5 Of course there are many advantages to 
owning a car. 



• 

3 <fi~l~all the linking words and expressions in 
the essay. 

4 Join the ideas with the linking words and 
expressions below. 

[ due to as a result although however ] 

1 ____ car ownership has many benefits, 

cars are seriously damaging the planet. 

2 There are too many cars on the road these 

days. , traffic in the cities is coming 

to a standstill. 

3 the fact that it can cause accidents, 

it is illegal to use mobile phones whilst driving. 

4 Mobile phones are now quite cheap to buy. 

____ , they are manufactured using 

child labour. 

5 Read the notes for an introduction to a 'for and 
against' essay about having a lot of television 
channels. Tick (.I) the four best sentences to 
include. 

D There used to only be a few channels on 
TV in most European countries. 

D Most people have at least one TV in their house. 

D Having many channels has advantages and 
disadvantages. 

D In many countries TVs now have many channels 
because of cable. 

D I think it's positive to have a lot of channels 
because then you can choose which one to watch. 

D 50, is having more channels beneficial on the whole? 

D Television was invented around 1925, so it's 
existed for almost 100 years. 

6 Write the introduction to the essay. Use the 
introduction in the essay on page 30 to help you. 

7 Look at this draft for the second paragraph of 
the essay. Tick (.I) three ways to improve it. 

A lot of channels means there is more variety. If you 
have a lot of channels, you can always find something 
worth watching. If you have a lot of channels, you will 
probably have a lot of speciality channels. 5peciality 
channels are good for people with hobbies or interests. 

1 D Avoid repetition where possible. 

2 D Give two or three advantages. 

3 D Use linking words and other expressions to 
help the reader to follow the arguments. 

4 D Use an appropriate phrase to introduce 
the arguments in favour. 

5 D Give her opinion. 

8 Rewrite the second paragraph of the essay. 
Make the improvements you decided on in 
exercise 7. 

9 Look at the notes for the third paragraph and 
choose two or three arguments against having 
a lot of television channels. Decide how you 
could link ideas together and what order you 
would write them in. Write the paragraph. 

- you can waste a lot of time looking for 
something to watch 

- doesn't necessarily mean quality programmes 

- many programmes and films repeated when lots 
of channels 

- too much choice can make it hard to choose! 
- often things on two or more channels at the 

same time that you want to watch 

- evidence that people watch more television if 
more channels 

10 Complete the strategies box with the words 
below. 

four structure order arguments .l ] 

A 'for and against' essay 

• Make a list of 1 c>oy§tl/1lvoer.t'i for and a list of 

arguments against. 

• Choose the best two or three ideas for and the 

best two or three ideas against. Decide which 
____ to write your ideas in and what 

reasons or examples you can add. 

• Write your first draft making sure you organise it 
correctly into 3 paragraphs. 

• Read your draft. Do you need to use any other 
useful words/expressions to 4 the 

essay clearly? 

• Check the number of words and then check your 
punctuation, grammar and spelling. 

11 Read the task and write a 'for and against' 
essay. Use the structure on the opposite page 
and the strategies in exercise 10 and ideas in 
the exercises to help you. Write 250-300 words. 

What are the positive and negative aspects 
of low-cost international air travel? 
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Giving a speech 
1 Complete Charlie's speech with the words and 

expressions below. 

some people say in my opinion like 
sum up began I'd like to talk about.l 
Lastly What's more To my mind 
for example First of all let me finish 
explain why Secondly 

Good morning! 1 I'd h;l;.e to tp,(J;. p,bovd- social 

networking sites being a waste of t ime. Social 

networking sites only 2 a few 

years ago - 3 , Facebook only 

started in 2004 and MySpace in 2003. However, 

they are already extremely popular. Now, 

4 ______ that young people use them 

too much and don't communicate face-to

face enough. Well, 5 , social 

networking sites are a good thing. Let me 

______ , they are an 

easy way of keeping in touch with a lot of people. 

______ , you don't have to spend a lot 

• of time every day on the site - five minutes is 

enough. This means you can keep in touch with 

your online contacts quickly and easily and still 

have plenty of time to spend with your friends. 

______ , that is time well spent. 

10 ______ , you can find friends that you 

have lost touch with through these sites. They 

are 11 huge phonebooks, but 

without numbers, where you can find anyone 

you need to. 12 , they make it 

easy for you to share photos with your friends. 

So, to 13 , it's clear to me that 

social networking sites have many advantages. 

And 14 by saying that you can 

enjoy the benefits of these sites and still have 

plenty of face-to-face contact with friends. 

2 Underline the four points that Charlie makes in 
favour of social networking sites. 

Answering simple 
questions about a 
speech 
3 Match questions 1-3 from the audience to the 

answers a-c. 

2 

3 

What was your point about social 
networking sites being a quick and D 

easy way to keep in touch? 

Why do you think that social 
networking sites are like phonebooks? 

Why did you mention sharing 
photos as a benefit? 

D 

D 

a You can use them to look for contact details of 
people. For example, if you've lost your phone 
or someone's number, you can find them 
through Facebook. 

b I think it's because it's an easy way to show 
your pictures to your friends. You don't have to 
carry them with you, you just post them. For 
me, that's great. 

c It only takes a minute to post your status or a 
comment, but that way you can communicate 
with a lot of people at the same time. 

4 Prepare a speech about television. t:lse as many 
of the expressions from exercise 1 as possible. 
Use the ideas below or your own ideas. 

Television is ba. for society. 

• lV was first invented around 1925 and the 
first broadcasting service began'i 1936. 

• Many violent ilms, too much reali lV, silly 
shows and series. 0 enougln good programmes 

e.g. documentaries or well-ma,e'le dramas. 

• Better to have other hobt;)ies e.g. sports or 
social activity grOURS. 



Use of English 
Compound nouns 

1 Write compound nouns for the definitions 1-6. 

1 A person who plays the violin: VIO(lh p(?l1er 

2 A person who trains dolphins: _____ _ 

3 Rules wh1ch people follow in a household: 

4 A connection to the internet: ___ __ _ 

5 A console used to play games: _____ _ 

6 A computer that stands on top of your desk: 

2 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

3 

[
back communication film 
landline lead./ networking 

1 In 1997, Day-Lewis played the (eMI role in 

the film The Boxer. (Unit 1) 

2 In 1979, an unknown Austra lian actor arrived 

at a audition looking bruised and 

exhausted. (Unit 1) 

3 The animal trainer Max Lungren was teaching 

a dolphin to do a flip. (Unit 2) 

4 Mobile phones have huge benefits for people 

in developing countries where there are no 

____ telephones. (Unit 3) 

5 Around a billion people worldwide have joined 

social _ ___ sites in the last few years. 

(Unit 3) 

6 What does the future hold in terms of 
_ ___ technology? (Unit 3) 

Match words 1-6 with a-f to make 
compound nouns. 

pocket 

2 native 

3 divorce 

4 child 

5 web 

6 battery 

a rate 

b labour 

c browser 

d life 

e money 

f speaker 

Exam tasks 
Multiple-choice doze 

4 Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d to 
complete the text. 

The last two or three decades have seen incredible 

advances, especially in ' --"L technology. Billions of people 

have 2_ phones. To get in touch with a friend who's far 

away, you can now email them, phone them, send a 3 _ 

message, or even send a photo taken a few seconds earlier. 

However, a lot of the gadgets we enjoy are produced in 

developing countries by badly-paid workers or even by 

4 labour. And even in the rich countries all is not well. 

Fami ly bonds are weaker, people have fewer children and 

in many countries the divorce 5 _ is going up. Perhaps 

worst of all, 6 _ warming is threatening the whole planet. 

a communication ./ b communicating 
c connecting d social 

2 a portable b handy c move d mobile 

3 a texting b text c phone d electronic 

4 a cheap b wage c slave d illegal 

5 a number b amount c problem d rate 

6 a world b global c earth d cl imate 

Banked doze 

5 Complete the text with the words below. 
There is one extra word. 

[
browser connection drive engines ] 
games life system'/ 

My boyfriend is into technology. I'm not, and going to a 

party at his friend's house last weekend was a mistake! 

When we arrived, his mates were discussing the features 

of the latest operating ' 515teM . Then one of t hem 

started asking me questions about my laptop. When I told 

him it had a battery 2 of six hours he declared it 

was rubbish. Another one told me which web 3 I 

should use. A third told me about the effective use of search 

4 • When they all sat down at a 5 ___ _ 

console and started playing I was able to go to the kitchen 

with three other girlfriends. We had some tea and a chat 

about boyfriends and then suddenly all the boys joined 

us. Why? The internet 6 had stopped working! 
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Vocabulary 
Life skills 

1 Match the words 1-4 with their 
opposites a-d. 

1 POSitive~ a happy 

2 miserable b weakness 

3 mental c negative 

4 strength d physical 

2 Complete the text with t he 
words below. 

thankful support strengths 
positively well-being 
physically objective ./ 

Happiness and 
Well-being 

LIFE SKILLS COURSE FOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

The most important 1 oq,/ecflve for any 
school is to teach its students how to live 

and how to relate to the world around them. 
Teachers, like parents, want the children in 
their care to be mentally and 2 ___ _ 

healthy, and that is what teaching happiness 
and 3 is all about. 

.... .. .. .... .... .......... .............................. ........................................ . 

Here are some of the things 
participants will learn: 

j * Thinking 4 : Learn to look at your 
: experiences in a less negative way. 

l * Being 5 : Make lists of all the 
\ things you feel grateful for and stop thinking 
. about the things you 're not happy with. 

j * Understanding your own individual 
\ : Know what you're good at 
\ as a person and feel better about yourself. 

\ * Wishing other people well: People who help 
j and 7 others are happier people 

themselves. 
... ...... ......................................................................................... 
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Grammar 
Modals 

3 CD Match the sentences 1-6 to the explanations a-f. 

1 You must check this essay one more time. 

4 

2 You should check this essay one more time. 

3 I must learn another foreign language. 

4 I have to learn two foreign languages. 

S You shou ld have read this chapter. 

6 I needn't have read t his chapter. 

a I'm adviSing you to do it. 

b It's a pity you didn't do it. 

c I'm obl iged to do it. 

d I'm ordering you to do it. 

e It was unnecessary. 

f I want to do it. 

(**) Complete the sentences with must, have (got) to or 
should. 

1 You learn to think more positively! Otherwise 

you're never going to succeed in life. 

2 I th ink you try and talk this over with your 

parents. I'm sure they'll understand your point of view. 

3 You know you to fill in these forms. It's boring, 

but that's how you get into university. 

4 I'm thinking of giving up music and taking a life skills course 
instead. Do you think I ? 

S I finish my project by the end of the week. 

The deadline is on Friday. • 

6 I really improve my computer skills. They're so 

important in any kind of work . 

5 (**) Tony had an unsuccessful job interview and his 
friends are giving him advice. Complete the' sentences 
with should have/shouldn't have and the correct form of 
the verbs. 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

You 5f10l/T!d", r-f1tJ>ve 5ptfr (spill) coffee on the 
application form. 

You (wear) dirty jeans to the 
interview. 

You (say) more about your strengths. 

You (take) an IT course last year. 

You (lie) about your language skills. 

You (tell) them you learn new 
skills quickly . 



6 (**) Complete the sentences with needn't have and an 
appropriate verb. 

1 I solved twenty maths problems, because I thought that 
was our homework for today. I was wrong. 

I needn 1- luwe 50!ved all those problems. 

2 Bill arrived at the airport three hours before the flight, but 
there were no queues at all. 

He so early. 

3 We were visiting some friends abroad. We didn't know what 
present was appropriate so we bought an expensive vase. 
All the other visitors only brought flowers or sweets. 

We such an expensive gift. 

4 Mary took a taxi to get to the concert on time. The concert 
started thirty minutes late. 

She a taxi. 

7 · (***) Complete the email with must, have (got) to, should, 
should have/shouldn't have, needn't have and the correct 
form of the verbs in brackets. Sometimes more than one 
answer is possible. 

To: ali280gmail.com 
From. katie150hotmail.com 
Sa""", Team-building expedition 

Hi Ali 

The team-building expedition some of our class went on was not as good 
as I hoped. We made so many mistakes. First of all, we 1 <;hOl//!d", r- ht?tve 

<;rt?t rr-ed (start) so late. If you set off at midday, you 2 ______ _ 

(walk) in the hottest weather. Secondly - this is really embarrassing - we 
! (bring) a map. Sam had said he knew the way 
perfectly. Well, he didn't and 14 (believe) him! I really 
5 remember to pack a map the next time. Finally, we 
5 (buy) so much food . We didn't manage to eat it all 
and we had to carry it back. I hope we do better next time. We 
- (do), after all the mistakes we made this time! 

See you soon 
Katie 

Grammar Plus: ought to 

8 (***) Complete the sentences with ought t%ught to have 
and the correct form of the verbs below. 

[ thank give up feel./ tell choose ] 

1 We o0f)lrrro fee! more grateful for all the good and 
positive aspects of our lives. 

2 You me that you were leaving the 
course. I could have offered your place to another student. 

3 I Mrs Graham for her help or she may 

think I'm ungrateful. 

4 They subjects they were interested 
in. They would have got better exam results. 

5 We Latin and studied another modern 
language instead. It would have been much more useful! 

Grammar 
reference 
Obligation, suggestions and advice 

Obligation 

To express obligation, we use 

• must if we talk about obligation imposed 
by the speaker: 

I must call her and explain what happened 

yesterday. (my own internal obligation) 
You must work harder or you'll never pass 

the exam. (I'm telling you.) 

• have (got) to if we talk about external 
obligation imposed by rules or other 
people: 

We all have to obey traffic laws. (These are 
the rules.) 
I've got to stop smoking. (That's what the 
doctor told me to do.) 

Suggestions and advice 

To make suggestions or give ~dvice, 

we use 

• should or ought to (they are not as 
strong as must): 

You should apologise to him immediately. 

I think everybody should put some money 

towards the present. 

We ought to pack some food for the picnic. 

To say that something was a good idea 
but the person didn't do it, we use 

• should or ought to + have + past 
participle: 

She should have studied medicine instead of 

business administration. 

Your girlfriend ought to have come to my 

party. It was great! 

They ought to have done it themselves. 

To say that someone did something but 
it wasn't a good idea, we use 

• shouldn't + have + past participle: 

You shouldn't have sold your car so cheaply. 

They shouldn't have eaten so many sweets 

before dinner. 

To say that someone did something 
which was unnecessary, we use 

• needn't + have + past participle: 

You needn't have brought so much food. 

We've got everything. 

My parents needn't have worried about me 

because I was perfectly safe. 
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Vocabulary 
Skills and ambitions 

1 Complete the interviewer's comments about 
candidates for a job with the phrases below. 

[

ability to work in a team enthusiastic ./ 
highly motivated proven experience 
sound IT skills willing to learn 

I'm really excited about this j ob! I can't wait to start! 

1 This candidate is very e Yl thvr 'Slcw h'c . 

I can use a variety of software without difficulty. 

2 She'sgot _______ _ 

I'm always happy to learn new skills. 

3 This candidate is _______ _ 

I've worked for a government project in the 
same field. Here are my references. 

4 He's got ______ _ _ 

I'm good at working together with people. 

S She's got the _______ _ 

I really want this job. I'm prepared to work 
very hard to prove I'm suitable.' 

6 This candidate seems ____ _ _ _ _ 

2 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

How did lOU get the ;ob'1 We asked six 
su((essful ;011 appli,ants this question 
and here's what they told us ... 

'My qualifications were not ideal, but I impressed the 
interviewers wi th my 1 pO'Slfive atti tude!' 

'They wanted someone with sound IT 2 , and 
you know I've always been into computers. ' 

'I suppose I'm very well 3 . I've got a university 
degree and I've also completed a few specialist courses 
related to this job.' 

'I said I'm 4 to learn. That's always a good 
thing to say if your qualifications aren 't brilliant.' 

'They did some psychological tests and decided I had good 
5 skills - perhaps because I really like people!' 

'They thought the group proiect we did at school showed 
my ability to work in a 6 ' 
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Grammar 
Future continuous and future perfect 

3 m Complete the sentences with the future 
continuous form of the verb in brackets. 

1 Holidays at last! This time tomorrow I II be 

~ (lie) on the beach! 

2 You can take my motorbike. 1 ____ _ 
(not/use) it tomorrow. 

3 By the time you get up, I (drive) 
down the motorway. 

4 This is your captain speaking. We ____ _ 
(fly) over the Sahara desert shortly. 

S I (not work) in my study all day 
tomorrow, so you can use the computer. 

6 In a few years' time, Nigel _ _ __ _ 
(work) for an internat ional corporation. 

4 m Complete the sentences with the future 
perfect form of the verbs below. 

[

achieve become build./ bUY ] 
graduate finish 

1 I hope the government Nt/I/-,,;:we bw/t- one 

more underground line in five years'time. 

2 The climate much 

warmer by 2050. 

3 We ________ (not) building our 

boat by June. 

4 In a few more days I ________ all 

the Christmas presents I need. 

S What (I) by the time I'm 

my parents' age? 

6 My friend's gone to Australia for five years. 

By the time we meet again, we 

________ from university. 

5 (**) Underline the correct option. 

1 My dance lesson will be finishing/ 

will have finished by six, so we can go out then. 

2 We'll be playing/'ll have played basketball on 

Saturday. Would you like to play? 

3 My younger brother will be growing/ 

will have grown at least another ten 

centimetres by the time he's eighteen. 

4 By next month, Chris and I will be knowing/ 

will have known each other for ten years. 

S I probably won't be going/won't have gone to 

the disco. I'm not feeling well. 

6 Will they be usingIWill they have used the 

projector tomorrow? 



6 C**) Complete the sentences with 
the correct form of the verb in 
brackets (future perfect or future 
continuous). 

1 This time next week, we 

______ (travel) to Paris. 

What shall we do on the train? 

2 By my next birthday, I 

______ (have) this watch 

for eight years. I got it for my 

.tenth birthday. 

3 I (not/finish) this 

essay by the deadline. I started 

too late. 

4 We ______ (not/go) 

bowling tonight. Ann's got a cold 

and I've got to study. 

5 I (think) of you 

when I get on the plane this time 

next week. 

6 (they/invent) a 

cure for AIDS in ten years' time, 

do you think? 

7 C***) Complete the sentences 
with the correct form of the verb in 
brackets (future perfect or future 
continuous). Put the adverb in the 
correct place. 

What will have happened to my 

classmates in ten years' time? 

Nhat will they be doing? 

24 APRIL 

1 Carol Wit! hopefl/1!!V; helVe fol/1Y1d 

(found) ajob in Spain. (hopefully) 

2 Charlie (work) 

abroad. (also) 

:3 Mike ______ (start) 

several new bands. (definitely) 

4 Dan and Jessica ______ _ 

(not/go out) together any 

longer. (probably) 

5 Andy (design) 

software, just as he is now. (still) 

6 Monica -------
(not/win) an Oscar yet. (probably) 

Grammar reference 
Future continuous 

Form 

We form the future continuous with will/won't + be + -ing form of the 
main verb. 

+ 
I/You/He/She/ 

will ('I/) be waiting. will not (won't) be waiting. 
It/WelThey 

General questions Short answers 

I/you/he/she/ Yes, I/you/he/she/ 
Will . be waiting? 

It/we/they No, it/we/they 

will. 

won't. 

Wh- questions Where exactly will you be waiting for me? 

Use of future continuous 

We use the future continuous 

• to talk about activities which will be in progress at a certain time in 
the future: 

Tomorrow at five p.rn. I will be flying to Paris. 

• to talk about future events which are very likely to happen: 

I'll be going to the supermarket on Saturday. 

• to ask about people's plans, often if we want somethil)g: 

Will you be using your ;Pad today? (because I'd like to borrow it.) 

Future perfect 

Form 

We form the future perfect with will or won't + have + past participle of the 
main verb. 

+ 
I/You/He/She/ 

/t/WelThey 
will ('I/) have finished by ten. 

will not (won't) have 

finished by ten. 

General questions Short answers 

'M'II I/you/he/she/ have finished Yes, I/you/he/she/ will. 
I it/we/they by ten? No, it/we/they won't. 

Wh- questions How long will you have been married by February 2020? 

Use of future perfect 

We use the future perfect to talk about activities which will be 
complete before a certain time in the future: 

By the time we get home the children will have gone to sleep. 

Adverbs 

The position of adverbs with these tenses is different in affirmative and 
negative sentences: 

Affirmative -t adverb goes after will: 

This time tomorrow they will probably be sunbathing on the beach. 

Negative -t adverb goes before won't: 

She probably won't have arrived by tomorrow night. 

Time expressions 

this time (tomorrow/next week), at (five o'clock) tomorrow, 

(twenty years) from now, in a few (months'/years') time, by then/ 

by the time I'm fifty/the end of next year/January 2020 
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Reading 
1 Read the text on page 39 quickly 

and choose the best answer. 

a The text describes new types of 
careers that could exist in the 
future but don't exist now. 

b The text is about the skills that 
young people need to develop 
to get the best jobs today. 

2 Find the words in the text and 
choose the correct meaning. 

1 evolves 
a gets bigger 
b becomes more difficult and 

complicated 
c changes and develops over a 

period of time 

2 transform 
a carry something heavy 
b change a lot 
c move a long distance 

3 hea/thcare 
a the services that look after 

people's health 
b the study of people's health 

and different illnesses 
c the people who look after 

other people's health 

4 administer 
• a give 
b accept 
c understand 

5 media-savvy 
a likes watching TV 
b has a good knowledge and 

understanding of the world of 
media 

c can program in different 
visual media 

6 persona/ising 
a changing something so that it 

has more personality 
b making something more 

interesting 
c making or changing 

something so it is especially 
suitable for one person 

7 source 
a a person, place or thing that 

provides something you need 
or want 

b a type of liquid food that 
contains a lot of protein 

c a variety or type of something 

3 Match the jobs in paragraphs 1-6 to the people a-f below. 

a 0 I'm really good at science. I've always wanted to be a 
doctor, but I also love technology. 

b D I'm very concerned about the environment. I want to 
find solutions for problems like pollution. 

c D I'm a creative person with good IT skills. I don't want to 
be a computer programmer. I want to use my 
communication skills to do something fun. 

d D I've always been interested in Biology but I know I 
don't want to be a doctor. I'm more interested in doing 
something more specialised where I can work with people. 

e D I'm practical and love being outside. I'm good at 
environmental science but I don't want to sit in a lab all day. 

f D Computers are my passion! I definitely want to work in 
IT. I'm very organised and I'd like to help people. 

4 Read the text again and choose the correct answers. 

1 According to the writer, in the future 
a there will be new jobs in which people can use the skills 

they have now. 
b people will need skills that don't exist at the moment for 

new sorts of jobs. 
c there probably won't be many new jobs, most people 

will do the same jobs as now. 
d people won't do any of the jobs they do now as all jobs 

will have changed. 

2 In the future 
a most people will be growing body parts to replace their 

old ones. 
b it will only be possible to produce new legs or hearts, not 

other body parts . 
c there will be special factories which produce body parts. 
d people might be able to create replacement body parts 

that are alive. 

3 Scientists believe nanotechnology 
a won't change the way we treat illnesses very much. 
b will only change the way we treat some illnesses. 
c will change the way we treat all illnesses. • 
d will mostly be used in surgery. 

4 A virtual manager 
a will probably do only one or two different types of task. 
b won't need to be organised because computer programs 

will do the work. 
c won't exist for a long time yet, it's a job people will be 

doing in many years time. 
d is a career that could exist very soon for someone with 

good IT skills. 

5 At the moment, personalised entertainment 
a doesn't exist. 
b isn't usually done by people. 
c is done by specialists. 
d is not important for advertisers. 

6 Vertical farms 
a will go up the outside of tall buildings. 
b won't be able to produce much food. 
c won't need much technology. 
d will be the only type of farms in the future. 



1 Science will probably have advanced so far that 
it will be possible to create or clone living body parts, 
such as a new leg or heart. These body parts will be 
grown in laboratories, so we'll need people to create 
them, attach them and then work with patients in 
helping them adapt to their new bodies. This would 
be a great career for someone who is strong in 
science but has good interpersonal skills too. 

2 If you don't fancy that, then how about 
'nano-medicine'? Scientists believe advances in 
nanotechnology* will transform healthcare - for 
example, nanorobots** will be able to deliver 
m edicines to specific areas of the body or repair the 
body from inside. We'll need well-qualified specialist 
doctors to administer these treatments. 

Climate 

3 The problem of climate change is getting worse 
and we'll need engineer-scientists to reduce the 
effects and solve the problem. Researchers predict 
these specialists will be doing amazing things such as 
building giant umbrellas to reflect the sun. We're going 
to need creative people who can come up with good 
ideas for fighting climate change and who have the 
skills in engineering and science to deliver solutions. 

• nanotechnology - the skill of building very small machines using 
computer technology (1 nanometre = 1 billionth of a metre) 

- nanorobots - tiny robots made using nanotechnology 

Entertainment and the intem et 

4 There will be lots of opportunities for people with 
sound IT skills. For example, we'll probab ly need 
virtual managers. In just a few years' time, these 
virtual managers will be helping people w ith their 
electronic lives by looking after their email, storing 
data correctly, updating profiles and passwords and 
so on. Organisational skills will be the key to this job ! 

5 Another IT career will be personalising TV, radio 
and the internet - that means for example, when you 
switch on your TV, the programmes will have been 
chosen just for you by creative, media-savvy people 
who have the technical skills to work with a range 
of visual and interactive media. Personalisation of 
entertainment is already happening. At the moment, 
it 's mainly done by computers but no doubt there 
will be specialists who will work with producers 
and advertisers to create news, entertainment and 
information for each person. 

Food 
6 It is already possible to grow gardens on the 
sides of buildings. By 2020, vertical farms growing 
on the sides of skyscrapers in our c ities could be an 
important source of food . Vertical farmers w ill need 
to be skilled in engineering as w ell as agricultural 
science. They will have to enjoy w orking outdoors 
but will need the technical skills t o work with the 
complex technology for growing food in artificial 
environments. 
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Writing a CV 
1 Look at the job advert and Milan's notes for his CV. 

Tick (,() the seven things he should include and cross (X) 
the three things he should leave out. 

t p - - - - - - - - - - • We are looking for childcarers, male and female. 

• Must be over 18 years old and available full time. 1 1 
Excellent English, written and spoken is essential. 
You should have good communication skills and 
enjoy working in a team. 

1 : 
1 • Previous experience with children useful . 

• 1 To apply send your CV to Maria at 

1 
1 mariagarcia@parkchildcare.co.uk . _--------_. 
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1 D My date of birth is 27 April 1993. 

2 D I speak and write English very well. 

3 D I have just left school and I am looking for a 
full -time job. 

4 D I am good at learning languages. 

5 D I can use a computer and I know all the 
programs well. 

6 D I am able to work well with other people. 

7 0 My interests are travelling and music. 

8 [Z] I have worked in a childcare centre every summer 
for the past three years. 

9 D I don't like jazz music or war film s. 

10 D I studied at the Szent Laszl6 Gimnazium in Budapest 
2006-2010. I passed my Matura (equivalent of 
A-levels) in English with the top grade. 

2 Rewrite the seven sentences from exercise 1 in the style 
of a CV. Use the words in the box to help you. 

[

language skills personal interests DOB,( ] 
considerable experience education 
school-Ieaver ability to 

720 13 2 7/04 /199 5 

2 ______________________________________ _ 

3 ________________________________________ _ 

4 ________________________________________ _ 

5 
6 ________________________________________ _ 

7 ________________________________________ _ 

3 Write a full CV for Milan to apply for the job. 

I 

A job interview 
4 Complete the extracts from a job 

interview with the expressions below. 

What are your strengths 
Sorry, I don't follow 
What I meant was 
Why do you want this job 
What are you weaknesses 
What do you mean ,( 
Where do you see yourself 
What I'm t rying to say 

A: So are you available immediately? 

B: I will be soon . 

A: 1 Wh~r do ttOf/1 w.e~YI when you 
say 'soon'? 

B: Well, I'm just about to graduate from 
university. 

A: 2 _______________ ? 

B: Because it's a great company to 
work for. 

A: Do you have any experience? 

B: Not exactly ... 
A: 3 ______________ _ 

B: Well, I've done design work on 
my course, but I don't have any 
professional experience y~t. 

A: 4 _______________ inte~ 

years'time? 

B: Sorry, I'm not with you. 

A: 5 what job do 
you imagine you'll be doing in ten 
years'time? 

A: Do you speak any languages? 

B: I studied French at school, but I 
haven't spoken it since then. 
6 is that my 
language skills need improving. 

A: 7 _______________ ? 

B: I have great computer skills and I'm 
up to date with the latest programs. 

A: 8 ? 

B: Probably my lack of experience. 



Use of English 
Verb + noun collocations 

1 Match the phrases in the box to the correct 
verbs 1-4. 

decisions ./ a relationship homework 
a pay rise sense a headache the sack 
a mess housework a chat a noise 
the cooking good marks at school 

• 1 make decI510h5 

2 do ___________ _ 

3 get ______ _____ _ 

4 have ____________ _ 

2 Complete the sentences below with the 
collocations from exercise 1. Sometimes you 
have to change the form of the verb. 

1 I'm afraid I can't Mr7rf:;e $eh5e of these 

instructions. I don't understand them at all. 

2 Daniel is going to for the 

party. He knows how to make a great pizza. 

3 Our neighbour last month 

and now he's unemployed. 

4 I don't think you can ______ with 

someone if you don't respect them. 

5 Let's sit down and . It's been 

ages since you told me any of your news. 

3 Match the verbs 1-6 with the nouns a-f. 

1 play a the bill 

2 achieve b ages 

3 solve c weight 

4 pay 

5 take 

6 lose 

d a goal 

e a role 

f problems 

Exam tasks 
Open doze 

4 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

Sharing a room with my brother 

I have shared a room with my brother Mike ever since I 

remember. The problem is, he can't do anything without 

, Mr7r*-Ih.g a mess - and he won't tidy up afterwards. 

I had to 2 some rules about not leaving things 

on the floor in the middle of the room. It's also interesting 

to watch Mike when he finally decides to 3 his 

homework. First he 4 ____ ages to prepare his desk, 

get himself something to eat, turn on some music and so on. 

And then it's almost time to go to bed. How he ever manages 

to 5 good marks is a really pu~ling question. 

Don't get me wrong though: I complain a lot about Mike, 

but I like him. It's great to be able to 6 a chat 

and a laugh together after we come back from school. 

Banked doze 

5 Complete the text with the words below. 
There is one extra word. 

[
achieve do feel improve./ ] 
make solve 

The tyranny of positive thinking 

These days, many lifestyle gurus and authors of self-help 

books are telling us to 'think positive: Looking at the 

bright side of everything can make us happier, more 

successful, and even ' l"mprove our health. The 'tyranny 

of positive thinking' is so powerful that some people may 

actually 2 guilty about being angry or sad. But 

is uncritical optimism always such a good thing? When 

you need to 3 ____ a difficult decision, it is better to 

have a true picture of the situation rather than a rosy one. 

Before you set out to 4 all your goa ls with the 

obligatory confidence, you may want to ask yourself if 

those goals are what you really want and how realistic 

they are. And most importantly, if you want to 5 ___ _ 

problems effectively, you have to be able to admit that 

there is a problem first. Negative thinkers - speak out! 
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Reading 
Multiple matching 

1 Read the first part of an article about the effect 
of technological inventions on people's lives. 
Tick (,f) true or cross (X) false. 

The person in the text 

1 IZl experienced something he was unfamiliar 
with thanks to th is new technology. 

2 D mentions a childhood dream. 

3 D refers to the way in which the invention 
increased people's access to culture. 

4 D wanted to own the device he describes. 

5 D comments on the proportions of the object. 

Impressed by 
\nventlons 

42 

We interviewed five members of the same family 
about the technological inventions that have 
made the greatest impressions on them. 

Grandpa, 74 
I remember the first 1V set I ever saw, .back in 
the 1950s. It was a wooden box the Size of a 
fridge, but the screen was not much bigger than a 
postcard. I clearly remember the programme that 
was on: it was a ballet performance, and th~re was 
a male dancer in a sort of a bird costume with lots 
of feathers. I had never seen anythi~g, like it. Today 
it's hard to imagine, but before teleVISion the only 
way you would ever see a ballet dancer was If you 
actually went to the theatre. 

2 Underline the parts of the text that helped you 
identify the correct answers. 

In this type of task, it helps to identify the specific 
place in the text which contains the same 
information as the statement. Note that the 
statements do not appear in the same order as 
the corresponding information in the text. 

3 Read the rest of the article. Answer the 
questions with A, S, C or D. 

Which person or people 

1 wanted to have the device before it 
was invented? ...k.. 

2 was pleased with the effects he/she was 
able to achieve using the new object? 

3 is accustomed to new gadgets being 
invented all the time? 

4 compares the invention he/she used 
with more modern versions of the 
same device? 

5 likes a certain device because of its 
many functions? 

6 mentions a childhood fantasy? 

7 says using the invention required 
quite a lot of effort? 

8 mention things that were 
important to them as children? ..l3...-and _ 

9 talk about the communication 
devices they like? and 

10 found an activity easier to do 
than it had been before? and 

The ":ost amazing invention? The first washin 
machine I had. An old-fashioned kind wh g 
~o~ still had to do a lot of work YOUrS~lr p~~ in 
l' 0 water, s~art and stop the machine at the right 
Ime an~ w~lng t~e laundry out using a device 

called ~ wnnger that was attached to it It 
Sound like a lot of bother if you 're used t~ th~ay 
~odern fu!ly automated washing machines but 
a er washing everything by hand it was just 
marvellous. I've been a fan of wash ' , 
ever since. In9 machines 



Dad, 47 

The thing that impressed me more than anything 
in the world was the first set of felt-tip pens I got 
when I was about eight or nine. I loved drawing and 
painting; I always had crayons, coloured pencils, 
paints, but this was revolutionary: you held it like an 
ordinary pen but the colours were fantastically 
bright, the lines wider or narrower, whichever way 
you wanted to make them - it was like painting 
without all the bother of preparing brushes and 
cloths and water. 

My favourite tech device is nothing very original: the 
mobile phone. But there's a special reason why I'm 
so fond of them. When I was a little girl , I dreamed 
of a phone that I could always carry with me, so I'd 
always be able to get in touch with my parents or 
my friends, which was very important to me. But it 
was a dream of the same kind as having a magic 
wand or a goldfish that gives you three wishes: I 
knew very well it was impossible. And then when I 
was thirty it was suddenly there. I'm still impressed! 

To tell you the truth, I don't get that impressed by 
new technologies. I like them and I use them a lot 
but I'm not especially surprised when a new one 
appears. OK, I was impressed when iPhones first 
came out, because they really do everything. But 
in general , there is always something new, every 
year. You get used to it; you expect things to be this 
way. I've also got used to the thought that, as far as 
echnology is concerned , everything is possible. 
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Listening 
Short recordings 

4 You are going to hear a father talking to his 
daughter about her career. Before you listen, 
note down any words or phrases you associate 
with the jobs below. 

1 a summer camp counsellor: ______ _ 

2 a nurse: _____________ _ 

3 a secretary: ____________ _ 

5 GJ Listen twice. Which of the jobs a-c does 
the daughter want to do? Which of the words 
and phrases you wrote did you hear? 

6 

a a summer camp counsellor 
b a nurse 
c a secretary 

GJ Listen again and complete the sentences. 

1 If I got a j ob as a I I'd be working 
hard too, only I feel it would be less useful. 

2 I worked at that ____ , remember? 

The recording is likely to contain words which 
appear in the wrong answers. Hearing an 
individual word is not enough to decide which 
answer is correct. Listen for several words or 
phrases associated with the answer. 

7 m Listen to four conversations in different 
situations. Choose the best answer. 

Two managers are discussing a job candidate 
they have just interviewed. They decide to 
employ the woman because of her 
a positive attitude. b qualifications. 
c experience. 

2 You will hear a woman leaving a message on 
voicemail. She is calling to 
a confirm a meeting. b cancel a meeting. 
c change the date of a meeting. 

3 You will hear two people discussing the jobs 
they were interested in as children. The ma n's 
choice of future job was influenced by 
a his parents. b his friends' parents. 
c his teachers. 

4 Listen to a businesswoman ta lking about a 
problem. Who is she talking to? 
a her boss b an IT specialist 
c a customer 
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Vocabulary & Grammar 

44 

1 Match the verbs 1-6 with the phrases a-f. 

1 surf a sound IT skills 

2 upload b your profile on Facebook 

3 transfer c a video to the web 

4 develop 

5 download 

6 update 

d apps from the internet 

e the net 

f music to your iPod 

2 Complete the sentences with one word in 
each gap. 

/5 I 

1 The job offers good c()treer opportunities. 

2 I've got Maths and Science A-levels and a degree 

in accountancy, so I'm well for the job. 

3 She'll work very well in a team - she's got 

good skills. 

4 We currently have job opportunities for highly 

____ people who are hungry for success. 

5 He has proven of team working. 

6 He needs to develop his IT - he 

.hasn't had much experience with computers. 

7 Previous experience isn't necessary, but you 

need to be to learn. 

3 Choose the best option a, b or c to complete 
the sentences. 

1 What time ....!z..- the concert start on Saturday? 

a will b does./ c is 

2 Would he give me a hand with the move if I 
really _ someone to help? 

a need b needed c would need 

3 I hope 1_ my first house by the time I'm thirty. 

a buy b will be buying c will have bought 

4 You _ have spent so much money on flowers. 

a oughtn't b mustn't c shouldn't 

5 If this iPad were cheaper, 1_ buy it. 

a might b will c can 

6 I can't stay - I _ to pick up Jo from work. 

a 've got b must c should 

7 What _ happen if nobody turned up? 

a can b will c would 

4 

5 

Complete the sentences with a correct future 
form of the verbs in brackets. 

There's somebody at the door. Don't worry, 

I r! opeh (open) it. 

2 By the time I'm thirty, I _____ (make) 

my first million dollars. 

3 It's a long flight. Our plane _____ _ 

(arrive) in New York at 4.30 p.m. tomorrow. 

4 Tim (throw) a party to 

celebrate the end of the exams on Sunday. 

5 I think Paul (never/ask) her out. 

He's just too shy. 

6 This time tomorrow we (get 

ready) to go to the airport for our flight. 

7 Tonight? Of course, I can come - I 

______ (not do) anything important. 

8 George, slow down! You (crash) 

into the car in front! 

9 By the end of next year, my grandparents 

______ (be) married for fifty years. 

Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. Use the word given in 
CAPITALS. 

I'm not tall so I don't play basketball well. WERE 

If I were r()t!!er, I c00!d p!()t1 basketball 

better. 

2 It was a better idea to go hiking instead of 
lying on the beach all day. SHOULD 
We ___________ ~ ___ _ 

_______ Iying on the beach all day. 

3 Uniforms are obligatory in AI's school. PUPILS 

All school uniforms. 

4 Julia is my best friend because she always 
stands by me. IF 

Julia __________ stand by me. 

5 I took a laptop with me but it proved 
completely unnecessary. NEEDN'T 
______________ with me. 

6 The winner gets promoted but I don't think 
they will win. WOULD 
Provided ____________ _ 



Reading 
6 Read the article. Choose the correct answers. 

ECRUITMENT TODAY is a ll about shouting . Employers 
shout about brands and jobs; jobseekers shout about 
CVs and skills. But the adage of 'the one who shouts 
oudest .. .' simply doesn't work any more. Everyone 
'ust stops listening. Wouldn't structured , informed 
recrui tment conversations be better? 

Social media' is a fast, free and highly effective route to 
work when used correctly. Simply being a member of 

e right online communities gets conversations started , 
hile engaging in them enables you to stand out. 

t the moment, social med ia is being used more for 
entertainment than recruitment but using the web in the 
right way can make you stand out among other 
candidates -hunting for the same jobs. It is therefore 
important that you look at your existing on line brand 

nd check for areas of concern. Start by Googling 
ourself and see what comes up. 

Decid ing where to invest energy is also important. 
Professional networks (linkedln) and mass-market 
oropositions (Twitter and Facebook) seem the most 
obvious choices . What you do with your social media 
profiles w ill increase your chances of being found , 
considered and hopefully selected . So make sure that 
ou keep them up to date, blog or comment on other's 

musings, make friends with people in your field , join 
:he right groups, sign up to relevant mai ling lists and 
ake an active role in these activities. Be seen to be 
nowledgeable about your specialist area and others 

wi ll draw that conclusion too. 

eople are today find ing work through these powerful 
nline networks. However, never underestimate the 

power of you lead ing the search. There are new and 
'nnovative means to present yourself online such as 
You Tube videos, industry blogs and online networks. 

Employers are getting much better at search ing and 
'racking social media content relating to their business 
or prospective employees. This makes it even more 
'mportant to ensure your social med ia presence does 
ou justice. It's time to build your own onl ine brand . 

1 According to the author of the article, current 
methods of recruitment 
a seem very demanding. 
b are not effective enough. 
c focus too much on brands. 
d are simply too loud. 

2 You're more likely to get noticed by a 
prospective employer if you 
a only use social media for entertainment. 
b become a member of a social networking site. 
c make sure you appear on Google search. 
d get involved in suitable online communities. 

3 Which piece of advice below is NOT 
mentioned in the article? 
a Sign up for all professional and social websites. 
b Use your own initiative while looking for a job. 
c Demonstrate your expertise in your field. 
d Update your profile once in a while. 

4 What are employers' attitudes to social media? 
a They want each prospective employee to 

have an online brand. 
b They think it might be a fairer way of 

recruiting employees. 
c They're becoming more skilful at using it as 

a recruitment tool. 
d They consider it one of the most important 

methods of recru itment. 

5 The best title of this article is 
a The demise of old recruitment methods: 
b 'Social media is the new way to secure work: 
c 'What can Facebook and Twitter do for you?' 
d 'Social networking websites' rapid growth: 
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Communication 
7 Complete t he speech with one word in each gap. 

Today, I'd 1 ft/:.e to talk about arranged marriage. 

Some people 2 ____ , especially in the west, 

____ it is old-fash ioned. I 4 _ __ _ 

____ me explain why. 6 ____ of all, 

people often confuse arranged marriage with 

forced marriage. But in my 7 ____ these two 

are completely different. In arranged marriages 

you have a choice. What I 8 ____ is that you 

can say 'no: 9 more, your parents look 

in places you wouldn't even consider looking for 

a partner. 10 _ ___ a good partner is exactly 

the 11 as finding a good job. It requires 

time and effort. And 12 ____ more thing, 

love marriages are not necessarily any happier. 

13 at the divorce rate, for 14 ___ _ 

It's been constantly 15 in many countries. 

So, to 16 up, arranged marriage is not 

such a bad idea and might offer a good alternative 

in today's divorce-ridden society. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Reading 

Communication 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/5 marks 

/15 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
A performance 

1 Complete the sentences with the verbs below. 

[

bow cheer clap costumes curtain 
discuss go up put on set stage 
stalls take .I 

1 Before the performance the aud ience rPt/:.e 

their seats in the ____ and wait for the 

curtain to ___ _ 

2 Meanwhile, the actors their ___ _ 

and make-up. 

3 The actors appear on ___ _ 

4 During the interval the audience ___ _ 

the production. 

S The goes up after the interval and 

sometimes there is a new ___ _ 

6 After the performance the cast ____ and 

the audience and ___ _ 

2 Complete the sentences with one word in 
each gap. 

1 The preparations for a performance take place 

bPtc/:.5rPtge . 

2 Actors put on make-up and costumes in their 
____ rooms. 

3 The aud ience sits in the stalls or the ___ _ 

4 After the curtain goes up, the first __ ---,._ 

begins. 

S At the end of the performance, all the 

members of the ____ come on stage to 

take their bows. 

6 The audience their appreciation by 

clapping and cheering. 

7 After the , the audience take their 

seats again. 

8 If the play is long, it's good to be able to buy 

____ between the first and second act. 

9 The ____ was really fantastic. The set, the 

cast, the story .. . everyth ing was outstanding. 

Grammar 
The passive 

3 CD Underline the correct form. 

Van Gogh's 'Cafe Terrace at Night' pain ted/ 
was painted in 1888. 

2 Several of the museum's most valuable 
paintings have damaged/have been damaged 
in a fire. 

3 Even though the concert had cancelled/ 
had been cancelled, the fans were still waiting 
outside the building. 

4 A new concert hall is building/iS being built in 
our city. 

S We are expecting/ are being expected the actors 
to arrive soon. 

6 The sets for our play will paint/ will be painted 
by professionals. 

4 (**) Complete the sentences with the 
passive form of the verb in brackets using the 
correct tense. 

The original Globe Theatre in London ~ 

bl/lIi'r (build) in 1599. 

2 Tickets for the concert (sell) at 

the Student Council's office from next Monday. 

3 Have you heard? An unknown painting by 

Rembrandt (discover). 

4 The old cinema in our town _ ____ _ 

(renovate) at the moment. It will open again 

around Christmas. 

S This film should (watch) on a 

big screen. 

6 It (believe) that the play 

The Two Noble Kinsmen _____ _ 

(write) jointly by William Shakespeare and 

John Fletcher. 



5 c***) Put the verbs in the correct tense 
(sometimes there is more than one possible 
answer) and the correct form, active or passive. 

Jane Grant's latest film 1 (probably/ 

surprise) her fans when it comes to the cinemas 

next week. The director, who 2 (know) 

for heartwarming children's comedies, such as 

the 2009 hit Daisy Jones in America, 3 ___ _ 

(decide) to tell a dark fantasy tale this time. 

Midnight Moon 4 ____ (already criticise) by 

s0!'T1e reviewers for being unnecessarily violent. 

It 5 (believe) that the film's star, nine-

year-old Lily Thomson, was shocked by some 

of the scenes in which she 6 (ask) to 

appear. Thomson's parents 7 (refuse) 

to comment on her work for the film. The 

director, who 8 (nominate) for Academy 

Awards three times, hopes this film 9 ___ _ 

(award) a long-awaited Oscar. Midnight Moon 

is beautifully shot and the special effects are 

outstanding. However, despite the film's visual 

appeal, it 10 (not recommend) for family 

entertainment. 

Grammar Plus: get something done 

6 C***) Rewrite the sentences using the structure 
get something done. 

1 We're taking the costumes to the dry cleaners. 

We' re fjteMh.fjt the c 05frrw-.e5 cletJIhed . 

2 Alice paid someone to frame her best friend's 
photo. 
Alice ____________ ___ _ 

3 Your car is filthy. You should take it to the 
carwash. 

You should ____________ _ 

4 The theatre is employing someone to install 
new lighting. 

The theatre _ ___________ _ 

5 Sally's flat has been redecorated for her by 
someone she employed. 

Sally _____________ _ 

6 My neighbour employs someone to cut the 
grass for him every two weeks. 

My neighbour ___________ _ 

___________ every two weeks. 

Grammar reference 
Passives 

Form 

To form the passive we use the verb to be in the correct 

tense and add the past participle of the main verb. If we 
want to mention the agent (the 'doer' of the action), we 

use a phrase beginning with by. 

Present simple It is widely believed that the best opero 

passive singers are Italian. 

Present continuous He believes he is being watdH!1J by 

passive the police. 

Present perfect The floors have been woshed and an> 

passive still wet. 

Past simple passive 'The Piano' was directed by Jane Campicn 

Past continuous They were being followed by crowds 

passive 

Past perfect 
passive 

Future simple 

of fans. 

All the letters had been wri tten by the 

same person. 

The meeting will be postponed until 

passive tomorrow. 

Modal passive A promise of that kind could/ might! 

should be broken. 

Use of the passive 

We use the passive when we don't know or care who 
does the action, when the agent is obvious or when we 

are more interested in the action itself than the person 

who does or did it: 

She realised her theatre tickets had been stolen. 

We use the passive to describe processes: 

Many of the old buildings are being renovated. 

We use the passive in newspapers and academic writing 

for an impersonal, objective style: 

Two men were charged with attempted murder last Friday. 

We use the passive in formal reports to report what 

people generally believe or say is true and when it is not 
important to mention who the people are. This structure is 
commonly used with verbs like say, think, believe, know, 

claim, expect 

It is expected that the next conference will be held 

in Sweden. 

get something done 

We use the structure get + object + past participle to say 

that we arranged for something to be done: 

We got the front door lock changed last week. 

I'm going to get my car serviced. 

Get something done can be used instead of have 

something done but it is slightly more informal and 
mainly used in informal spoken English. 
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Vocabulary 
Music and entertainment 

1 Match the verbs 1-6 with the nouns a-f. 

1 post:L a an album 
2 have a b a TV talent contest 

3 play c on a world tour 

4 release d music on the internet 

5 go e gigs 

6 win f number one hit 

2 Complete the texts with the words below. 

[

gig hits label album posting 
released signed singles talent 
tour venues .l 

Fow- of rvVj ,.,.a.tes hLve forM2d- a ba.rd-. ~'re 

I . . __ "II IN''' I , vehl/le5 a.rd- thelj 're also p ~I iYj I fl S ""'" vv«-

2 the,r 1V'iAS,C- Ofl the 'flternet . Thelj 
3 The 'd. a.e-t(IA.1l1j seeM to get a lot of . Ij 

like t o Wifl a IV 4 C-Ofltest, but I'M not 
stAre thLt'd. be gooc;l. for theM! ~ Might stop 

,.,.a.k;iYj lV'iASiC- a.rd- start appea.riiYj ifl c-o~c-ials. 

Green Day played their first 5 ____ in a restaurant 

called the Hickory Pit in Vallejo California on 17 October 

1987. One of the band member's mothers was working 

there as a waitress. At the time, the band were ca lling 

themselves Sweet Children. In 1989 they 6 up 

with the record 7 Lookout and changed their 

name to Green Day. They didn't become really successful 

until their third full-length 8 Dookie came 

out in 1994. In 1995 Dookie was nominated for nine 

MTV Video Music Awards including Video of the Year. 
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Grammar 
More complex question forms 

3 m Complete the questions with the 
words below. 

[

advice director freqUentlY ] 
long soon .I sort 

1 How 500h do you think they'll start playing? 

2 What of entertainment should 
we organise? 

3 How ____ are concerts organised in 
your city? 

4 What would you give to young 
people interested in making films? 

5 Which has had the greatest 
influence on 21 st century cinema? 

6 How did the concert last? 

4 m Match the questions 1-6 with the 
sentences a-e. 

1 Aren't they brilliant? 

2 Didn't you notice anything? 

3 Hasn't she tried looking on the internet? 

4 Haven't you heard about the space mission? 

5 Isn't it a beautiful day? 

a I love autumn weather. 

b It's been in the news all day. 

c The robbers must have run past your window. 

d I can listen to this song over and over again. 

e You can buy any album there. 

Beyonce began her Singing career . . 
Destiny's Child but h 9 WIth the group 

, se h fi 
album Dangerously in L. er rst solo 

ove In 2003 Da I . 
Love sold 317 000 . .. . ngerous y In 

, CopIes In Its first we k d 
the songs Crazy in L dean two of 
10 • ove an Baby Boy became hit 
---- In the same year. In 2004 B ' 

went on her first solo 11 ' eyonce 
Dangerously in Love . to promote 
by winning five Gram: Europe. S~e finished the year 
R&B Y Awards, Including best 

song and best contemporary R&B album. 



5 (**) Write questions to find out the missing 
information in the sentences below. 

I went to the mall with last night. 

~K1L~~o~d~r~d~1~o~0~g~o2N~rt0LL _______________ ? 
2 We looked at some ____ in the shops. 

---------------------------------? 
3 You know, I got some money for my birthday 

from _______ _ 

--------------------------------? 
4 Would you believe it? I paid £50 for a 

---------------------------------? 
5 We also talked to some _________ we 

met there. 

---------------------------------? 
6 We talked about ---------

---------------------------------? 

6 (~) Complete the indirect questions. 

1 Did they know anyone in the music industry? 

I wonder rfthe1 /;.heN C,h10he in the 

music industry. 

2 Where did you lose the tickets? 

Doyouremember ________________ __ 

the tickets? 

3 How long does it take to prepare for a tour? 

I'd like to know to 

prepare for a tour. 

4 Is it difficult to succeed in the film world? 

Do you think _________________ in the 

film world? 

5 What do you think of this play? 

Tell me _________ of this play. 

6 Did they give out any back-stage passes? 

Would you mind telling me 

________________ any back-stage passes? 

7 (***) Complete the questions with one word in 
each gap. 

1 Who did you go bowling WI'th ? 

2 expensive do you think the 

tickets will be? 

3 What are we all waiting ________ ? 

4 Do you happen to know where the venue 

--------? 
5 kind of instruments do you play? 

6 Can you tell me the album will be 

released soon? 

Grammar reference 
Questions 

Compound questions 

Compound questions combine the question words What 
or Which with a noun or How with an adverb: 

What suggestion would you make to improve working 
conditions? 
Which article was more comprehensive? 
How quickly does hair grow? 

Negative questions 

We use negative questions to express surprise, in 

exclamations or when we expect the listener to agree 
with us. In such questions, we use contracted negative 
forms: 

Didn't you hear me? I called you several times. 

Isn't he a clever boy! 
Haven't we met before? 

Answers to negative questions: 

Haven't we met before? 
Yes. (= yes, we have met before) 
No. (= no, we haven't met before) 

Questions with prepositions 

When a verb or an adjective used in a question is 
followed by a preposit ion, the preposition comes at the 
end of the question: 

Who did you go with? 
What are you afraid of? 

In such questions, the preposition can't be omitted. 

Indirect questions 

In indirect questions we use the same word order as in 
statements (the subject comes before the verb): 

What time does the coach leave? (direct question) 
Do you know what time the coach leaves? (indirect question) 

The question auxiliary do/does/did is not used in the past 
and present simple: 

When did the concert start? 
Could you tell me when the concert started? (not did start) 

In indirect Wh- questions we use the same question word 

as in the direct question: 

Where is the post office? (direct question) 
Can you tell me where the post office is? (indirect question) 

In indirect Yes/No questions we use ifor whether. 

Do you play football every weekend? 
I'd like to know if/whether you play football every weekend. 

Some opening phrases often used for indirect 
questions are: 

Can/Could you tell me ... ? Do you know ... ? 
Do you think ... ? I wonder ... ? Have you any idea ... ? 
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Vocabulary 
Writers and writing 

1 Complete the text with the words and 
phrases below. 

plots location original angle 
publishing deal constructive feedback 
research budgets worldwide 
point of view agent .I 

Jill Law talks to publishing professional 
Simon Coe about working with some of our most 
talented writers, the Harry Potter phenomenon and 
advice for the next generation of would-be authors. 

Jill: Simon, you know some of our best contemporary 
poets and authors but you're actually an 1 t?lgeht , 
aren't you? 

Simon: That's right. I help authors by contacting 
different publishers about their books. I try to get 
them a 2 ___ _ 

J: What tips have you got for would-be authors? 

S: Well , you should do a lot of 3 ___ _ 

It makes the story more realistic. After you 've 
written it, let different people read it, get some 
4 and rewrite it. 

J: The Harry Potter books have been released 
____ and are very popular. So, why do you 

think JK Rowling's books have been so successful? 

S: I think it's because she came up with an 
____ . I mean, stories set in schools aren't 

new but a story set in a school for magic, that was 
new at the time. And she told the stories from the 
____ of a teenage boy. 

J: And what about the 8 of the books? 

S: Well, the stories are great fun! A lot happens. 
You never get bored! 

J: And did the films all have a big 9 ? 

S: Oh yes. The one for the last film was estimated 
at £150,000,000! 

J: Wow! I suppose it's expensive to shoot them on 
10 

S: Yes, but most of the budget was for special effects. 
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Reading 
2 Look at the events from the life of teenage 

author Christopher Paolini. What order do you 
think they happened in? 

1 D He went on a book tour. 

2 D A famous author read his book and liked it. 

3 D His got his first publishing deal. 

4 D He finished school. 

5 D His parents read his book. 

6 D His first book was made into a film. 

7 D He wrote his first book. 

S D His second book was released. 

3 Read the text on page 51 quickly and put the 
events in the correct order. Were your 
guesses correct? 

4 Match the questions 1-6 to the paragraphs 
a-f where you can find the answer. Answer the 
questions in 3-5 words. 

1 How old was Paolini when his first 
book came out? ~ 

2 What kind of stories did he like when 
he was growing up? 

3 Which two countries did Paolini tour 
in 2003 to promote his book? 

4 What was the name of his first book? 

5 What does Paolini intend to do after he 
finishes the series of books he is 
working on? 

6 When did the film of his first book 
come out? 

5 Read the text again. Tick (.I) true or cross (~) 
false or write (?) if there is no information. 

1 D Paolini read a lot when he was young. 

2 D Author Bruce Covill gave Paolini some 
good advice about writing. 

3 D Paolini's family helped him to get his book 
noticed by people. 

4 D After his first book was published by 
Knopf, Paolini spent all his time writing. 

5 D Most of Paoloni's fans are in Europe. 

6 D Paolini hasn't yet decided what to call his 
fourth book. 

7 D Paolini doesn't have any ideas for 
future books. 



aking it big ... .... ..••...................................... 

ost teenagers only dream of having a 
book published or being a successful 
author but Christopher Paolini did more 

an dream. He wrote his first book when 
e was just fifteen. Today, teenagers all over 
e world are fans of Eragon , his bestselling 

novel, which has also been made into a 
successful Hollywood film. 

Paolini was born in 1983 in Southern 
California, America. As a child, he often 
wrote short stories and poems and read 
widely. He especially loved science fiction 
and fantasy authors such as Bruce Covill, 
Raymond Feist, Anne McCaffrey and Ursula 
K Le Guin. Covi ll in particular inspired him 
o write. He and his sister Angela were 

homeschooled by their parents, Kenneth 
Paolini and Talita Hodgkinson, and he 
gained hi s high school graduation diploma 
when he was just fifteen years old. 

After finishing school, Paolini started to 
write a book as a personal challenge. He 
wanted to write a story that he would enjoy 
reading and tell it from a teen boy's point 
of view. The plot centres round a boy 
growing up and becoming a dragon rider in 
a magical world called Alagaesia. The book 
he wrote was Eragon . After revising it , he 
gave the book to his parents to read. They 
were so impressed they decided to publish 
the book themselves. It came out in 2001, 
when Paolini was just eighteen. The family 
spent the next year promoting' the book in 

raries, bookshops and schools. 

2003, Paolini got a lucky break". When 
author Carl Hiaasen read the book, he 
bved it so much that he contacted his 
publisher, Knopf Books, and suggested 

ey might be interested in publishing it. 
After reading the book, Knopf got in touch 
and offered Paolini his first publishing deal. 
The book was released in 2003 and Paolini 

ent on a tour around Britain and America 
o promote it. 

2004, he started work on the second 
book in the Inheritance Cycle series, Eldest. 

came out in 2005 and the third book, 
Brisingr, came out in 2008. Paolini 
IS now working on the fourth and final 
book of the series. It hasn't got a title yet. 

eanwhile, in 2006, the film of Eragon 
came out. So far, over twenty million copies 
o his books have been sold worldwide and 

s are eagerly awaiting his next book. 

When he finishes the Inheritance Cycle, 
Paolini plans to take a long holiday and 

ink about which of his many story ideas 
he will write about next. We hope he won't 

e too long! 

;xmote - to attract people's attention to a product by 
. ing, talking or writing about it 
break - something lucky that happens unexpectedly 

that can help you succeed 
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Listening 
6 CIJ Read the list of books by American author 

S.E. Hinton. listen to the interview and write the 
order the books are first mentioned. 

D Big David, Little David 

D Tex 

[ZJ The Outsiders 

D Some of Tim's Stories 

D Taming the Star Runner 

D Rumble Fish 

D Hawkes Harbor 

D The Puppy Sister 

D That Was Then, This Is Now 

7 CIJ listen and complete the sentences. 

1 Hinton's first novel was published while she was 
t?rt VTYlIVe r51TI-J . 

2 People all over the world have bought over 

______ copies of her first book. 

3 To help her recover from writer's block, her 

______ made sure she wrote every day. 

4 ______ of her books were made into fi lms. 

5 Hinton worked as a scout to find 

suitable places to make the fi lms. 

6 Big David, Little David came out in _____ _ 

8 . CIJ listen again and choose the correct answer. 

1 The Outsiders 
a was written when she was fifteen. 
b didn't immediately make her famous in America. 
c became the most popular novel for young 

people ever. 
d is still a popular book nowadays. 

2 Hinton got the idea to write The Outsiders from 
a two teachers at her school. 
b her publisher. 
c two groups of students at her school. 
d a famous pop group called The Greasers. 

3 She published under the name of S.E. Hinton 
a because she preferred it to her full name. 
b so that reviewers wouldn't know she was female. 
c because there was another writer called 

Susan Hinton. 
d she didn't want people to know her full name. 

4 What do they say about the film versions of her books? 
a There weren't any big Hollywood stars in any of 

the films. 
b Francis Ford Coppola directed all four of the fi lms. 
c They were'indie' or independent films. 
d Hinton appeared in small parts in three of the films. 

5 Her book of short stories was published in 
a 1995 b 2004 c 2006 d 2009 
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Writing 
A film review 

In paragraph 1, 
introduce the film, 
giving details about 
the storyline, the 
setting, the main 
actors and the 
director. 

2 In paragraph 2, 
describe the plot in 
more detail, but don't 
give away too much. 
Don't describe the 
ending! 

The Blind Side is the latest offering from Texan director John Lee Hancock whose other 
recent films include King Arthur and Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil. It's a 
feel -good sports drama and true-life story based on the book of the same title by Michael 
Lewis about Michael Oher, the American football star. Set in Memphis, Tennessee, the film 
stars newcomer Quinton Aaron as Michael Oher and Sandra Bullock, who won an Oscar 
for best actress for her role, as Leigh Anne Tuohy, the woman who changed his life. 

African-American teenager Michael Oher, has grown up in poverty with a mother who 
is a drug addict and he ends up homeless. His luck changes when he meets Leigh Anne 
and Sean Tuohy, a wealthy white couple who rescue him from the streets and eventually 
end up adopting him. The Tuohys support Michael through his difficulties at school and 
help him to develop his talent as a football player. Central to the film, which touches on 
issues such as social class and racism, is the relationship between Michael and Leigh 
Anne and the transformative effect he has on the privileged Tuohy family's life. When 
Leigh Anne's friends congratulate her for changing Michael's life, she replies: 'No, he's 
changing mine.' 

3 In paragraph 3, V The Blind Side has been criticised for being over sentimental and simplistic and some 
~e~~~beJhe 900~( consider the sports scenes to be disappointing. Although the climax of the film involves 
a~out ~~e ~f~s~~dngs Michael fighting for a place to play football at university, there is no 'big game' to conclude 
give your opinion. the film . For me, however, the best thing about the film was the fact that it relies on the 

4 In paragraph 4, write 
your conclusion. Say if 
you recommend the 
film or not, and who 
you recommend it to. 

portrayal of the relationships between the main characters to keep the viewers engaged. 
Although Bullock is outstanding, all the lead characters give great performances and I 
found the story gripping and very moving. 

Overall , despite missing an opportunity to be more political or more dramatic, The Blind 
Side is still an enjoyable and inspirational film. If you like a good heart-warming drama, then 
it's especially well worth seeing, but .it's a film which I would recommend to almost anyone. 

:J 
Cl 
(j) 
--
Cl 
CD 

Useful language 

Introducing the film 

The film stars ... /The main characters are played by . . ./ 
It takes place/i s set in ... /The setting is ... 

1 Where would you find the following 
information in a film review - the beginning (8), 
the middle (M) or the end (E)? 
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Describing the plot 

The film/story starts/ opens/ begins .. . 

Talking about the good points 

The best thing about the film is . .. 

It was a feel-good film/heartwarming. 

It was thoroughly enjoyable/inspirational. 

Talking about bad points 

The worst thing about the film is . .. 

It's d isappointing. 

Giving a recommendation 

I definitely would recommend this film . . . 
I definitely wouldn't recommend going to see 
this film ... 

It's well worth going to see. 

It's not worth going to see. 

1 D information about the plot and the 
characters 

2 D who wrote the book the film is based on 
3 D who the film was directed by 
4 D overall evaluation of the success of the film 

2 Read the review of the film The Blind Side 
above and check your answers to exercise 1. 
Were your predictions correct? 

3 Read the review again. Answer the questions. 

1 What are the weaknesses of the film? 

2 Who was the film directed by? 

3 Who are the three main characters? 

4 Who wrote the book the film is based on? 

5 What is the best thing about the film in the 
reviewer 's opinion? 

6 How could the film be better? 



4 Find the underlined words in the text and 
choose the best definitions. 

1 The Blind Side is an inspirational film. 
a something that makes you feel hopeful or 

encouraged 
b that makes you want to cry 

2 a true-life story 
a a story that seems very realistic 
b a story that is based on a real person's life 

3 The story was really gripping. 
a very exciting and interesting 
.b rather boring and predictable 

4 The story was very moving. 
a made you feel emotional 
b had lots of events in a short time 

5 The lead characters give great performances. 
a play their parts very well 
b overact 

6 The portrayal of the relationships. 
a the story behind the relationships 
b the way relationships are represented by 

the actors 

7 Michael's presence has a transformative effect. 
a makes things more complicated 
b changes things a lot in a positive way 

8 It's well worth seeing. 
a It isn't a good idea to see it. 
b It is a good idea to see it. 

S Read the sentences from a review of the film, 
The Last Station. Rewrite the review using the 
words below. 

portrayal gripping true-life.l mOVing ] 
inspirational performance well-worth 

1 The Last Station is about the writer Tolstoy's life. 
The film really inspired me and made me think. 

2 The story was set in Russia. It was about 
marriage - Tolstoy's relationship with his wife 
- and death and it made me feel emotional. 

3 The plot wasn't very exciting, but it was 
beautifully filmed. The main actors played 
their parts well. 

4 For me, the best thing about the film was the 
way Christopher Plummer played Tolstoy. 

5 I recommend going to see the film. 

'{he Lt:wr 5 rt?ofioh' 15 the t-rvre-kfe 5rOn? of 

the wdrer 1015r0'1' {he aiM . . . 

6 Complete the strategies box with the words 
below. 

[ expressions notes.l logical ending 

A film review 

o Read the task carefully. Make 1 hore5 and 
decide what information to include in each 
paragraph. 

o Write each paragraph, making sure the sentences 
are in a 2 ____ order. Remember not to give 
away the 3 of the film when you 
describe the plot. 

o Use a variety of adjectives and 4 ____ to 

make your writing more interesting. 

o Check the number of words and then check your 
grammar, spelling and punctuation. 

7 Choose one of the tasks and write your own 
film review. Use the structure on the opposite 
page and the strategies in exercise.6 and 
ideas in the exercises to help you. Write 
200-250 words. 

1 Write a review of a film you enjoyed. 

2 Write a review of a film you did not enjoy. 

S3 



Talking about statistics 
1 Look at the bar chart and complete the 

sentences with the words below. 

[

a tiny most eighteen percent 
a fifth'/ five percent least minority 
majority thirteen 

~~.~.~~.CI .. ~~.r.~.~.~.~.~ .. ~~ .. ~I.~ .. ~~~~ ................................... ... ........ . 

0% 

S4 

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 

Comedies earned ?1 afth of the total. 

2 Documentaries earned ____ percentage 
of the total. 

3 Crime films earned a little under of 
the total. 

4 The of the money was earned by 
horror and sci-fi, and comedy films. 

5 out of every hundred people went 
to see action films, which earned thirteen 
percent of the total. 

6 A of people went to see 
documentary films which only earned one 
percent of the total. 

7 The statistics show that the money 
was earned by musicals and documentaries. 

8 What the statistics prove is that the ___ _ 
money was earned by comedies, closely 
followed by horror and sci-fi films. 

Talking about trends 
2 Complete the table with the verbs below. 

Add the noun forms where possible. 

+ 

rise./ increase go down ./ 
fall go up double halve 

decrease ] 

Words meaning more - Words meaning less 

Verb Noun Verb Noun 

Y(5e ?1 Y'f5e 30 aowYl -
1 4 

2 5 

3 6 

3 Look at the graph and complete the 
description. Underline the correct answers. 

Cinema admissions in millions 

Between 1980 and 1981 the number of people who 
went to the cinema 1 rose/ fell. Between 1981 and 
1982 the number went down 2 slightly/ sharply. 
Between 1980 and 1984 the number of viewers 
roughly 3 halved/doubled. However, between 1985 
and 1988 the number went 4 up/down steadily. 
Between 1990 and 1992, the number of cinema 
goers 5 stayed pretty much the same/ fluctuated a lot. 
Between 1992 and 2002, the number of viewers 
steadily 6 increased/decreased. Since 2002, the 
numbers have fluctuated 7 a little/ a lot although 
in general they have 8 risen/ fallen 9 slightly/ 
dramatically. What the information shows is that 
the number of people who go to the cinema has 
nearly 10 doubled/ halved since 1980. 
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Use of English 
Easily confused words 

1 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the verbs below. Use each verb once only. 

[ diSCUSS say./ speak talk tell ] 

1 I <jC1ld thank you and left. 

2 The film the story of a young street 
dancer trying to escape from gang life. 

' 3 Chris can four languages. 

4 We sat in a cafe and about the 
concert. 

S We the play and its film version in 
class last month. 

2 Complete the sentences with the correct word 
below. Use each word once only. 

[ break interval pause 

During the the audience talked 

about the unexpected ending of the first act. 

2 We met during the lunch ____ , after my 

double Maths lesson. 

3 There was a slight ____ when nobody 

said anything. 

[ chair place seat ] 

4 The action takes ____ in nineteenth-

century London. 

S I had an expensive in the stalls, so 

I could see the actors really well. 

6 There was nowhere left to sit but the attendant 

was very kind and brought a ____ for me. 

[ audience spectators viewers ] 

7 ManyTV are annoyed by 

commercial breaks in the middle of films. 

8 The loved the play and they 

clapped for a long time. 

9 Five hundred ____ came to watch 

the match. 

Exam Tasks 
Banked doze 

3 Complete the text with the words below. 
There is one extra word. 

[

acting place 
scene stars 

25th Hour ***** 

plays tells says 

Spike Lee's film 25th Hour 1 the story of one 

day in the life of a young Irish-American who is about 

to go to prison for drug dealing. The action takes 

____ in New York, and there are some beautiful 

shots of the city. Edward Norton 3 the main 

role. His 4 is really impressive. There is an 

amazing 5 in which the character talks to 

himself in the mirror. He feels so bitter that he 

6 something insulting about every social and 

ethnic group in New York before he finally admits that 

he is really angry with himself. 

Multiple-choice doze 

4 Circle the best option. 

Last Saturday my sister Anna, who is studying to be an 

actress, appeared on 1 ~ in a real theatre for the first 

time. She 2 _ the role of Eliza in Pygmalion by G.B. Shaw. 

We arrived at the theatre and found our 3 • When 

Anna said her first line I could hardly breathe. During the 

4_ we went to see her in the dressing room, but she 

wanted to concentrate and she 5 us to come after the 

show. At the end, the 6 _ clapped and cheered! And one 

review in the local paper said she 'gave a terrific 7 _ '! 

1 ®stage bact c scene 

2 a played b acted c starred 

3 a rows b seats c chairs 

4 a break b interval c pause 

S a said b spoke c told 

6 a audience b viewers c spectators 

7 a acting b play c performance 

ss 
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Vocabulary 
Food and tastes 

1 Complete the table with the foods a-f below. 
Write the names of the food categories. 

Food Category 

chilli d f).tJlrkc herbz. tJlhd flcWOVrrlhf).z. 

liver . 
mango 

ice cream 

tuna 

turnip 

2 Complete the sentences with the food 
words below. 

S6 

beans ./ garlic liver powder ] 
prawns tuna 

If you're vegetarian, you should eat betJIh5 as 

a source of protein. 

2 You can use curry ____ or paste to make 

ch icken curry. 

3 _____ is a meat that contains a lot of 

vitamins. 

4 I like food with lots of _____ in it but 

I never eat it before I go out. 

5 We went deep-sea fishing last summer and 

I caught a beautiful ___ _ 

6 I'm semi-vegetarian. I eat _____ and 

other seafood. 

Grammar 
Quantifiers 

3 CD Complete the table with the quantifiers 
below. 

a few a great deal of'/ very little ] 
a large number of a little a couple of 
very few a bit of 

Tea Biscuits 

4 CD Number the quantifiers below from the 
smallest (1) to the largest (5). 

[
very little a great deal hardly any ] 
a little quite a lot 

1 hCJordlt;' tJlht;' 4 ______ _ 

25 ______ _ 

3 ______ _ 

5 C**) Underline the correct words to complete 
the sentences. 

A: We need to buy 1 plenty of! a bit of food for the 

garden party. Fifty people are coming. 

B: Right. What shall we buy? 

A: First of all, we need 2 a lot of!very few 

vegetables for the different salads. They will 

be the main dishes. And 3 quite a lot of! 

very little bread to go with the sqlads. 

B: And 40 large numberofla great deal offresh 

fruit. We've got pineapples and strawberries, 

but maybe we could also get 5 a couple of! 

a little watermelons, what do you think? 

A: OK. Now about the snacks ... I think we 

should get 6 a little!a few large packets of nuts 

and maybe 7 a little!a few bags of crisps. 

B: How about drinks? 

A: Don't worry, there's 8 very little!quite a lot of 

mineral water. 

B: And there are 9 very few!plenty of cartons of juice! 



6 (**) Complete the text with phrases a-e below. 

Tnr CnITnfOITTn 
nUrrInrnr 

We started our muffin bakery a few months ago. The 

beginning was hard; in the first week 1 JL . Lots of people 

didn't know we existed . Although we thought we had done 

lots of advertising, it's surprising how hard it is to get noticed. 

In the second week it wasn't much better. 2_. The weather 

was very warm and perhaps people felt more like a long, 

cold drink that a sweet, sticky muffin. We tried not to panic 

. and decided to organise a big Pfomotion and give out free 

muffins on the high street. 

In -the third week things improved; 3_. We weren't yet 

sell ing the quantities we wanted, but we were starting to get 

regular customers. Because of our promotion, the school 

children knew about us and started com ing to the shop after 
school. 

By the fourth week 4_ . As well as the school children, 

people from the shops and offices nearby started 0 come a 

lunchtime. We started to increase our daily output. 

And now we're doing really well: last month 5 _ . 

a people bought a few muffins every day 

b we hardly sold any muffins at all ./ 

c we sold a really large number of muffins 

d we still sold very few 

e we were selling quite a lot 

7 (***) Complete the text with the words below. 

[

a little a few few hardly any ] 
a great deal'/ a large number little 

Here's what we got for our picnic. According to the weather 

forecast, it's going to be very hot, so we've got 

, ?l gre?lr de?l! of bottled water. I'm going to take 

______ Iemonade for the children, but not too much 

because they won't drink it all. We've got 3 of 

different sorts of sandwiches because Jane and I both made 

some. I hope we finish them all! There's very 4 _____ _ 

room in the basket and they take up most of the space. 

Unfortunately, we've got 5 fruit because I 

forgot to buy any. There were 6 apples left 

in the fruit bowl so I put those in. We have got lots of cake, 

though! As you know, there are very 7 sweet 

things I can eat because I'm on diet, but there's diet carrot 

cake for me and muffins and brownies for the rest of you. 

Grammar 
reference 
Quantifiers 

Large quantities 

To talk about large quantities, we use 

a great deal of, loads of, plenty of, a lot of, 
quite a lot of and a large number of. 

We use loads of, plenty of, a lot of, qui te a 

lot of with both uncountable nouns and 

countable plural nouns: 

a lot of luggage a lot of students 

quite a lot of milk 

loads of time 

plenty of food 

quite a lot of countries 

loads of toys 

plenty of chips 

loads of is informal. It is often used in 
speech but should not be used in formal 
written language: 

The President received a lot of (NOT ,teeds ef) 

criticism for his handling of the crisis. 

We only use a large number of with, 
countable plural nouns: 

a large number of buildings 

a large number of people 

We only use a great deal of with 
uncountable nouns: 

a great deal of money 

a great deal of time 

Small quantities 

To talk about small quantities, we use 
very little, a little, a bit of, hardly any, 

a couple of, a few and very few. 

We use very little, a little, a bit of with 
uncountable nouns: 

very little perfume 

a little sugar 

a bit of luck 

a bitofis a more informal expression, but is 
often used in speech and writing. 

We use a couple of, a few, very few with 

countable plural nouns: 

a couple of days 

a few problems 

very few projects 

NB a couple of is a more informal expression, 
but is often used in speech and writing. 

We use hardly any with uncountable nouns 
and countable plural nouns: 

hardly any bread 

hardly any books 
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Vocabulary 
Describing dishes 

1 Match the sentences 1-5 with the 
replies a-e. 

1 I don't really like such hot and 
spicy food. 

2 Will the fish be fried? 

3 This is too rich for me. I'm on a diet 

4 What's that French cheese like? 

5 Some people think th is dish is 
disgusting. 

a It's soft and runny with a strong 
smell, but it's delicious. 

b Yes, I prefer milder tastes, too. 
Sha ll we order something 
diffe rent? 

c You can have it grilled if you prefer. 

d Really? Personally, I think it's 
delicious. 

e Well in that case, I can offer you 
lean meat and boiled vegetables. 

2 Complete the conversation with 
the words below. 

[

exotic flavour protein 
pickled raw ./ tender 
mashed 

Mike: Is the meat cooked yet? 

Chris: No, it 's still l rc:.w . But look, 

it's excellent quality. The 

steaks w ill be delicious and 

Mike: .. . and fu ll of 3 ___ _ 

And the garl ic w ill give them 

a strong 4 _ __ _ 

Chris: Are we going to serve them 

with 5 potatoes? 

Mike: Yes, and w ith vegetables. 

What are these little white 

round things? 

Chris: They're 6 onions. 

They go with the cheese 

course. 

Mike: What about dessert? 

Chris: We'll just have a big plate of 

____ fruit. 

Mike: Mmm. This is going to be a 

lovely meal. 

Grammar 
Relative clauses 

3 CD Underline the correct words to complete the sentences. 

1 Sushi is a Japanese speciality that/who often contains 

raw fish. 

2 The meal was OK except for the potatoes, which/that 

were overcooked. 

3 I th ink the person which/who invented pizza was a genius! 

4 Finland is the country which/where people drink the 

most coffee. 

5 The person who/ which does the most to make the school a 

cheerful place is the lady in the canteen. 

6 Tea first appeared in Europe in the seventeenth century, 

when/ which sailors brought it from China. 

4 (**) Complete the sentences with the correct relative 
pronouns. Where no pronoun is needed, write 0. 
Add commas where necessary. 

1 Bruges, where I first tried Belgian food, is a beautiful 
old town. 

2 The sixteenth century was a time many new 
foods were brought to Europe from the Americas. 

3 The chef Jamie Oliver TV programme is watched 
in many countries has run several campaigns to promote 
healthy eating in the UK. 

4 The food I like best is fresh fruit salad. 

5 We tried to cook the dish had tasted so good at 
the party, but it just didn't have quite the same flavour. 

6 My great-grandma, used to bake delicious cakes, 
had learned all her recipes from her mother and aunts. 

5 (**) Complete the sentences with relative clauses. 

1 This is the chef. He made that fantastic prawn salad. 

This is the chef who/Hwr lvIc:.de thc:.r [p,hrc:.5t/c 

p rc:.Wh 5c:.(c:.d . 

2 I've found the book. It contains the best pasta r~cipes 
I know. 

I've found the book __ ---:-__________ _ 

3 We've discovered a restaurant. They serve Bulgarian 
food there. 

We've discovered a restaurant __________ _ 

4 I've met the woman. You admired her cooking. 

I've met the woman _____________ _ 

5 I'll phone you in September. The course begins then. 

I'll phone you in September __________ _ 

6 This is the man. You wanted to see him. 

This is the man _______________ _ 



6 (**) Choose the best words, a, b or c to complete 
each gap. Sometimes two options are possible. 

We were supposed to find information about weird 
festivals and celebrations in England. Here's the most 
peculiar one 1 _ I've found ... 

The Egremont Crab Fair, 2_ has been celebrated since 
the thirteenth. century, is one of the oldest fairs in England. 
The small town of Egremont in Cumbria, 3 _ it takes 
place, was granted the right to hold a market and a fair by 
King Henry II in 1266. 

The fair got its name from crab apples, and an Apple Cart 
Parade, ~_ apples are thrown into the crowd, is still part 
of the celebrations. There are other traditional events, such 
as greasy pole climbing and a pipe smoking contest, but 

e event 5_ has made Egremont famous is the World 
Gurning Championships. 'Gurning' means something like 
making ugly faces'. Participants, 6 _ come from all over 

e world, try to make the ugliest, most ridiculous faces 
ey can manage. The person 7_ face impresses the 

judges the most is the winner. In 2002, BBC presenter 
ichaela Strachan, 8_ went to Egremont to report on 

the fair, took part in the competition as a joke and won. 

_ see all~Culture Projects ~_ 

1 a [l] that b 0 whose c [l]-
2 a o which b 0 that c 0-
3 a o which b 0 where c 0 when 

4 a o when b 0 which c 0 that 

S a o that b 0 which c 0-
6 a o which b 0 who c 0 that 

7 a o who b 0 whose c 0 that 

8 a o which b 0 who c 0 that 

Grammar Plus: reduced relative clauses 

7 Cross out the unnecessary words to make 
reduced relative clauses. 

Paella is a traditional Spanish dish ' .... hieh is 
made with rice and seafood. 

2 The people who have been invited to the 
picnic will bring their own food. 

3 I can see something black that is lying across 
the road. 

4 There are apples on the tree which was 
planted two years ago. 

S Do you know the girl in the white dress who 
is standing by the window? 

6 The tomato is one of the fruits which were 
brought to Europe from the Americas. 

Grammar reference 
Defining relative clauses 

Defining relative clauses identify or define which person 

or thing we are talking about and are essential to the 
clear understanding of the described noun. We begin 
relative clauses with relative pronouns: 

• who or that, when we talk about people: 

She is the person who/that turned down my invitation. 

• which or that, when we talk about things: 

Have you got a book which/that is about global warming? 

• whose, when we talk about possession/belonging: 

I was talking to a man whose daughter I know from school. 

• where, when we talk about place: 

This is the cafe where I met your mother. 

• when, when we talk about time: 

She stood by me when I most needed encouragement. 

In defining relative clauses, relative pronouns who, which 

or that can be left out if they are followed by a personal 

pronoun or noun: 

This is the tax form (wRicR/that) I misplaced yesterday. 

Meryl Streep is an actor (wile) Jon looks up to. 

Non-defining relative clauses 

Non-defining relative clauses do not identify a noun 

we are talking about but add more information 
about it. They can come in the middle or at the end 

of the sentence and are always separated from a noun 

by commas: 

Mark, who is studying art, lives in Madrid. 

They came after midnight, which annoyed me. 

In non-defining relative clauses, relative pronouns can't 

be left out. 

Reduced relative clauses 

Relative clauses can be reduced by omitting: 

• the relative pronoun who, that or which 

Full relative clause: Do you know the girl who is arguing 

with Professor Jones? 

Reduced relative clause: Do you know the girl wh&-is 
arguing with Professor Jones? 

• the auxiliary verb be (is/are/was/were/have been): 

Full relative clause: The students that have been chosen 

for the competition are our best sportsmen. 

Reduced relative clause: The students fAst Rsve beeR 

chosen for the competition are our best sportsmen. 
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Vocabulary 
Travel 

1 Complete the table with the words below. 

package holiday ./ five-star city break 
take a guided tour the locals eat out 
beach resort sunbathing hiking holiday 
go sightseeing travel rep tour guide 
self-catering apartment chilling out 

Types of Activities! People Places to 
holiday things to do stay 

pl/lc~l/I!)e 

ho(r"dI/l'1 

60 

2 Complete the sentences with the words and 
phrases below. 

beaten track room service landmark ] 
nightl ife set off hitchhike full board 
backpack ./ 

... The-airline lost my 1 bl/lc~pI/lC~ so I didn't have any 
clothes for a few days. 

... The restaurant was OK but 2 was very 
slow. The food arrived two hours after we ordered it! 

... We paid for 3 but we didn't eat all our 
meals in the hotel because the food was terrible! 

... The 4 was awful- there weren 't any 
good nightclubs and the restaurants all closed early! 
And there were no taxis late at night back to the 
resort so we had to 5 . We had to wait 
ages for someone to give us a lift in their car. 

... The brochure sa id the hotel was off the 6 ___ _ 

but it was near the town. It wasn't in a remote place 

at all! 

... The hotel was so far from the airport we had to 
____ a day early. We lost half a day of our 

holiday travelling to it. 

... The guidebook was out of date ! The museum didn't 
exist anymore and the clock tower, which used to be 
the most important local 8 , had been 
knocked down. 

Reading 
3 You are going to read an extract from a travel 

book about a journey to India. Match the words 
from the text 1-3 with the definitions a-c. 
Now read the introduction and check. 

1 trader (n) 

2 full tilt (adv) 

3 caravan (n) 

a to go as fast as you can 

b a person who buys and sells things as a job 

c a group of people travelling together, 
especially in a desert or dangerous area 

4 Read the introduction again. Complete the 
sentences with one word in each gap. 

1 Dervla Murphy is a travel ___ _ 

2 She is from ___ _ 

3 She always travels by on her trips. 

4 Full Tilt is a book about a j ourney she made in 

1965 from to ___ _ 

5 Roz is the name of her ----

FULL TILT - DUNKIRK TO DELHI BY BICYClE 

INTRODUCTION 

M ost people's idea of the perfect holiday is chilling 
out at a good beach resort or perhaps going on ~l 

tour and doing some sightseeing. Not Irish writer 
Dervla Murphy. Murphy went traveping all over the 
world alone starting in the 1950s and wrote about her 
experiences. She is still travelling and having adventures~ 
Murphy loves to get off the beaten track and meet the 
locals, and often makes friends with them. Luckily, she 
doesn't mind roughing it and she's slept in some pretty 
amazing places! . 

On this trip in 1965, she travelled thousands of 
kilometres from Dunkirk, (France) to D elhi (India) on 
her bicycle, Roz. At this point in the trip, Murphy is in 
the mountains in Pakistan and she is with a group of 
Mghan traders who are travelling by camel caravan. 
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6 

Find and underline these food and drink words 
in the text on this page. What do they mean? 
Write the words under the correct pictures. 

[ chicken stew goat's meat lentils thyme ] 

~ 

I ~t 
2 

4 

Read the text and match the sentences 1- 7 to 
the gaps in the story a- g. 

1 After lunch of bread and chicken, I left my friends. 

2 I was wakened by the sun coming over the 
mountain tops - such beauty! 

3 Then the rain came so forcefully that you 
can't imagine it if you haven't seen it. 

4 I met another Afghan camel caravan this 
evening and am staying with them tonight. 

5 Fortunately the animal's owner expected it 
and caught me. 

6 They told me they came from Delhi and were 
camping on the banks of the River Kaghan. 

7 At last I'm really back to civilisation. 

7 Read the text again and tick (..') true, cross (X) 
false, or write (?) if there is no information in 
the text. 

1 The author slept near a fire with a group of 
people from Afghanistan. 

2 The Afghans thought it was very funny 
when she fell off the camel. 

3 When she met the English people they 
were more astonished than she was. 

4 In her experience, most people she has 
met have not been very kind or generous. 

5 The author and the Afghans both t ried out 
the tips they were given. 

6 In Abbottabad, after she had had a bath, 
the author went to arrange for some new 
clothes to be made. 

7 She took her bicycle to have the brakes 
checked because she had used them 
a lot recently. 

NARAN, 23 june 

We had an excellent supper of goat's meat grilled over a 
wood-fire and lentils and bread. I slept well, in a circle 
of Mghans around a fire which we kept going all night. 
' _The soft, bright green of grass, the dark green of the 
tall pine trees, the bright green of the nearby river, the 
light blue of the sky and the white of glaciers between 
mountain tops. While the breakfast water was boiling, I 
was given my camel ride - very short and not fun. One, 
the camel knelt down, two I sat on the saddle, three, the 
camel stood up, four the camel took one step, five I fell off 
b _ • I'm sure there are ways of not falling off, but my 
Pushto' wasn't good enough to follow the owner's 
instructions. 

Mter breakfast, two men were going on another cloth
selling expedition to three tiny mountain villages up in the 
mountains, and on invitation I accompanied them. We 
used mules for the steep rocky paths of the forest. C _ I 
tried to give them a present, but of course they refused. 

There was an amusing incident today. I turned a corner 
and saw a group of four unmistakably English people 
walking towards me. I was surprised, but not as surprised 
as they were when they saw a European female coming 
towards them on a bicycle from the wild north. They 
stopped to solve the mystery. d _ M rs H addow invited 
me to stop off at their camp for some food and to stay 
with them in Delhi. The further I travel, the more I 
become aware of the extraordinary generosity and 
kindnes that exi t in the world. 

' Pushto - a language in Mghanistan 

KAGHAN VALLEY, 24 june 

e _ It's wonderful how hospitable these people are - they 
saw me passing and waved to me to stop and have bread 
and tea with them. They make much nicer bread than the 
!ocals and drink their tea out of bowl, exactly as we have it 
m Ireland - strong and milky. 

KAWAI, 25 june 

The Mghans and I exchanged tips last night. I told them 
that thyme added to their goat or chicken stew would 
taste ~elicious and they told me that bark* of the walnut 
tree, slightly wet, was better than a toothbrush and tooth
paste.They loved the wild thyme in last night's stew and I 
loved the walnut bark, it leaves your teeth brilliantly white. 

ABBOnABAD, 27 june 

f _ . It ~ook near~y two hours in the bathroom to get 
looking ~e an ordmary citizen instead of a tribeswnman! 
I dressed m Pakistani costume after my bath and then 
went to the bazaar to get some clothes made. 

The monsoon t seems to have arrived. I saw my first electric 
storm this evening and it was so beautiful I couldn't take 
my eyes off the sky for a moment. g _ Roz has gone for 
a brakes-check - the brakes were almost useless today 
after all the use they've had on the mountains in the past 
few weeks. 

• bark - the Outside part of a tree 
t monsoon - the rainy season 
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Dealing with 
unexpected problems 
1 Put the words in order to make sentences. 

Kate: I want to exchange this jumper, but I 
haven't got a receipt. 

Assistant: anything/receipt.!without a/can't/ 
afraid/ exchange/ I 

1 I'm tJlfrtJIiC/ I CtJIh 1- exc/'tJlhge 

tJlh t-;tl-1Ihg W lfhOt-ft tJI receip t: 

Kate: I understand that but the receipt was 
in my bag which was stolen. 

Assistant: very/ but I'm/sorry,/there's/nothing/ 
do.!1 can/afraid 

Kate: 

21'm -------------------------

a receipt.!right?!exchange any thing/ 
without/Is that 

3 So you won't ________________ _ 

Assistant: Yes. That's right. 

Kate: showed/it/if I/ the/police report?! 
help/you 
4 Would ____________________ _ 

Assistant: I'm afraid not. The police report isn't 
proof of purchase. 

Kate: but/sorry/ that's/I/thinklfair'!don't 

s l'm ------------------------

Assistant: I realise you don't think it's fair but I'm 
afraid it 's our company policy. 

Kate: I/ manager?!don't you/suggestion?! 
your/ makelWhy/askia 
6Can ______________________ __ 

Assistant: I suppose I could ask her. Could you 
wait one moment, please. 

A description of 
an event 
2 Match the questions 1-5 to the answers a-e. 

1 Why did you go to the event? 

2 How was the event organised? 

3 How did you spend your time at the event? 

4 What was the best part of the event? 

5 Would you recommend the event? 

a I went to two talks, I spoke to a careers officer 
and I found out about different companies 
that want to employ young people. 

b Because I wanted to find out more about 
different jobs. 

c Yes. I thought it was well organised and it gave 
me plenty to think about. 

d Being able to talk to careers advisers. They can 
give you lots of useful information. 

e The event was divided into three areas: 
1 talks and presentations, 2 careers officers, 
3 company area. 

3 Write the second sentence so it means the 
same as the first using the correct word below. 
There are two extra words. 

eloquent various annual burning ] 
experienced ./ recreational fascinating 
informative -

The careers advisers have done it many 
times before. 

(he ctJIreer5 tJlc/VI5er5 tJlre vert-; experiehced. 

2 We listened to a presenter who was very good 
at speaking. 

We listened to ______________________ _ 

3 The exhibition contained a lot of information. 

The exhibition was __________________ __ 

4 The conference happens every year. 
Itis ______________________________ _ 

5 There were several different films you 
could watch. 

There were ________________________ _ 

6 I thought the talk about new jobs was very 
interesting. 

I thought the talk about new jobs was 



Use of English 
Synonyms and antonyms 

1 Complete the sentences with the synonyms of the 
words in CAPITALS. Choose from the box below. 

[

soft .clever spicy elegant.l ] 
affectionate warm 

1 You should wear eleg?'lht clothes to that 
restaurant. SMART 

• 2 She made some ____ comments about 

the film. SMART 

3 We had ten days of very ____ weather 

last October. HOT 

4 The curry was incredibly . They must 
have used some spices I don't know. HOT 

5 The steaks were excellent, ____ and 

juicy. TENDER 

6 She gave me a(n) ____ and loving smile. 

TENDER 

2 Match the pairs of adjectives with the correct 
antonyms from the box. 

3 

[

li9ht.l delicate stale cool ] 
processed poor.l weak mild 

a a rich man 

b rich food 

2 a warm weather 

b a hot taste 

3 a fresh food 

b fresh bread 

a ooor man , 

fight food 

____ weather 

a ____ taste 

____ food 

____ bread 

4 a a strong man a ____ man 

b a strong smell a smell 

Complete the pairs of opposites with the 

correct antonyms below 

[ COld easy fatty 
soft .I tough 

oVerWeight ] 

1 a hard bed a 20ft bed 

2 a hard task a(n) task 

3 lean meat meat 

4 a lean person a(n) person 

5 tender meat meat 

6 a tender smile a smile 

Exam tasks 
Multiple-choice doze 

4 Choose the best word a, b or c to complete the 

gaps in the text. 

Cookery Blogs 

Simon's cooking 
Posted Tue 27 Jan 14.50 GMT 

My friend Simon is learning to cook and he invited three of 
us to dinner. It was no 1 ~ task for him, because we 
all like different things. I like 2 , creamy dishes. 
My girlfriend Emily prefers very 3 food. Simon's 
girlfriend Katy only likes mild-tasting things. Well, the 
Indian dish Simon cooked for us was so 4 and 
spicy that Katy couldn't finish it. It was also so 5 ___ _ 

and creamy that Emily later went on a diet for a week. 
I loved it ! Anyway, we all think it's great Simon's learning 

I to cook. . 

l @easy b soft c hard 

2 a rich b wealthy c expensive 

3 a cheap b poor c light 

4 a warm b boiling c hot 

5 a rich b lean c overweight 

Banked doze 

5 Complete the text with the words below. 
There is one extra word. 

[

lean elegant.l processed scruffy 
strong tender thin 

47 Comments 
Posted Thur 29 Jan 18.40 GMT 

A restaurant to avoid! 
My family decided to check out the new restaurant in 
Brampton Street, which is supposed to be French and very 
1 efeg?'lht. Mum told us to wear smart clothes. We all 
did, except Tim, who wore his 2 old jeans and a 
T-shirt. I ordered a '3 steak with freshly g . led 

seasonal vegetables'. Well, the steak was so 
was difficult to bite into it and the vegetables were a 
____ . Mum asked specially for 5 ___ _ 

and what she got was so fatty that she cou 
end we were served some cheese which had a very 
____ smell. The nicest part of the even'ng was going 

to our favourite small cafe afterwards for coffee and cake! 
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Reading 3 Read a longer extract from the same book. 
Tick (.f) true, cross (X) false or write (?) if there 
is no information in the text. True/False 

1 Read the pairs of sentences below. Write = if 
they mean the same and'#. if they don't. 

D If you arrive in an African village in the 
evening, you may be invited to stay with 
the chief's wife and children. 

2 

1 When I was staying in Budapest, my host let 
me use his bike. 

§] I wasn't allowed to make use of my host's 
bicycle in Budapest. 

2 It's better not to travel in a large group if you 
want to get to know the local people. 

D You're unlikely to meet the local people 
unless you travel alone or in a small group. 

3 Every time I travel to another country, I try 
some new dish. 

D I have experimented with new kinds of 
food only on a few of my trips. 

4 They offered to pay us for giving them a lift. 

D They wanted to give us money for the ride. 

In an extended level exam, the information in 
the text may be expressed in different words 
from those that are used in the exam questions. 
Look out for synonyms for key words and 
alternative structures that express the same thing. 

Read the shorter extract. Tick (.f) true, cross (X) 
false or write (?) if there is no information. 
For the true sentences, underline the synonyms 
or near synonyms in the text and the question 
that helped you to identify the answer. 

1 .00 Few capital cities in Africa have 
international-style hotels. 

2 D You won't be able to see much 
unless you're prepared to 
stay in simple conditions. 

2 D You should offer money in exchange for 
accommodation. 

3 D The usual way to take a bath is using a 
bucket of water. 

4 D People in Africa bathe often. 

S D In very dry areas of the country people 
wash once a week. 

6 D You should never use drinking water to 
wash your hands. 

7 D If you want a drink of water, always 
drink from a cup hanging near the 
water container. 

S D Cultural sensitivity is shown by being 
careful not to waste water. 

3 D Hotels in the countryside 
are usually clean. 

ACCOMMODATION IN AFRICA 

4 D In rural hotels in Africa 
you may be allowed to 
bring your bike into 
your room. 

If you choose to visit Mrica by ~ying from capital to 
capital, you can stay in internatlOnal-style, four- and 
five-star hotels every night. If you want to see r~ral 
areas, you will find that the choi~e of accommodatlO.n 
is much more limited and you will have to accept baslC 
facilities. Most hotels in the countryside offer simple 
small rooms with one double bed. There may be no 
electricity, hot water or modern toilets. On th~ plus 
side those hotels will often let you put your blCycle 
in the room for the night, where it will be a lot safer. 



AYING IN AN AFRlCAN VILLAGE 

you are in a village at nightfall there may be no 
hotel available. To accommodate you the chief's wife 
and children may give up their beds for the night 
and stay with relatives. Compensating a village for 
. hospitality can be difficult and requires planning 
ahead. Generally people are uncomfortable if you 
offer them money and will refuse to take it. This is 

e ideal time to give gifts: pens, pins, postcards or 
amps from home, T-shirts, maps, calendars, soap, 

. atteries, books or whatever seems appropriate. 
If you find accommodation in a rural area with a 

ath tub or shower you have found the exception, not 
e rule. If showers are not available, the bath will 

most likely come in the form of a bucket of water, 
a bar of soap and directions to the bath house. The 
;vater rn.ay be heated. In most areas, Mricans take at 
east one bath, and often two baths a day and they 

offer the same opportunity to guests. The exception to 
e daily bath seems to be in the very driest regions. 

Remember that water is precious in the Mrican 
-ountryside. If you want to wash your hands, DO 
)JOT stick them in the first jug, pan or bucket of 
;vater you see. It may be drinking water. If you want 
o use it to wash, look for a glass or cup hanging 
earby. Use this to dip water. Don't put the cup on 

the ground. And don't put your skin or the handle of 
the cup in the water. In short, it is a major mistake to 
pollute the drinking water supply. 

Taking a bucket bath may also require some cultural 
sensitivity. The bucket of water which gives you a bath 
may have to be carried a quarter of a mile or more. 
You should be able to take a whole bath, including 
vashing your hair, with one bucket of water - with 
ractice this can be reduced to half a bucket. 
If you get tired of the demands of country life, 

there are taxis and roads to the cities and the comfort 
and privacy of western-style hotels. 

Listening 
Multiple-choice 

4 @J Listen to the beginning of an interview 
with an Italian chef. Choose the best answer. 

Why did Armando come 0 on a Greek island? 
a Because he won a compe .. 
b Because he likes kitesu ng. 
c He wanted to be in a wa 

The wrong answers usually refer 0 ~~cl->i~ 

that is mentioned in the recording. 0 eti:rt:lfl21:e 

them, you have to identify the difference ' 
meaning which makes them wrong. 

An answer may be wrong because: 
- It mentions one, but not the most impo 
of several things mentioned in the recordi 
while the question asks you to identify the 
most important one. 
- There is a similar statement in the recordi 
but it refers to a different thing, person, a 
time or place. 

5 Match the explanations 1-2 below to the two 
wrong answers in exercise 4. 

He got interested in this after he had moved 
to Naxos. 

2 This happened earlier and it had no 
connection with moving to the island. 

6 GD Listen and choose the best answers. 

How is professional cooking different from 
cooking at home? 
a It's a more relaxing activity. 
b It requires you to work at a high speed. 
c If you ruin a customer's meal, it's dangerous. 

2 What is the most dangerous thing in a 
professional kitchen? 
a the oven b boiling water c other peop'-

3 Armando most enjoys the moments whe 
a he stops noticing the passing of time. 
b the waiters take away the last dishes. 
c customers say how much they Ii ed 

the food. 

4 According to Armando, without 
following would a chef's life be 
a the ability to multi-task 
b a clean kitchen 
c a love of cooking and u_~"..".. 

5 On the whole, what is ......... .,,~-.,.., 
his job? 
a He finds it too 
b He does it as i a 
c He really likes · 



Vocabulary & Grammar 
1 

2 

3 
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Cross out the word or phrase that you cannot 
use with the word in bold. 

1 strong smel llEOOf5e/ flavou r 

2 pick up English/ rubbish/nightl ife 

3 release an album/a hit single/a gig 

4 the audience acts/clapslcheers 

5 send off the application/the contest/the player 

6 mashed/ boiled/ lean potatoes 

7 beaten track/package/hiking holiday 

8 work out the solution/suspense/at the gym 

9 the audience sits in the dressing rooms/ 
the stalls/ the circle 

/81 

Complete the sentences with one word in 
each gap. 

1 Would you prefer a hotel with full bO?lrd or a 
self-catering apartment? 

2 Our last stop was Pompeii, where we took a 
g tour of the ruins. 

3 Kylie Minogue is hoping to record and 
her new album early next year. 

4 -An all-star c is made up entirely of 
top performers. 

5 The new director opted to shoot all the scenes 
onl 

6 Many young artists try to s ____ up with 
a record label. 

Underline the correct words to complete 
the sentences. 

It believes/ is believed that the first mechanical 
calcu lating device was the abacus. 

2 Do you know where the post office is/ 
is the post office? 

3 She burst into tea rs, which/ what upset me. 

4 You need to add a little/a few more curry powder. 

5 He is now interviewed/ being interviewed by 
the police. 

6 Diego Maradona, who/ that used to play for 
Argentina, is widely regarded as one of the 
greatest footballers of all time. 

7 You can see that there was a great deal/ 
a large number of care taken in these scenes. 

/61 

4 Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

Breakfast will serve from eight till ten. 

Breakfast Nt1( be -served from eight till ten. 

2 With who did you go to the cinema? 

you go the cinema ? 

3 It is says that we use only ten percent of 
our brain. 

that we use only ten 
percent of our brain. 

4 She bought only a little clothes. 

She bought 

5 A screwdriver is a tool, who tightens or loosens 
screws. 

A screwdriver is a tool 

6 Can you remind me how much did you pay for 
the ticket? 

Can you remind me 
the ticket? 

7 Two people have arrested in connection with 
the crime. 

Two people in 
connection with the crime. 

/61 

5 Complete the email with the correct answer 
a, b, c or d. 

Hi Lizzy, 

All the best from Paris! Yes, we are in France. Tom came I ...£:....

with the idea of going back to the place 2 _ we met. Very 
romantic, don't you think? The journey was a bit of a nightmare 
though . We 3 _ off quite early to make a seven a.m. fligh t fr 
Gatwick. We thought we had 4 _ of time. But there was an 
accident on the motorway and we 5 _ onto a different route. 
We got to the airport two minutes before the check-in deadline 
only to learn that our flight 6 _ due to a 'security alert! In the 
end, we managed to get seats on the plane the following day 

1 a up./ b for 

2 a which b where 

3 a set b got 

4 a quite b deal 

5 a diverted 
b were diverted 

6 a cancelled 
b had cancelled 

c off d into 

c that d when 

cleft d made 

clot d plenty 

c were diverting 
d have been diverted 

c had been cancelled 
d has been cancelled 

/5 I 



Listening 
6 GD Listen to the conversation at the travel 

agency. Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d. 

1 Jack's father paid the travel agency for 
a a self-catering holiday. 
b a sightseeing tour. 
c a five-star city break. 
d a package holiday. 

2 Jack's father complains that 
a he had to pay extra for a fly-ski shuttle. 
b transport was not included in the price. 
C he was forced to take a taxi to the hotel. 
d a travel rep didn't pick him up from the 

airport. 

3 Jack thinks that 
a his father is exaggerating. 
b the mountain view was disappointing. 
c they could do with a bigger room. 

. d the travel agency is at fault. 

4 They were both disappointed in the food at 
the hotel because of 
a the high price. 
b the lack of variety. 
c the low nutritional value. 
d the overall quality. 

5 During the conversation, Jack's father sounds 
a apologetic. c understanding. 
b sarcastic. d astonished. 

Communication 
7 Complete the sentences describing trends and 

statistics with one word in each gap. 

1 A t i ~':f minority of teenagers chose 
cucumbers as their favourite vegetable. 

2 Ninety-five p ___ ___ of my school friends 
have a mobile phone. 

3 There has been a s _____ fall in mortality 
from cancer - about two-three percent per year. 

4 The statistics p _ ___ that women live longer 
than men. 

5 About three-q _______ of our listeners 
wanted more classical music. 

6 The rules of the game have stayed pretty 
much the s ___ throughout the years. 

7 The vast m _______ of voters are in favour 
of economic reforms. 

8 More and m ___ people use the internet for 
online dating. 

9 Obesity rates have risen d _______ ___ _ 
in the us. 

8 Complete the dialogue with the sentences a-i 
below. 

Jack: 1 
---.!L 

Bus driver: That's €2.50 please. 

Jack: 

Bus driver: I'm sorry but I can't accept a twenty-
euro note. 

Jack: 

Bus driver: That's right. You need to have change 
to buy a ticket on the bus. 

Jack: 4 

Bus driver: I'm afraid the fare is €2.50, not two 
euros. 

Jack: 

Bus driver: I'm afraid not. You'll need to change 
your money in a shop and catch the 
next bus. 

Jack: 6 

Bus driver: What is it? 

Jack: 

Bus driver: OK, that's €1.80 but you can only go 
to the central stat ion non o the town 
centre. 

Jack: 8 

a But I can't wait for the next bus - I'm in a hurry. 
Can I make a suggestion? 

b Is there anything I can do to resolve this? 

c So you don't want to sell me a t icket. Is 
that right? 

d Here you are. 

e Return to the town centre, please . .I 

g That's fine. I'll walk from there. 

h I understand that but I only have a 
twenty-euro note and a two-euro coin. 

What if you sell me a cheaper ticket? 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Listening 

Communication 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/5 marks 

/15 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Qualities of mind 

1 Complete each sentence with three words or 
the phrases below. 

independent ./ interpersonal skills 
quick-th inking lea rning languages 
mult i-tasking spatial skills verbal skills 
bad ly organised processing information 

She's ... Ihdependenr 

2 He's good at ... 

3 They've got good ... 

2 Complete the tables with the adjectives. 

3 

Verb Adjective 

practise 
, 

oY"(ilC,tiC,(ilL , 
imagine 2 

analyse 3 

Noun Adjective 

art 4 

impulse 5 

empathy 6 

Complete the sentences with words and 
phrases from exercises 1 and 2. 

1 Richard's very I";v,.PI//! 5IVe. . He sometimes 

acts without th inking. 

2 _ _ _ ___ is the ability to do several 

th ings at the same time. 

3 Bill's excellent at Maths and Science. He's got 

an ______ mind and he's good at 

4 This school is a good place for _____ _ 

students: there's a well-equ ipped art room. 

5 In dangerous situations, it 's good to be 

______ , as you may need to react 

at once. 

Grammar 
Articles 

4 CB Match the pairs of sentences with the 
correct response a or b. 

1 Can you gjve me an umbrella? ~ 

2 Can you give me the umbrella? ...£L 

a But where is it? 
b Do you want the red one or the grey one? 

3 I'm looking for the yellow jumper. 

4 I'm looking for a yellow jumper. 

a All t he jumpers are over here. 
b We haven't got yellow. Orange, perhaps? 

5 Andy's bought a black bike. 

6 Andy's bought the black bike. 

a He's been admiring it for a month. 
b Tell me what make it is; that's more 

interesting than the colour. 

5 (**) Underline the correct option a, an, the or 
no article (0). 

1 I loved a/ the Italian meal we had last Saturday. 

2 I bought a/ the skirt and a/fJ pair of shoes -

a/ the skirt is white and the/ fJ shoes are red. 

3 It's not easy to define the/ fJ intelligence. 

4 Our university has excellent facilities for 

the/ fJ disabled. 

5 There's an/ the old castle on a/theJeft side 

of the river. 

6 An/The elephant is a/ the largest land animal 

in the world. 

6 (**) Match the sentence beginnings 1-5 with 
the best endings a-e. 

lOur children go to school 

2 Our ch ildren go to the school 

3 I bought a camera 

4 I bought the camera 

5 I like strawberries 

6 I like the strawberries 

a at the end of our street. 

b from my grandad's garden. 

c four days a week instead of five. 

d in order to photograph animals. 

e more than any other kind of fruit. 

f you recommended. 



7 C***) Complete the conversation 
with Of an, the or no article (0). 

Oliver: I'd like to buy 1~ souvenir 

for Natalie. 

Josh: I didn't know she liked 2 

souvenirs. 

Oliver: Normally she doesn't, 

but, you know, we've only 

just become engaged ... 

Josh: Right. 3_love is a 

mysterious thing. And 4_ 

lovers can behave strangely. 

Anyway, there's 5_ 

souvenir shop on 6_ left 

side of the road as you walk 

to 7 _ port. 

(Later) 

Grammar reference 
Articles 

Indefinite article 

We use a/an before singular countable nouns 

o when we talk about a person or th ing for the first time: 

I've got a dog and two cats. The dog's name is Basil. 

o when we talk about one of many things or people - it is not 
important which one exactly: 

Have you got an umbrella to lend me? (any umbrella) 

I'd like a piece of cheesecake, please. (It doesn't matter which piece.) 

Definite article 

We use the before singular and plural nouns 

o when we mention somebody or something again: 

I've got a cat. The cot's name is Timmy. 

o when we talk about a concrete person or th ing (in singular or 

plural), and the listener knows which person/th ing we mean 

Oliver: I didn't really like any of 8 _ because it's described by the clause of phrase following it: 

things in that shop. Could The boys in my youth group are very nice. 

you direct me to 9_ 0 when there is only one of the th ings we ta lk about or it is unique in 

different one? that context: 

Josh: That is 10_ on ly souvenir 

shop in town. It 's 11 _ small 

town, you know. 

Grammar Plus 

8 C***) Complete the sentences with 
the or no article (0). 

1 The highest peak in the Pyrenees 

is called ...II!.- Aneto. 

2 September is a good time to visit 

_ Majorca, the largest of _ 

Balearic Islands. 

3 Twelve European countries lie on 

Mediterranean Sea. 

4 _ Ganges, the holy river 

of Hindus, flows into _ 

Indian Ocean. 

5 When John Speke reached _ 

Lake Victoria in 1858, he was 

convinced he'd found the source 

of Nile. 

6 _ Ben Nevis, the highest 

mountain in _ British Isles, is 

located at the western end of 

Grampian Mountains in Scotland. 

the sun, the Pope (only one) 
Could you pass me the salt? (the salt which is on the table) 

o when the adjective used before the noun makes it unique: 

It was difficult to get used to driving on the left side of the road. (There is 

only one left side.) 

Other adjectives making nouns unique: right, only, next, last, latest, first. 

o before a singular noun when we generalise: 

The lion is a magnificent animal. 

o with certain adjectives to generalise about groups of people: 

the poor = poor people generally, the disabled = disabled people generally 

o before the names of rivers (the Danube), seas (the Black Sea) and 

oceans (the Atlantic), mountain ranges (the Alps) and island groups 

(the Canary Islands). 

No article 

We do not use articles 

o before plural nouns when we talk about them in general or mention 
them for the first time: 

(NOT +he) Adolescents go through many physical and emotional changes. 
(NOT +he) Rabbits make good family pets. 

o before uncountable nouns when we talk about something in general: 

(NOT +he) Love is one of the most important feelings. 

o with names of lakes (Lake Erie, Lake Superior), individual mountains 

(Mount Everest, Mount Etna) and individual islands (Sicily, Bermuda). 

with school/university unless we refer to a particu lar one: 

She's going to (NOT the) university next year. 
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Vocabulary 
Describing people 

1 Complete the information about the three 
'Superheroes' with the words below. 

[

autistic backwards claims climb ] 
extraordinary./ gift incredible 
memorise ropes twist 

Alain Robert, the man they ca ll 'the real Spiderman; has 

an 1 eWc.oralhc.r'1 ability to 2 buildings 

without 3 _ __ _ 

Daniel Browning Smith, the 'Rubber-boy; can bend and 

4 ____ his body in 5 ways. He can bend 

over 6 ____ and turn his head 180 degrees! 

Daniel Tammel, who is 7 ____ , has an incredible 

8 for languages. He 9 to be able to 

speak twelve. In 2004, he managed to '0 _ ___ a 

sequence of 22,500 numbers. 

70 

Grammar 
Expressing ability: can, could, be able to 

2 m Read the pairs of sentences below. 
Write = if they mean the same and ~ if 
they don't. 

1 My brother Charlie can swim very well. 

E] My brother Charlie is able to swim 
very well. 

2 At the age of five he could swim to the other 
side of the lake. 

D At the age of five he managed to swim to 
the other side of the lake. 

3 The rescue team succeeded in rescuing the 
cl imbers. 

D The rescue team were able to rescue the 
cl imbers. 

4 The rescue team were unable to reach the 
climbers. 

D The rescue team managed to reach the 
climbers. 

m Underline the correct form. 

Some day all people may can/be able to speak 

several languages. 

2 Peggy managed to/succeeded in learning to 

use the new software in a week. 

3 Frank was unable to/didn't succeed in complete 

his university course. 

4 If we create a more equal society, more people 

can/will be able to develop their talents in 

the future. 

S Fortunately, we could/were able to find 

somewhere to stay and our problem was 

solved. 

C**) Complete the sentences with the correct 
form of be able to. 

1 I'd like to dance the salsa. 

2 I hope more people use the 

internet in the future. 

3 She ______ ski since she was six 

years old. 

4 If you turn into that street, you should 

______ see the university. 

S If I knew how this machine works, I 

______ repair it myself. 

6 reach Paul on the phone 

since yesterday. (negative) 



5 (**) Complete the sentences with the best answer, a, b or c. 
Sometimes two options are possible. 

1 Marta _ write at the age of four. 

a [Z] could 

b [Z] was able to 

c D managed to 

2 I hope in the future people _ travel to other planets. 

a D could 

b D will be able to 

c D succeed in 

3 We _ get home by midnight. 

a D were able to 

b D managed to 

c D succeeded in 

• 4 Ellen find the information she needed. 

a D didn't succeed in 

r: b D wasn't able to 

c D was unable to 

S Chris _ cycling 180 kilometres in one day. 

a D succeeded in 

b D managed to 

c D was able to 

6 Complete the second sentence so that it means the same 
as the first. Use the words in CAPITALS. 

1 The children managed to find the hidden door. ABLE 

The children were t?rble ;-0 aha the hidden door. 

2 Helen managed to climb the ten highest peaks in 
the Alps. SUCCEED 

Helen ________ the ten highest peaks in 
the Alps. 

3 After the accident the man couldn't speak for a year. 
UNABLE 

After the accident the man ________ for 
a year. 

4 Vera can dance for five hours non-stop. ABLE 

Vera for five hours non-stop. 

S We couldn't buy everything we needed. MANAGE 

We everything we needed. 

6 The expedition failed to reach the South Pole. SUCCEED 

The expedition ________ the South Pole. 

Grammar 
reference 
Expressing ability 
Ability in the present 

To talk about abilities in the present, 
we use 

• can, be able to: 

She can/is able to speak Japanese very wel/. 

They can't/aren't able to use the new 

software yet. 

Ability in the past 

To talk about abilities in the past, we use 

• could, was/were able to to express a 
general ability: 

When I was six, I could/was able to dive very 

well. (This was possible for me at any time, 
whenever I wanted.) 

• was/were able to to express a specific 
action: 

They were able to finish their p;oject before 

the deadline. (They actually did it.) 

In negative sentences we use 

• couldn't and wasn't/weren't able to for 
expressing a specific action. We can also 
use be unable to: 

I came across her telephone number but I 
couldn't/wasn't able to find her email 

address. 

Unfortunately, we were unable to process 

your order at this time. 

• managed to + verb and succeeded in + ing 

to express a specific action, which was 
difficult to achieve: 

I managed to learn all his poems by heart. 

He succeeded in persuading his mum to let 

him go. 

Can is used only in the present or in the 
past (could) . 

To express ability in all other forms and 
tenses, we use 

• be able to: 

Will you be able to help me tomorrow 

after dinner? 

I'd love to be able to spend more time with 

my friends. 

We haven't been able to get through to 
them yet. 
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Vocabulary 
Health 

1 Complete the table. 

Verb 

donate 

treat 

3 

cure 

5 

10 

2 
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Noun Adjective 

1 aoYloY' 

2 treatable 

suffering 

4 

6 caringlcareful 

7 ill 

8 surg ica l 
surgeon 

9 obese 

damage damaged/ 
damaging 

11 therapeutic 

Complete the sentences with the 
correct form of the word in brackets. 

1 James is suffering from heart f?l1 /0Y'e 

(fail), he urgently needs a 

(transplant). We have found an organ 

(donate), now we just need 

a good (surgery) to do the 

operation. 

2 Many people damage their 

(healthy) by eating too much. I'm a 

doctor and I have two patients at the 

moment who are both 

(obesity). 

3 He is seriously (ill ness), but 

we can keep him (life) until 

we can find a (cure). 

4 We have very good state-funded health 

____ (careful) in this country. 

The ____ (treat) is very good. 

S People usually ____ (sufferer) 

from an (i ll ) at some point 

in their lives but many diseases are 

____ (cure) nowadays. 

6 Would you consider using an 

alternative (therapeutic), 

such as acupuncture, to ___ _ 

(treatable) your back pain? 

Listening 
3 GD you will hear six interviews about organ donation. 

Match the speakers 1-6 with their opinions a-g. 
There is one extra opinion. 

1 D Justin 4 D Mark 

2 D Connie S D Beth 

3 D Sarah 6 D Alex 

a thinks it's awful that people who are sick have to wait 
a long time for a donor. 

b believes that everyone should become a donor 
because it's the right thing to do. 

c agrees that organ donation should be obligatory 
bylaw. 

d says that organ transplantation is not a good idea. 

e thinks organ donation should be a person's 
own choice. 

f says there should be more campaigns to encourage 
people to become donors. 

g thinks there would be more crime if organ donation 
was obligatory. 

4 GD Listen to the interviews again. Tick (.I') true, 
cross ()() false or write (?) if there is no information. 

D Justin thinks the doctor's suggestion will 
encourage people to become donors. 

2 D Connie has never thought about organ donation 
being obl igatory before. 

3 D Sarah thinks we'll need organ donors for a long 
t ime in the future. 

4 D Mark has donated one of his kidneys to his son. 

S D Beth has already taken part in campaigns to get 
more people to become donors. 

6 D Alex has decided to become a donor.: 

Reading 
5 Read the text on page 73 quickly and complete the 

table with the words below. 

[

Profession: doctor electrical engineer physicist 
Nationality: Canadian German Scottish 
Discovery: pacemaker penicillin X-rays 

People Professions Nationa lities Discoveries 

Wilhelm 
Roentgen 

Alexander 
Fleming 

John 
Hopps 



'Lucky accidents' in medicine 

Around the world an astonishing £80 billion a year is 
spent annually researching and developing new medical 

treatments and cures for illnesses. Despite this, only about 
twenty new medicines are discovered each year. More 
surprising still is the fact that many of the most important 
scientific developments were made accidentally. Lucky 
accidents, it seems, play an unexpectedly important role in 
medical history. 

One famous example of a lucky 
accident is the discovery of X-rays 
by the German physicist Wilhelm 
Roentgen in 1859. He discovered 
the technology by chance while 
he was experimenting with 
cathode ray tubes and a screen. 
He detected a new type of 
invisible rays which could pass 

- rough C'ardboard (which the cathode rays could not) to 
oroduce an image on a screen on the other side of the room. 
-ie realised these rays could be used to take pictures of the 

side of the-body. He called the new rays 'X-rays', 'X' meaning 
nknown. Two weeks after his discovery he managed to take 

'lis first picture - of the inside of his wife's hand. Now, there are 
-ray machines in all hospitals and, of course, in airports, too. 

ixty years later, in 1928, 
AJexander Fleming, a 
Scottish doctor in the 
esearch department at 
t Mary's Hospital in 

_ondon, had another lucky 
accident. Although he was 
a brilliant researcher, his lab 
Nas often untidy. One day 
'le returned from holiday to 
discover that a mysterious 
'Tlould had destroyed some bacteria samples he had accidentally 
eft out on a bench. Fleming investigated the mould further and 
"ound it could destroy many types of bacteria. He called the 
'Tlould 'penicillin ' and continued to investigate it. This work later 
ad to the development of the first antibiotics, drugs which 
est roy dangerous bacteria and save millions of lives every day. 

The pacemaker, a device that 
keeps people with heart problems 
alive, is yet another example of an 
important medical discovery that 
was made accidentally. When the 
Canadian electrical engineer John 
Hopps was experimenting with 
·ways to treat people who were 
suffering from hypothermia* he 

iscovered that a heart that had stopped could be started again 
'Tlechanically or electrically. From this discovery, Hopps developed 
and built the first pacemaker in 1950. The early models were too 
Dig to implant in the human body, but by 1958 scientists were 
able to make the device small enough. Nowadays, implanting a 
oacemaker is routine surgery. Hopps lived long enough to benefit 
. om his invention and had his own pacemaker implant in 1984 . 

• hypothermia - a serious medical condition in which the body 
emperature is very low 

6 

7 

Read the text and put the events for each 
discovery in the correct order. 

1 Roentgen 

a D Roentgen took his first picture of the 
inside of a body. 

b D People started using the machines 
in hospitals. 

c D Roentgen started doing some 
experiments with different kinds of rays. 

d D Roentgen realised the rays could be used 
to create images of the inside of a body. 

e D Roentgen discovered some invisible rays. 

2 Fleming 

a D Fleming went away on holiday. 

b D Fleming created some bacteria samples. 

c D Fleming investigated the mould. 

d D Fleming discovered the bacteria 
samples had been destroyed by a 
mould. 

e D Antibiotics were developed as a result 
of Fleming's work. 

3 Hopps 

a D Hopps built the fi rst pacemaker. 

b D Hopps had a pacemaker fitted in his 
own heart. 

c D It became possible to implant a 
pacemaker inside a human heart. 

d D Hopps started researching cures for 
hypothermia. 

e D Other scientists helped to develop the 
pacemaker. 

Read the text again. Tick (wf) true, cross (~) 
false or write (?) if there is no information 
in the text. 

1 D More money is spent on researching 
new medicines than on other 
scientific developments. 

2 D Roentgen was able to take a picture 
of the inside of the body immediately 
after discovering the invisible rays. 

3 D Fleming was working in a hospital 
when he discovered penicillin. 

4 D There are many different types of 
anti biotics. 

5 D During his experiments, Hopps 
discovered you could use electricity 
to start a heart. 

6 D Hopps decided to develop the 
pacemaker because he had heart 
problems . 
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Writing 
A description of a person 

I n paragraph 1, say who the person is 
and why he/she is famous or how you 
know them. 

2 Introduce the reason you admire 
him/her. Make sure it is clear how this 
person relates to the essay title. 

3 In paragraph 2, describe his/ her 
appearance. Try to use a variety of 
interesting adjectives to make your 
description livelier, for example use 
slight instead of thin or intriguing 
instead of in teresting. 

4 In paragraph 3, describe his/ her 
character and main achievements using 
rich and varied language, for example 
use huge/ tremendous instead of big or 
renowned instead of famous. 

5 Include information about awards the 
person has won and what they have 
achieved in other areas of their life. 

6 In paragraph 4, write your conclusion, 
saying what this person has taught you, 
how they make you feel and 
summarising why you admire them. 
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Useful language 

Saying why you admire someone 

A person I really admire/who inspires 
me is . .. 

I find his/her attitude to life inspiring 
because .. . 

I think X is a fantastic/great role model 
because .. . 

Describing appearance 

The first th ing you notice about 
him/her is .. . 

He's/She's got a mass of blond hair. 

He's/She's lively/ slight/athletic-Iooking. 

Describing character 

One of the most interesting things 
about him/her is ... 

Talking about achievements 

He/She has achieved a lot in his/her 
lifetime ... 

He/She is famous/renowned for ... 

my hev-o 
B'1 kate r1Iills 

Bethan'1 Hamilton is a sudey-. She became woy-Id-tamous siy. '1eay-s aqo 
when She lost hey- anTI in a shad: attac.lc HOt..Uevey-, she didn't qive up 
sw~nq oy- hey- dy-eams ot bec.ominq a c.hampion bec.ause ot the attac.k 
and tOY" t his y-eason she is m'1 pey-sonal hey-o. 

ne ant th inq lfOU not ic.e about Hamilton ay-e hey- eLfEs and hey
deffrmined ey.py-ess ion. She is afhletic.-lookinq and vey-'1 Sliqhf and 
haS a mass at lonq blond haiy-. She1s nineteen now. She looks livel'1 and 
inn-iquinq . She wean tolOUY"tu l, n-end'1 c.lothes and She lauqhs a lot . 

Jl /fhouq/1 She nead'1 d ied in t he shay-k attac.k, Hamilton qat bac.k on 
a SUY"tboar-d aqa in Just one month later- . She ovey-came tremendous 
obsfac. les and tauq/1t heY"Selt to sw t with one ay-m. /Jot 01'11'1 that, 
She leamed to swt in tompet it ions aqa in and she is now one ot the 
t en best women swten in t he wodd . She won the 2.004 f"SPr' spoy-t 
away-d toy- Best ('omebac.k Jlthlet e and a spec. ial Teen ('ouy-aqe JlwaY-d 
as a y-esult. She is y-enowned toy- hey- c.OUY"aqe, poSitive attitude and 
c.ompetitive spiy-it. Hamilton has also ac.hieved a lot out ot the watey
- she has hey- own SUc.c.esstul business sellinq Jewelley-'1 and 
enviY-onmentall'1-ty- iendl'1 ShoeS. 

1 admiy-e Hamilton toy- hey- attitude to lite. She makes me teel that 
it is poSSible to ac.hieve an'1thinq even it '1ou have to ovey-c.ome sevey-e 
py-oblems. 1 think She is a terri~c. y-ole model toy- '1ounq people and an 
inspiy-ation toy- eveY-LfOne. 

1 Read the description essay. In which paragraph can you find 
the information a-e below? Write three details for each. 

a the person's appearance 

p?tr?t Z veri? 5fl"gtht fO l-Y5t bfohde h?tlr. ?tthfet:c 

b the person's character 

c a summary of her overall importance to the writer 

d basic details about who the person is and why they are interesting 

e more details about the person's activities and a~hievements 

2 Find expressions in the text that have a similar meaning to the 
sentences below. 

1 She's got fair hair. 

2 She is famous for being brave. 

3 She looks interesting. 

4 She had big problems but she got through them. 



3 Read the sentences from another 
essay about an inspiring person. 
Match the underlined errors in 
sentences a-h with the error 
descriptions 1-8. 

1 Sp (spelling) 

2 WO (word order) 

3 Gr (grammar) 

4 P (punctuation) 

5 T (tense) 

6 WW (wrong word) 

7 / (word missing) 

8 R (replace with more 
interesting word) 

a She's got green eyes sparkling. 

b Mrs Moore is teacher at my 
school. 

c Although she had to start using 
a wheelchair she didn't stop 
teaching. 

d Last year she has won an 
award for her services to the 
community. 

e She has inspried me to do a 
sponsored run to raise money 
for disabled athletes. 

f She is also the great 
photographer. 

g She is a small woman. 

h I admire her due of her positive 
attitude. 

4 Correct the mistakes in the 
sentences a-h. 

a She'5 gor s/Zt?lrtflhg 

greeh e'1es. 
b ______________________ ___ 

c 

d ______________________ __ 

e ______________________ ___ 

f 

g -------------------------

h ____________________ __ 

5 Rewrite these sentences from the notes. Replace the bold 
words and phrases with more interesting language. 

1 I remember her on the dance floor at the school disco. 

Iff hever forger the fi"m e wheh she Wehr Oh the 

dt?lhCe floor t?lr the schoof dt'sco. 

2 She was really good at moving to the music in her 
wheelchair. 

3 She wears nice, modern clothes. 

4 I think she's a good role model for young people. 

5 She is a good teacher. 

6 The photos in the exhibition were very interesting. 

6 Complete the strategies box with the words below. 

[ varied first mistakes type .,/ 

A description of a person 

• Read the title and make sure you understand what 1 ~ of 
description you have to write. 

• Make notes and organise your information into four 
paragraphs. Write your 2 draft. 

• Read your essay again. Can you improve it by using more 
_______ language? 

• Check your work carefully for different types of 4 ______ _ 

• Write your final draft. 

7 Choose one of the tasks and write a description. Use the 
structure on the opposite page and the strategies in 
exercise 6 and ideas in the exercises to help you. Write 
200-250 words. 

1 Write a description of someone you know who has 
taught you something or inspired you to take action. 

2 Write a description of a famous person who you think 
is a good role model for young people. In your essay 
say why he/she is a good role model. 
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Giving a speech [2J 
1 Read this 

introduction to a 
talk about the 
teenage brain. 
Put the notes 
for the main 
part of the speech 
in the correct 
order 1-8. 

The teen brain 

Today, I'd like to talk about the teen brain. 
Some people say that by the time they are 
teenagers, young people should know what 
they want to do in life and they should start to 
specialise. In my opinion, this is not a good idea. 
Let me explain why ... 

a 0 But, if not carryon with activities -
connections disappear - lose your skills in 
these areas. 

b [ZJ Firstly - talk about what scientific research 
shows about teen brains. 

c 0 Means if you give up sport, music etc, -
spend time lying on sofa/playing 
computer games - that is what brain will 
learn to do. 

d 0 Research shows - front part of the brain 
(part for organisation/planning) - not fully 
developed in teens. 

e 0 Sum up - teen years - time to try different 
things/learn new skills, not stop other 
things only do school work. More we use 
our bra ins - better they develop. 

f 0 Finally, - talk about time. People used to 
think - six years old the brain -
developed. Now know brain continues to 
develop - teen years. The more skills we 
learn then, the more opportunity we give 
our brains to develop and grow 
connections that will help us during the 
rest of our lives. 

g 0 Secondly, abilities/ skills many areas 
(music/dance/academic work) develop in 
teen years - connections grow in brain as 
does activities. 

h 0 However, do things often - connections 
become more permanent - So, what do in 
your teen years affects rest of your life. 
Meaning of this? 

Answering challenging 
questions 
2 Put the words in order to make questions 

and answers. 

Q: 1 Wht'll'" do 10l/T fv>et'lY> wheY> 100 5t'l1 
(what/mean/say) the brain continues to 
develop in teen years? 

A: Well, 2 --------------------------
(sound/odd), but if we do lots of different things 
when we're teenagers, the brain develops more. 

Q: 3 ______________________________ _ 

(surely/not believe/that/not a good idea) to 
specialise? 

A: 4 ______________________________ ___ 

(understand/why/you/asklthat). I know many 
teens feel pressurised for time, so they give up 
hobbies. However, they shouldn't specialise. 
We have the rest of our lives to do that! 

Q: 5 -----------------------------
(you/really/think) teens can develop their brains? 

A: I know it sounds odd, but 6 ____________ __ 

___________________ (believe/it/true). 

Q: But, 7 
--------------------------

(surely/not believe) if we stop doing sport as 
teenagers we can never do sport later in life? 

A: 8 ______________________________ ___ 

(not exactly/ I/mean). What I mean is that you 
should develop the ability now or it will be 
harder later. 

Q: 9 -----------------------------
(what/mean/say) what you do in teen 
years affects you for the rest of your life? 

A: 10 ______________________________ __ 

(all/I/say) is that the skills we learn now 
will help us for the rest of our lives. 

3 Use the ideas below to write three polite 
indirect questions and three answers about a 
speech. 

1 Q: Why/teenagers/badly organised? 
A: Part of brain/not developed 

2 Q: If teenagers/spend/too much time/ 
play computer games/what do to their brains? 

A: Could limit/skills later life/computer games 
what brain knows/not other things 

3 Q: Why so important/teenagers/do sport! 
if not interested? 

A: General health/also set up/connections in 
brain/sports/for later in life 



Use of English 
Adjective suffixes 

1 Underline the suffixes in the adjectives 1-6 
below. Put the adjectives into the correct row 
of the table. 

1 medicgi 

2 careful 

3 careless 

suffix 

4 miserable 

S talkative 

6 historic 

-al MediC?!! 

-ic ehu'!Jefic 

-ive 

-able 

-ful 

-less 

2 Form adjectives from the words below. 
Add them to correct row of the table above. 

[

energy ./ success enthusiasm option ] 
rely practice value use (2 adjectives) 

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form 
of the words in brackets. 

1 Her welP,! (face) expression was difficult to 

interpret. 

2 The final year of school can be very ___ _ 

(stress) because of exam pressure. 

3 Modern medicine faces a number of 

____ (ethics) problems. 

4 Can you stop criticising me? I'd like some 

____ (construct) comments, please. 

S The weather can be completely ___ _ 

(predict) at this t ime of year. Bring both light 

and warm clothes. 

6 Amy is very ____ (art): she paints and 

sculpts and makes pottery, too. 

4 Complete the pairs of sentences with the 
correct form of the words below. Use the 
suffixes -ing and -ed, -ful and -less. 

[ amaze exhaust./ help hope 

1 a Climbing the mountain was tiring but 

getting down was absolutely ex/r?!V1'ifihfjt 

b When we got home we were so 

ex/r?!V1'ired that we went to sleep at once. 

2 a The situation was - there was 

nothing anyone could do. 

b I'm feeling quite about the 

success of our plan; we've prepared it so wel l. 

3 a I was lost in a foreign city with no map and 

no language skills, feeling completely 

b Thank you for your advice. 

4 a We were really when we heard 

of the man who cycled around the world. 

b I've got some news for you -

you'll never guess what it is! 

Exam task 
Word building 

5 Complete the text with the correct form of the 
words in brackets. 

Many people believe women have weaker 1 5fZ?!fip,! 

(space) skills than men. However, this is not t rue about 

my sister Maggie. Her sense of direction is rea lly 

_ _ __ (amaze). When we were 3 ___ _ 

(enthusiasm) fourteen-year-old girl scouts, our instructor 

once led us into the forest and left us without a map to 

find our way back to the camp. Imagine how 4 ___ _ 

(surprise) he was to find us back in our tents when he 

returned to the camp himself. Maggie had led us back by 

a shorter route. 

So it's not 5 _ ___ (surprise) t hat she has become a 

____ (success) architect. Her spatial sense is 

extremely 7 (va lue) to her in her work. Her 

designs are original and 8 (imagine) and they 

are also 9 (practice). 
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Vocabulary 
Advertising 

1 Label the picture with the words below. 

[

jingle target audience brand 
slogan logo 

5 ____________ __ 

2 Complete the sentences with the words below 

[
aimed brand Campaign ] 
promote ./ target 

The company uses controversial methods to 

proMOre its products. 

2 They organised a huge advertising _____ _ 

in all the media, with ads on TV, on the radio 

and in magazines. 

3 You can see men are the audience 

of this ad. It's so focused on power and status. 

4 The ad was clearly at teenagers: it 

tried so desperately to look 'cool~ 

5 I don't believe a product is necessarily better if 

it is a well-known _____ __ 

Grammar 
Reported speech 

3 m Put the words in order to make indirect 
questions. 

She asked adsITV/whether/watched/on/1 

She asked whether I wt?trched t?td5 01-'1 tV . 
2 He wanted to know seen/advertisement/had/ 

I/Iatestlif/ the/coffee 

He wanted to know _________________ _ 

3 She asked wear/ party/going/what/the/to/to/ 
was/ I 
She asked _ ______________________ _ 

4 She wanted to know my/boots/where/new/ 
bought/had/I 

She wanted to know _______________ _ 

5 He asked shopping/help/the/could/him/if/I/ 
carry 
Heasked _________________________ _ 

6 He wondered would/when/would/finish/ads/ 
the/the/and/begin/film 
He wondered _____________________ _ 

4 C**) Complete the report ofthe conversation 
with one word in each gap. 

• 
I had a strange conversation with my next door 

neighbour today. I was in my garden and she was 

in hers and suddenly she asked me' ..iL I'd ever 

tried a lipstick called Enchantment. I told 

_____ that I didn't really use lipstick, but 

she said I'd change my mind if I tried this one. 

She said that she 3 never used any 

either until she discovered this brand. She just 

went on talking about how wonderful it 

4 • I didn't really want to listen, so said I 

_______ to go and do my homework, and she 

replied she 6 _______ drop in later and show it 

to me! I really don't want her to come at all. 



5 (**) Read the conversation. Complete the 
sentences with reported speech. 

Salesman: Do you like chocolate bars? But 
perhaps you worry that they are fattening. 
Well, have you ever tried Chocosvelte? It's the 
first chocolate bar that's got fewer calories 
than an apple. It was developed by American 
nutritionists specially for fashion models. And 
it's delicious. If you buy a pack of ten 
Chocosvelte bars now, you will get a free 
booklet with the Chocosvelte diet plan . .. 

Lisa: Thank you, I think I'll buy one ordinary 
chocolate bar and some apples instead. 

1 The salesman asked me IfIk/:.ea 
.chocolate bars. 

2 He said perhaps _ _ _____ fattening. 

3 He asked _______ Chocosvelte. 

4 He told me _ _ _ ____ fewer calories 
than an apple. 

S He said by American 
nutritionists specially for fashion models. 

6 He also said delicious. 

7 Finally, he told me that a 
free booklet w ith the Chocosvelte diet plan. 

8 I thanked him and said one 
ordinary chocolate bar and two apples instead. 

6 (***) Read the sentences in reported speech. 
Write what the people said in direct speech. 

1 The shopper said he'd left his wallet at home. 

, I've !eftrv.'1 wt?>!!e rt?>rhorv.e : 

2 Ann told me she would have problems if I 
didn't help her. 

3 Peter and Alexandra said they had travelled all 
round South America in 2009. 

4 I asked the girl if she lived there. 

S Ian asked what I was thinking about. 

6 Millie asked what we were going to do the 
following day. 

7 The teacher asked where I'd been on Monday. 

Grammar reference 
Reported speech 
tel/and say 

While reporting what somebody has sa id, we can 
tell someone (that) and say (thatJ/say to someone (that): 

He told me that he wanted to leave earlier. 

Jane said (that) she didn't like the idea at all. 

Tense shifts 

In reported speech, we often move the original verb 

'one tense back' (except for the past perfect tense and 
some modal verbs): 

They haven't apologised for their behaviour: 

He told me that they hadn't apologised for their behaviour. 

'I will pass the message to Peter.' 

She said she would pass the message to Peter. 

It is not necessary to change the verb tenses in reported 
speech when 

• we use a present simple or present perfect 
reporting verb: 

She says/ has said she won't tell you anything. 

• the statement is reported soon after it was said so the 
situation is still relevant: 

They said it will be sunny tomorrow. (reported on the 

same day) 

• the reporter bel ieves that the fact/opinion is still true: 

She told me that London is bigger than Manchester. 

(still true) 

Reported questions 

When we report questions, we often use ask, wonder, 

want to know and change the same elements as in 
reported statements. We also use the same word order 

as in statements (the subject comes before the verb): 

'Why did you tell John off?' ---. Robert wondered why I had 

told John off. 

When we report Wh- questions, we use the same 
question word (what, who, how, where, when) as in the 
original question: 

'What time are you leaving?' ---. He asked me what time I 

was leaving. 

When we report Yes/ No questions, we use if or whether: 

'Do you fancy going shopping?' ---. She asked if/ whether I 

fancied going shopping. 

'Have you seen my new top?' ---. My sister wanted to know 

if/ whether I had seen her new top. 
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Vocabulary 
Shopping and money 

1 Match the sentences a-f to the pictures 1-6. 

a Here's your change and your receipt. 

b And I bought a fake designer bag! 

c I'll pay in cash. 

d I'm afraid it 's faulty. I'd like a refund, please. 

e Shall I wrap them up for you? 

f What a bargain! 

2 Complete the conversation with the words below. 

[

charged deta ils packaging ] 
receipts secure statement.l 

A: There's someth ing wrong with my credit card 

1 5rt;lrehAe",r. It seems I've been 2 for several 

things I never bought. 

B: Oh dear. Any idea how someone could have got hold of 

your credit card 3 ? 

A: Well, I bought some things online recently. Remember the 

glass figures that arrived in so much 4 ? 

B: I do. Was it a 5 website? 

A: Yes ... At least I thought so. Well, I'll have to call the bank 

and discuss this. Now where have I put all the 6 ____ ? 

Grammar 
Reporting verbs 

3 m Complete the sentences with 
the verbs below. 

admitted apologised .I 
claimed denied offered 
persuaded warned 

1 Jane p,polo§t15ed to everyone 

for being late. 

2 Greg Tom to lend him 

fifty euros. 

3 My sister to help me 

choose a new dress. 

4 The cashier _ ___ stealing 

the money, but he ___ _ 

leaving the safe open. 

S The policeman us 

that it is illegal to own fake 

designer goods. 

6 The saleswoman that 

the shampoo would make my 

hair thicker. 

4 C**) Match the beginnings of 
the sentences 1-6 with the 
endings a-f. 

1 John promised 

2 Gail insisted on 

3 Danny suggested 

4 Bill begged 

S The salesman assured me 

6 Rachel blamed 

a Alice not to leave him. 

b going to see the new Bond film 
that evening. 

c her sister for the . 
misunderstanding. 

d paying for the coffee. 

e that the watch was genuine. 

f to love Sheila forever. 



5 C***) Complete the reported speech sentences 
with the correct form of the verbs below. 

[
accuse advise./ eXPlain ] 
urge refuse threaten 

1 The doctor said to Mrs Leigh, 'You should get 
more sleep: 

The doctor c.dvl5ed MrS' Lei@h to get 

More S'(eep . 

2 'I'll take you to court!'the angry customer said 
t.o the shopkeeper. 

The angry customer _________ _ 

3 Alfie said,'1 can't do it because I don't speak 
French well enough: 
Alfie ____________ _ 

4 Bobby said to Mike:'You stole my mobile phone: 
- Bobby ___________ __ 

5 Katie said: 'No, I won't go to the show!' 
Katie ______________ _ 

6 'You really must tell them the truth; sa id my 
brother. 

My brother ___________ _ 

Grammar Plus 

6 C***) Choose two correct answers to complete 
the sentences. 

Luke denied his father's credit card. 

a Dusing b D to use 

c lZl that he'd used 

2 Claile warned me 

a D not to buy the watch. 

b D that the watch looked fake. 

c D not buying the watch. 

3 Zoe suggested __ the problem with our parents. 

a D to discuss b D discussing 

c D that we should discuss 

4 We agreed __ 

a D to do the shopping. 

b D Harry to do the shopping. 

c D that Mike would do the shopping. 

5 Julie reminded John __ a birthday card to 
his aunt. 

a D to send b D sending 

c D that he should send 

6 The company admitted __ false claims in its ads. 

a D to make b D making 

c D that it had made 

Grammar reference 
Reporting verbs 

We use reporting verbs other than say, tell and ask to 
report the speaker's main idea instead of reporting his/ 
her every single word. 

Common patterns of reporting verbs 

Different reporting verbs follow different patterns 

o verb + -ing - e.g. admit, advise, deny, suggest: 

He admitted taking the money from her purse. 

o verb + preposition + -ing - e.g. apologise for, insist on: 

Tom insisted on buying a new radio. 

o verb + object + preposition + -ing - e.g. blame: 

She blamed me for losing her bag. 

o verb + infinitive - e.g. promise, refuse: 

Mum promised to let me have a sleepover on Saturday. 

o verb + object + (not) + infinitive - e.g. beg, offer, 

persuade, urge: 

They persuaded Rob not to leave the party early. 

o verb + that + clause - e.g. agree, claim, de~lY, explain: 

The clerk denied that he had received my application. 

o verb + object + that + clause - e.g. assure, persuade, 

remind, warn: 

The doctor warned me that I would feel a bit dizzy for 

a while. 

Some reporting verbs follow more than one pattern: 

o admit (verb + -ing/verb + that + clause) 

She admitted breaking the window. 

She admitted that she had broken the window. 

o suggest (verb + -ing/verb + that + clause): 

She suggested giving it a try. 

She suggested that we gave it a try. 

She suggested that we should give it a try. 

o offer (verb + infinitive/verb + object): 

He offered to help me with the move. 

He offered his help with the move. 

o agree (verb + infinitive/verb + that + clause): 

She agreed to call them again. 

She agreed that she would call them again. 

o remind (verb + object + infinitive/verb + object + 
that + clause): 

She reminded me to wash the car. 

She reminded me that I should wash the car. 

o warn (verb + object + (not) + infinitive/verb + object + 
that + clause): 

He warned me not to go there on my own. 

He warned me that it was dangerous to go there on 

my own. 
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Vocabulary 
Money 

1 Match the sentence beginnings 1-9 with the endings a-i. 

1 Oh no! I'm nearly a lot of money. 
€300 overdrawn 

2 Can we really afford b in debt! 

3 It's time you opened c for a loan. 

4 I hate being d on my account. 

5 He's saving up e over five years. 

6 You should always try f such an expensive computer? 

7 I am repaying g to stay in credit on your 
my debt account. 

8 We owe the bank a h for a new motorbike. 

9 You'll have to ask your own bank account. 
the bank 

2 Complete the text with words and expressions from 
exercise 1. 

You and money 
Do you wont to open a bonk 1 ?lCCOf/Fhr ? 
Look at the offers different banks hS.JVe for young 
people. Choose the bank that is best for you! 

Maybe you wont to 2 your money rother than spend it? 
Banks love people like you! They always offer better interest rates 

on accounts that stay 3 credit. Go in and talk to them 

about ways they can help you to make your money grow. 

Are you 4 (you have spent more money than you have in 
your account) or do you 5 money on your credit card? 
It's not a good idea to be in debt. Talk to your bank manager about 

how they can help you 0 6 the debt. Remember, if you 
can 't 7 some hing, don't buy it ! Never ignore debt - it 

won't go away! Always ta e action. 

Do you need a bank ? 
If you want to borrow money, look at the different options and 

choose the one that is best for you. 
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Reading 
3 Quickly read the text on page 83 

and choose the best summary. 

The text is about: 

1 D the problems teenagers have 
learning to manage money. 

2 D why modern teenagers are 
obsessed with money. 

3 D the different ways modern 
teenagers manage and spend 
their money. 

4 Read the text again and match the 
headings a-g with paragraphs 1-5. 
There are two extra headings. 

a Ta king control 

b Parents teach their children 
about saving up 

c Learning from their parents' 
mistakes 

d Careful savers 

e Hard-working and responsible 

f Banks give teens more money 
nowadays 

g Big spenders 

5 Read the text again and choose 
the correct answers. 

1 What does the research 
mentioned in the introduction 
show? 
a That teenagers' attitudes to 

money have changed. 
b That teenagers have more 

money now, but spend more. 
c That teenagers are getting 

better at earning money. 
d That teenagers know a lot 

about dealing with mQney. 

2 Teenagers are more aware of 
money because 
a they understand that 

possessing money is very 
important. 

b their parents have taught 
them about dealing with 
money. 

c their parents don't have 
any debts. 

d their parents'lifestyies have 
improved. 
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So how did they get to be so savvy? Teenagers today have seen the 
problems their parents had during the financial crisis. Many parents 
gOf in debt or couldn't afford their previous lifestyles. Their children 
understand the importance of having money and keeping it. 

Today's hard-working teens often earn their own money - only 
• 45 percent get pocket money from their parents and the rest make 

their own. Toni Calloway, 17, and Melissa Flowers, 13, are typical 
examples. Toni works after school in a supermarket and has a 
holiday job in a restaurant. 'My parents are sometimes overdrawn. 
Now I don't have to ask for money. I don't mind, it makes me feel 
more mature: Toni says. Melissa earns $10 an hour keeping score 
for a softball team. With the money, she buys clothes and CDs, and 
she's saving up for a summer holiday. The teens who get money 
from their parents say they're expected to pay for their own 
clothes, music and entertainment. 

Over 75 percent of teens say that they are the ones are in charge 
of their cash, and most have their own bank accounts. They say it's 
a good way to learn to budget**. 'It's a useful life skill', says Matt 
Terrill, age 14, 'and it's good to learn before you go to college: 

Typically, teens spend their money on shopping, going out with 
friends and buying music. For example, almost half the teens 
surveyed said they had spent at least $20 in shops in the last 
week, a third had gone to the cinema, a quarter had bought CDs 
and a fifth had bought a coffee drink. The way teens spend their 
money is no surprise, but the amount they spend is astonishing -
teens spent a record $141 billion last year, an average of 
$4,548 each! 

However, an astonishing 90 percent of teens regularly save money: 
two-thirds say they have saved money in the past week and only 
8 percent don't save at all. Girls tend to save for university and 
boys for cars - but both have goals for saving up. 'You have to 
think long-term: explains 17-year-old Brook Richey. 'I know how 
expensive college is, and you have to go if you want to get a good 
job. That's why, instead of going shopping every weekend, I save 
my money: 

* money-savvy - know a lot about money 
... budget - to plan the way you spend your money. especially so you don't spend too much 

3 What does the text say about 
Toni Calloway? 
a She only works during term

time, not in the holidays. 
b She is saving money to go on 

holiday th is summer. 
c She feels more adult because 

she earns her own money. 
d She gets money from her 

parents and from working. 

4 Three-quarters of teens 
a don't know how to plan 

their spending. 
b have at least one bank 

account. 
c have never controlled their 

own money. 
d are responsible for their own 

money. 

S Last year, teens spent 
a at least $20 a week. 
b less on going out than on 

shopping. 
c an incredibly large,amount. 
d most money on buying music. 

6 ... save money. 
a Almost all teens 
b Very few teens 
c More boys than girls 
d More girls than boys 

6 Answer the questions using from 
one to five words. 

1 What percentage of teens earn 
their own money? 

2 What does Melissa buy with the 
money she earns? 

3 What do teenagers who get 
pocket money have to pay for? 

4 What percentage of teens had 
been shopping in the previous 
week? 

5 How much did teenagers in 
America spend in total last year? 

6 Do both girls and boys have a 
reason for saving money? 
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Vox pop interviews 
1 Put the expressions a-h into the correct 

category. 

1 ~ 2 3 4 5 

~I/ ~/ 

84 

Agreeing Disagreeing 

/ 
INTERVIEWS 

Encouraging 
someone to speak Politely interrupting 

/ ~ 
6 7 

a I don't think that's true. 

b Why do you say that? 

c Yes, but just a minute ... 

d I don't know about that. 

e I think that 's true. 

f Sorry to interrupt, but ... 

g I totally agree. 

h Absolutely. 

8 

2 Complete the responses using the prompts in 
brackets. 

A: I think teenagers spend too much money. 

B: (you agree) 1 I rorc.!!,? c.rree. / 

Ab50!vrre!,?l / I lill'y,,/:.. M od er", 

A: I think teenagers spend too much money. 
They ... 

B: (you interrupt) 2 __________ _ 

A: I think teenagers spend too much money. 

B: (you disagree) 3 __________ _ 

A: I think teenagers spend too much money. 

B: (you want the person to say more) 4 ___ _ 

An anecdote 
3 Complete Kate's plan for an anecdote about a 

party with the notes a-h below. 

Paragraph': Introduction (background to story
time, place and setting) 

1 b J vr5r Moved 5CMOO!5 / ,JC, c /:'" 

ciC.55M C.re /t'y" v/red M e pc.r r,? 

2 

3 

Paragraph 2: Main event (what happened 
and how) 
4 _ ______________ _ 

5 _______________ _ 

6 _______________ _ 

Paragraph 3: Consequences (people's reactions, 
consequences) 
7 _______________ _ 

8 ______________ ___ 

Notes 

a People all laughed/when realised mistake.! 
Then went up road to Jack's party. 

b Just moved schools/Jack, classmate/ 
invited me to party/very happy 

c 9 p.m. last Saturday/Arrived party/ 
got some food and a drink. 

d As standing alone at party with plate and glass/ 
realised/didn't recognise anyone! . 

e Also realised people/looking at me strangely/ 
someone asked who was/why there. • 

f Not know Jack well/but party/great way/ 
meet some new friends. 

g Result/made lots of new friends/both parties! 

h That's how discovered at wrong party/ 
29 Hill Street/Jack's house 39 Hill Street! 

4 Now write Kate's anecdote in full sentences. 
In the anecdote, try to: 

use interesting time expressions. 
repeat key phrases. 
use direct speech. 
talk directly to the reader. 
comment on your own actions and feelings. 
exaggerate some details. 



Use of English 
Preposition + noun 

1 Complete the sentences with the 
correct preposition in or on. 

1 I've stayed _ touch with the 

people from the sailing camp. 

2 The mp3 player seemed _ 

good condition when I bought it, 

but it's stopped working. 

• 3 The whole film was shot 

location in India and London. 

4 The shop didn't accept my cred it 

card and I had to pay _ cash. 

S I don't believe it was an accident. 

She did it _ purpose! 

6 Sarah is _ cha rge of the 

preparations for t he end-of-year 

party. 

7 _ average, UK students can 

expect to graduate with debts of 

£25,000. 

2 Complete the sentences with the 
prepositions below. 

[ at as by in off on ] 

1 I found this cafe accident 

while I was looking for a friend 's 

house. 

2 When the great actress appeared 

_ stage, the audience started 

clapping and cheering. 

3 My parents met while they were 

both _ university. 

4 Last summer in Macedonia we 

saw some interesting places that 

were the beaten track. 

S If you write your essay _ a rush, 

you'll make more mistakes. 

6 Claire got into debt _ a result 

of spending too much using her 

credit card. 

Noun + preposition 

3 Underline the correct word. 

1 I'm taking a course in/about commercial photography. 

2 The secret of/ for my success is a lot of work and a bit of luck. 

3 Are you paying attention on/ to the speaker? 

4 The trouble in/with this exercise is that it's too easy. 

S He's doing research into/about the behaviour of dolphins. 

6 I've had no influence for/on his decision to leave. 

Exam tasks 
Multiple-choice doze 

4 Choose the correct answer a, b or c to complete the text. 

Citizens Advice is a UK charity that helps people 1 Jz.... trouble. If you 

are 2 _ debt, you can go to a Cit izens Advice Bureau for free advice. 

Volunteers will help you find a solution 3 _ your problem. With the 

recent economic crisis, there has been a rise 4 _ the number of 

people in need of advice. Because of its knowledge of social problems, 

Citizens Advice also has an influence 5 _ government policy. 

1 a on b in./ c into d with 

2 a in b into c with d on 

3 a for b of c to d on 

4 a of b on c in d to 

S a to b for c in d on 

In a gap-fill task, look at the structure of the whole sentence. 
See if you can identify structures, such as noun + preposition 
phrases of which the missing word could be a part . 

Open doze 

5 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

Last August I went to Turkey with my sister Eva. We were travelling 

1 01'1 a budget. We agreed to spend no more than £20 per person per 

day 2 average. I was 3 charge of our finances. 

The problem 4 Eva is that she likes food too much! One day 

she kept moaning that she wanted ice cream; I paid no attention 

_ ___ her. But then we met a man selling fresh fruit juice. 

(Look - I've still got a photo 6 my phone.) Even I couldn't 

resist it. We spent more 7 our limit, but it was worth it! 
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Reading 
Gapped text 

1 For each pair of sentences 1-4, 
underline the person or thing 
which the highlighted word(s) 
refers to. 

The results are surprising, says 
Anne Hammond, head of the 
team that conducted the study. 
In her opinion, both the good 
and bad effects of video games 
seem to be different from what 
was expected. 

2 A newTV commercial for the 
fast food chain StarBurgers has 
provoked controversy. I shows 
an overweight child eating a 
super-size burger. 

3 Patrick owed his bank £ 10,000. 
It took him five years to 
repay t e (jet) . 

4 Because of university fees, 
students graduate with an 
average debt of £25,000. 
~any young people end up 
discouraged and depressed as 
a result of this situation. 

In a gapped text, a sentence is 
always linked to the place from 
which it was removed by meaning, 
and often also by structure. Read 
carefu lly the removed sentences as 
well as the sentence before and after 
each gap. Typical structural links 
include: 
- references - referring to things or 
persons mentioned earlier in the 
text by pronouns (he, she, it, they, 
this, that) or by other words (e.g. 
£ 1 0,000 - the debt); 
- linking words - e.g. but or 
however to show contrast between 
the sentences, or time expressions 
(before, after) to show the sequence 
of events; 
- a question followed by an answer. 

2 

3 

Complete the gaps in the text 1-2 with the sentences a-(. 
There is one extra sentence. Underline the words or 
phrases which show the connection between each sentence 
and the text. 

Video games have their enemies. Some people see them 
as stupid, childish and a waste of time. 1 _ After all, 
its aim is to entertain. Shigeru Miyamoto, who created the 
Super Hario family of video games, specialises in games 
which are funny and a bit silly. 2 _ And he has certainly 
succeeded in doing just that. 

a The famous designer has said he likes the idea of creating 
games a grandchild and a grandparent can play together. 

b There is no certain evidence that video games cause 
violent behaviour in children or teenagers. 

c But why should a game be serious? 

Complete the gaps in the text 1-4 with the sentences a-f on 
page 87. There are two extra sentences. 

Instant messaging, cell phones, e-mail. TV, video games, 
animated billboards - the modern world is full of nonstop 
action, and it all seems to be happening at once. 1_ 

The reason is that their brains are trained to handle it. 
Practice at multi-tasking increases one's ability to pay 
attention to many things at the same time. A major- source 
of this kind of practice is playing action video games - you 
know, the kind that parents hate, where the aim is to hoot 
as many enemies as possible before they shoot you. 2 _ 

Unfortunately, playing puzzle games such as Tetris daesn't 
have the same effect on the brain, perhaps because they 
require players to concentrate on only one object at a time, 
rather than multi-tasking. 

In one study, college students who played action games 
regularly could count fifty percent more items which they'd 
seen for a very short time than students who didn't play. 
The game-players also processed information more quickly, 
could track more objects at once, and had a better ability 
to switch from one task to another. 3 _ But a group of 
non-players was able to improve their attention after training 
one hour per day for ten days on an action game, suggesting 
that these skills develop as a direct result of practice. 

Does this mean that parents should encourage their children 
to play shoot-'em-up action games? 4 _ In the long run, 
we'd love to see somebody make a lot of money by designing 
action-based video games that motivate children to practise 
multi-tasking and improve their attention without using violence 
as the motivator. Kind of like SimCity . .. on a runaway bus! 



a He found that the students' attention 
had improved as a result of playing 
the games. 

b We don't especially recommend 
exposing kids to violent images, but 
at least parents may be pleased to 
hear that video game playing has 
positive effects. 

c You might imagine that people with 
naturally strong abilities were better 
at the games and so chose to play 
more often. 

d How do we know learning actually 
takes place? 

e If you're over thirty, you've probably 
wondered why younger people aren't 
overwhelmed by this situation. 

f These games require players to pay 
- attention to the whole screen, notice 
events quickly and react to them. 

Listening 
Choose one or two correct answers 

4 CID Listen to the introduction to a radio 
discussion about advertising. Circle the 
correct answers. Both answers to a 
question may be correct. 

1 In the UK, advertising of foods that are 
high in fat, salt and sugar is not allowed 
a on TV channels for children. 
b during programmes for children. 

2 Trevor Bolton is 
a from the Advertising Federation. 
b from the National Parenting Institute. 

In th is kind of task, one or two answers may be 
correct. This may seem difficult, as choosing one 
answer does not eliminate the other. However, if 
you look at each answer separately and decide 
whether it is true or false, it is no more difficult than 
a series of true/false statements. 

5 @J Listen to the rest of the discussion. Circle the 
correct answers. Both answers to a question may 
be correct. 

1 Amanda says that young children 
a believe what they hear from grown-ups. 
b don't understand what advertising is. 

2 In Sweden and Norway 
a advertising which targets children is banned. 
b it is illegal to advertise some products to child ren. 

3 Trevor th inks parents shou ld 
a decide what their children watch on TV. 
b discuss ads with their children. 

4 Amanda bel ieves parents 
a don't pay enough attention to what their 

children watch. 
b may find their influence is weaker than that of 

a commercial. 

5 Trevor thinks education 
a allows people to make their own decisions. 
b helps solve only some of the problems connected 

with advertising. 

6 Amanda says 
a education is not effective in protecting very young 

children from the effects of advertising. 
b advertising agencies have more money than the 

Department of Education. 



Vocabulary & Grammar 

88 

1 

2 

Match the verbs 1-7 with the phrases a-g. 

1 have a beauty products 

2 repay b from an illness 

3 promote c a refund 

4 suffer d a debt 

S wrap e your health 

6 damage f good spatial skills 

7 get g a present up 

/61 

Correct the underlined mistake in each sentence. 

1 It's not only big, it's petite! f-TI//!)e 

2 We can't save a new car at the moment, 
maybe next year if I get a pay rise. 

3 My mother can do several things at the same 
time - she's very good at processing information. 

4 Somebody who shows his/her understanding 
of other people's feelings and problems is 
very analytical. 

S Their logo was so popular that it was recorded 
as a full-length song. 

6 I decided to order a CD and gave them my 
. credit card statement. 

7 Repeated surgery managed to cure my 
grandmother alive for many years. 

3 Underline the correct words to complete 
the sentences. 

Is it true that a/ the/ - cheetah is the world's 
fastest land animal? 

2 I bel ieve our government should do more for 
a/ the/ - poor. 

3 Fortunately he could/succeeded/managed to 
get to the airport before the flight closed. 

4 I quickly got used to driving on a/ the/- left 
side of the road. 

S Has anybody got a/ the/ - pen? Mine has just 
run out of ink. 

6 I'd love to be able to/manage/can help you 
with this but I'm really pressed for time now. 

7 It's obvious that a/the/- teenagers are very 
conscious about their looks. 

8 He was able to/could/succeeded in reach the 
nearest hospital three hours after the accident. 
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4 Rewrite the sentences as reported speech using 
the reporting verbs below. 

[

ask congratulate'/ apologise ] 
refuse remind deny suggest 

1 My best friend: 'You've passed your driving 
test. Well done!' 

Ml]! be5r frt"eYla' COYl§tr?lru!v.tea' me 01'1 

pt?o55r""'§t fvll]! a'rrvr""'§t te5t 

2 Robert: 'Why don't we go out on Sunday night?' 

3 My sister: 'I didn't take your money!' 

4 The airline representative to my boyfriend and 
me:'How many pieces of luggage do you have?' 

S The teacher: 'Don't forget to hand in your 
history assignment on time, Carla: 

6 Jessica's father: 'I won't let you go to New York 
on your own, Jessica: 

7 Ian: 'I'm really sorry I didn't come to the meeting: 

5 Complete the email with one word in each gap. 

Hi lim , 

I'm really sorry I'm late with the money 11 owe you. I was 
supposed to give it to you by 2 • end of the month . 
I'm sorry I 3 unable to do it. I've been busy helping 
my aunt. She has recently had 4 on her hip (the 
operation was two weeks ago) and can 't really move yet. I knov. 
it sounds like an excuse -I'm so 5 organised. Sorryl 

I've got money in my bank 6 and will transfer it to yo 
online tonight. Is that OK? 

My apologies again, 
Paul 



Reading 
6 Complete the gaps in the text 1-6 with the 

sentences a-g. There is one extra sentence. 

ildren under seven who watch a lot of television adverts 
Father Christmas for five times as many presents as those 

o watch less. 

study into the deliberate marketing of toys and games at 
'Idren found that prolonged exposure to adverts in November 

December dramatically increased children's demands. l_ 

ey studied letters written to Father Christmas by eighty-three 
- r-, five- and six-year-olds and interviewed the parents of 

teen three-¥ear-olds about their expectations for Christmas. 
-_ Children who watched more commercial television, 
~uested far more toys and presents, with the heaviest viewers 
__ p ically asKing for five or six presents, while those who watched 

least asked for just one. 3 _ Top of the lists were Barbie dolls, 
~!Jfby toys and Action Man figures - three of the most advertised 
:roducts. How'ever, recognition of other brands was low. 4_ 

Researchers found that, during three hours on one Saturday 
ming, lTV showed 127 adverts for children's toys or food . 

Chi ldren in Britain watch television for an average of two and a 
f hours a day and sixty-three percent have their own set. 5 _ 

- found that children there wanted significantly fewer toys than 
3ritish youngsters. 

Dr Karen Pine, who presented the findings to the conference in 
~lasgow, said: 'What this study shows is that increased exposure 

commercials has the effect of making children want more 
s in general, rather than specific named products.' 6_ Dr Pine 

ded, 'A society which exposes young children to many 
usands of adverts every year also has a duty to educate those 

::hiIdren in consumer literacy and critical viewing.' 

a Heavy viewers also asked for far more 
branded toys. 

b The research is the most comprehensive 
analysis to date of the increasing impact of 
advertising on children. 

c However, those who watched television with a 
parent were far less susceptible to advertisers, 
researchers at the University of Hertfordshire 
in Hatfield found. 

d Almost 90 percent of the toys advertised did 
not appear on the Christmas lists. 

e She pointed out that watching with parents 
seemed to make children less vulnerable 
because an adult could help teach the 
difference between adverts and programmes. 

f A similar study was conducted in Sweden, 
where advertisements can't be aimed at 
children under twelve. 

g They compared this data with the children's 
viewing habits and the content of 1,300 adverts 
shown in the five weeks before Christmas. 

Communication 
7 Complete the sentences from a speech and 

question-and-answer session with one word in 
each gap. 

1 What do you lvteCJoy, when you say 'health risk'? 

2 The important is most people are 
now aware that not all food is healthy. 

3 me give you one more example. 

4 is really interesting is that more and 
more young people take up a sport to keep fit. 

S All I'm saying is awareness is the 
first step to change. 

6 Do you think that it is healthy? 

7 I know it ____ odd but I believe it's true. 

S That's not what I mean. What I 
mean is there have been many changes. 

9 I understand ____ you're asking that. 

8 Underline the correct word to complete the 
dialogues. 

1 
A: In my opinion this article is silly. 
B: Just/only a minute, not everything in it is silly. 

2 
A: Avocado conta ins a lot of fat. 
B: I think that's truth/ true. 

3 
A: We should get more pocket money. 
B: Absolutely! I totally know/agree. 

4 
A: This is the worst thing that can happen. 
B: Why do you say/talk that? 

5 
A: They did it on purpose. 
B: Exactly/Surely you don't believe that they 

wanted to do it? 

6 
A: Life expectancy is lower for men than for women. 
B: Are you sure? I don't know/think about that. 

7 
A: This increase is due to increased marketing 

efforts and .. . 
B: Excuse/Sorry to interrupt you but this is on ly 

part of the picture. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

Reading 

Communication 

Total: 

/ 30 marks 

/6 marks 

/ 14 marks 

/50 marks 
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Vocabulary 
Crime and justice 

1 Match the people 1-5 to the statements about 
what they did in court a-e. 

1 the accused 

2 the defence lawyer 

3 the judge 

4 the prosecution lawyer 

5 a witness 

a She told the court that she'd seen the crime 
committed. 

b He presented evidence to show the man was 
guilty. 

c She tried to prove the man was innocent. 

d He confessed in the end. 

e She sentenced the criminal to two years 
in prison. 

2 Number the events in the order in which they 
happened. The first and last one have been 
done for you. 

a D Her guilt was proven. 

b [ZJ Jennifer committed a crime: she stole fifty 
. pairs of designer shoes. 

c D She pleaded not gu ilty. 

d D She was arrested. 

e D She was sentenced to six months in prison. 

f D She went on trial. 

g ~ The court case was described in the papers. 

h D She was cha rged with theft. 

3 Complete the sentences with the verbs below. 

accuse./ arrest charge commit go ] 
plead ./ prove sentence 

The woman was I?Iccl/1 5ed of murder, but 

she p /el?lded not guilty. 

2 The bank robber was finally last 

night at his girlfriend's house. He will be 

____ with five different crimes. 

3 The Mafia boss ____ on trial next week. 

It may be difficult to anything 

against him, as the witnesses are afraid to speak. 

4 The man was to ten years in prison 

for a crime he hadn't ___ _ 

Grammar 
Gerunds and infinitives 

4 m Match the sentence beginnings 1-6 with 
the endings a-f. 

1 I switched on the TV 

2 The gang spent a lot of time 

3 The police found the crime difficult 

4 The witness chose 

5 The thieves ran away after 

6 The boy's mates forced 

a discussing their strategy. 

b hearing the police car. 

c him to take part in the robbery. 

d to hear the details of the crime. 

e not to tell anyone what she'd seen. 

f to solve. 

5 C**) Cross out the verb or phrase which does 
not fit the sentence. 

1 I can't _ cooking for twenty people. 

a imagine b stand c promise d avoid 

2 The teacher _ to discuss the problem with 
the whole class. 

a planned b expected c agreed 

d considered 

3 We don't _ talking about politic_s . 
.J 

a enjoy b plan c spend much time 

d like 

4 My cousin _ me to take up dancing. 

a encouraged b suggested c inspired 

d persuaded 

5 Pat _ going shopping. 

a is keen on b can't stand c enjoys 

d plans 

6 The criminals 
the lake. 

to enter the house from 

a admitted b attempted c chose 

d found it easy 



6 (**) Underline the correct form (gerund or infinitive). 

1 Jessica's parents allow her to go/ going out late at night. 

2 The manager considered to contactlcontacting the 

police immediately. 

3 If you are a witness, it is important to tell/ telling only 

the truth. 

4 I called my best friend to ask/asking her opinion. 

S The criminals hid in the bushes to avoid/ avoiding to 

getting caught. 

6 To read/ Reading crime novels is the favourite pastime of 

many people. 

7 (***) Complete the text with the verbs in the correct 
form (gerund or infinitive). 

The criminals who succeeded in 1 5tet?l/Ii--I§t (steal) £1 m 

worth of art from the National Gallery last September go 

on trial today. The thieves avoided 2 (catch -

passive) for several months as they attempted 3 _ __ _ 

(sell) the paintings. However, they found it difficult 

4 ____ (attract) a buyer, as the works are very famous 

and easy 5 _ ___ (identify). They became increasingly 

afraid of 6 (arrest) and even considered 

___ _ (destroy) the paintings. 

In the meantime, the police started an undercover 

operation 8 (recover) the stolen works of art. In 

March, an 'anonymous collector from New York' contacted 

the gang and offered 9 (buy) all the pictures. 

During a meeting in a hotel room the thieves were arrested. 

They agreed 10 (cooperate) with the police in the 

hope of 11 _ ___ (receive) shorter prison sentences. 

Grammar reference 
Infinit ives and gerunds 

Infinitives 

We use an infinit ive with to 

• after some verbs (for example: agree, 

attempt, choose, expect, offer, plan, promise, 

refuse, wait): 

They agreed to cooperate very closely. 

I'm planning to study medicine. 

• after some verbs followed by an object 
(for example: allow, encourage, force, inspire, 

persuade): 

I don't think my parents will allow me to stay 

longer. 

They persuaded us to accept a lift to the station. 

• after some adjectives (for example: able/ 

unable, dangerous, difficult, easy, helpful): 

Mount Everest is very dangerous to climb. 

It was quite easy to follow his directions. 

• to explain the purpose of an action: 

I waited for her to apologise for my behaviour. 

Honey has been used to treat a variety of 

ailments. 

In negative sentences not comes before the 
infinit ive: 

She promised not to speak Spanish during our 

English classes. 

It was difficult not to burst out laughing when 

he slipped on the banana skin. 

Gerunds 

We use a gerund (-ing form): 

• after some verbs (for example: admit, avoid, 

can't stand, consider, enjoy, fancy, imagine, 

spend time, suggest): 

I don't fancy going out on Sunday night. 

My boyfriend doesn't enjoy dancing. 

• after prepositions: 

I'm not very keen on going to the cinema tonight. 

You shouldn't swim immediately after eating 

lunch. 

• as the subject of the sentence: 

Skipping school is against the law in most 

countries. 

Drinking water makes the body more relaxed. 

In passive sentences we use being: 

I can't stand being talked about behind my back. 

Being an only child is not as easy as people think. 
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Vocabulary 
Truth and lies 

1 Match the nouns 1-5 with the verbs a-e to 
make collocations. 

1 forge a out of some money 

2 con b the truth 

3 cheat someone c people 

4 lie d documents 

5 admit e to someone 

2 Complete the text with the words in the box. 
Change the form of the word if necessary. 

[

admit deception forge./ fraud 
genuine pretend take in trick 

Tom Keating, who was an art restorer by profession, 
1 foY'§ted about 2000 paintings as a form of protest 
against the huge profits made by art galleries. He used 
to 2 that he'd discovered lost masterpieces 
by famous artists. His copie were so good that 
collectors and art histOIians were 3 ----

Keating 4 everyone for many years. The 
5 was finally revealed in the 1970s. When 
thirteen similar pictures by the same altist, Samuel 
Palmer, were offered for sale at the same time, 
gallery owners began suspecting they might not be 
6 . It was then that Keating ' ___ _ 
the truth and explained why he'd done it. 

In 1977 Keating was accused of , but 
the trial was stopped because of his poor health. 
However, he became so famous that his copies are 
now considered quite valuable. 
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Grammar 
Modals of deduction 

3 m Complete the answers with must, might or 
can't and the verbs below. 

L be./ be. have remember ] 
know miss 

A: Whose car is that outside the school? 

B: It MVwr be Michelle's father's. She said 
he'd bought a green Saab. 

2 A: Lily looks a bit depressed. 

B: She her boyfriend, who's 
gone to Spain for a year. Or perhaps she's 
just tired! 

3 A: Is Mike still in bed? 

B: Surely he asleep at this 
time? It's noon! 

4 A: Why are all those people waiting here? 

B: They something we don't 
know, I'm sure. 

5 A: Grace never goes out with us these days. 

B: She a lot of work before 
the exams. Or perhaps she just spends all 
her time with Sean. 

6 A: Your brother told me how you tried to 
teach your cat to swim when you were four. 

B: But he that! He was too 
young. 

4 (**) Complete the sentences with the verbs 
in brackets in the correct form to make 
deductions about the past. 

1 A: Lucy's wearing a diamond ring: 

B: Ryan (must/buy) 
it for her. 

2 A: How did the burglars get in? 

B: They (may/climb) up 
the drainpipe or they _______ _ 
(could/use) the basement window. 

3 A: Where do you think Charlie is now? 

B: His plane (must/land) 
in Tokyo about half an hour ago. 

4 A: Have you heard that Chloe has left town? 

B: What? She (can't/do) 
that. I've just seen her. 

5 A: Bill didn't come round last night. 

B: His car (may/ 
break down). 

6 A: Do you think anyone saw the thieves? 

B: They (can't/see them). 
They would have told us. 



5 C***) Complete the dialogue between with 
modal verbs and the correct forms of the verbs 
in brackets. 

A: I had a date with John and he hasn't come 

and he hasn't called. Something terrible 

1 Mvwr ?u:we nt?lppehul (happen)! 

B: He 2 (forget)! 

A: Forgotten about our date? Impossible! He 

_______ (do) that! 

B: Well, then the bus 4 _______ (be) 

stuck in a traffic jam. 

A: Why doesn't he call? I'm telling you, he 

________ (have) an accident! 

B: Angie, relax. His mobile 6 _ ______ _ 

(stop) working. The battery 

_______ (be) flat. Or he may still 

,be at school. The football coach 
-8 ________ (ask) the whole team 

to stay behind and discuss the match. 

A: Do you think he 9 _______ _ 

(decide) to finish with me? Do you think he 

10 _____ ___ (meet) another girl 

since our last date on Saturday? 

B: Oh, you're just impossible! No, he 

11 (finish) with you, 

because you're far too beautiful. Now 

calm down. 

Grammar Plus: continuous forms 

6 c***) Complete the sentences with the verbs 
in brackets using past or present continuous 
forms. 

Dave says he's not interested in motorbikes 
any longer. He Ml/15r be"io/::lhfjt (must/joke)! 

2 The neighbour didn't hear the burglars. She 

_____ __ (may/sleep). 

3 The fridge is making a lot of noise. It 

________ (can't/work) properly. 

4 Mike doesn't remember anything from the 

previous lesson. He _____ __ _ 

(can't/pay attention). 

5 Nobody's answering the door. They 

_ _______ (may/watch) TV upstairs. 

6 The children have just run away giggling. 

They (must/do) 

something naughty. 

Grammar reference 
Modals of deduction 

Deduction in the present 

To speculate or make deductions about the present 

we use must/might/may/Could/can't + infinit ive. Different 

modal verbs express different degrees of certa inty. 

We use must when we are almost sure/ certain that 

something is true: 

They must be very rich. (I 'm sure that they are rich.) 

They must be on their way to Spain now 

We use might, may and could when we think that 

things/events are possible: 

She might/ may/Could need your help. 

He could/might/may be the man the police are looking for. 

We use can't when we are almost sure/ certa in that 

things/events are not true: 

He can't be more intelligent than John. 

They can't be on their way to Spain now. 

To make deductions about the actions which are 

happening at present we can use must/might/may/ 

could/can't be + -ing form: 

This is not true! You must be joking! 

Tom is not answering his phone. He might be driving now. 

Surely you can't be considering his offer! 

Deduction in the past 

To speculate or make deductions about the past we use 

must/might/ may/Could/can't + have + past participle. 

We use must + have + past participle when we are almost 

sure/certain that something was t rue: 

She must have been very angry with you. 

We use might, may and could + have + past participle 

when we think that things/events were possible: 

They might/ may/Could have missed the meeting. 

She may/ might/Could have told him about the accident. 

We use can't + have + past participle when we are almost 

sure/certain that things/events were not true: 

He can't have done it on its own. (I 'm sure that he didn't do 

it on his own.) 

To make deductions about the actions which were 

happening in the past we can use must/might/may/ 

could/can't + have + been + -ing form: 

Ian didn't want to leave the party. He must have been 

enjoying himself. 

He left in the middle of the match? His favourite team 

might have been losing. 

You can't have been listening carefully if you don't know 

what to do. 
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Vocabulary 
Crime and justice 

1 Complete the texts with the 
correct form of the words in 
the box. 

[

death fine./ prison ] 
parole sentence serve 
suspend 

Have your say blogs 
How should we 
punish crime? 

Samantha, Bristol 
Posted Tue 30 Jan 14.50 GMT 

I was attacked and robbed at 
knifepoint. I still have nightmares. 
I don't think people who commit these 
kinds of crimes should be 1 {(hed or 
given community 2 • They 

should be given a harsh prison 
____ . Violent crime is 

increasing and if these types of 
offenders aren't punished, our country 
will become a dangerous place to live. 

Ali, South Wales 
Posted Tue 30 Jan 17.30 GMT 

There are too many people in our 

prisons! I think people who commit 
minor offences such as shoplifting 
should be given 4 sentences. 

Prisoners who have committed 
non-violent crimes and behave well in 
prison could get 5 early. 

Kali,London 
Posted Tue 30 Jan 19.37 GMT 

Nobody should ever be sentenced to 
6 , no matter what crime 

they have committed. We don't have 
the right to take a life. For serious 
crimes, like murder, I think life 
____ is the only possible 

punishment. This is still a terrible 

thing. Imagine what it feels like to 
know that you're going to die in prison. 
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Listening 
2 You are going to hear a news broadcast about crime. Before 

you listen, match the words below 1-8 with the definitions a-h. 

gang n a a court that has more power 
than other courts, and which 
can change previous court 
decisions 

2 goods n b crimes that are 'minor' or not 
serious 

3 vandal n C an official list of crimes that a 
criminal has committed 

4 self-defence n d punishment of a crime by death 

S the High Court e someone who deliberately 
damages property (vandalism) 

6 death penalty n f a group of people who often 
cause trouble or commit crimes 

7 minor offences n g protecting or defend ing yourself 
from dangers 

8 criminal record n h objects that you can buy in shops 

3 CJI) Listen to the news broadcast and choose the correct 
answers. 

The students 
a have been stealing technology goods. 
b have been stealing things for two years. 
c will all be fined for their crimes. 
d had not committed any crimes before this. 

2 Jason Williams 
a has just killed a man outside a nightclub in Glasgow. 
b says he committed the crime in order to defend himself. 
c has apologised to the victim's family. 
d plans to take his case to the High Court. 

3 The news reader says that in the US 
a only four states still have the death penalty. 
b hundreds of people have been arrested at a 

demonstration. 
c fifty-two people were executed last year. 
d thirty-four people were sentenced to death last year. 

4 British government officials want 
a to reduce the number of people who commit minor offences. 
b people who commit minor offences to stay in prison for 

longer. 
c to reduce the number of people who get parole. 
d more people who are in prison for minor offences to get 

parole. 

S The vandal 
a sprayed graffiti over the walls of several primary schools. 
b is going to get a suspended prison sentence. 
c will have to pay a fine to the local community. 
d is going to paint the walls of local primary school playgrounds. 



4 (ill Listen again and match the numbers 
below with things a-h that they refer to. 
There are three extra numbers. 

Reading 
5 Look at the article and choose the best summary 

a, b or c. 
2.3 

34 
3 3.4 
10,000 

6 8 
25,000 

a It is an article about a man who suffered a crime, 
but who doesn't bel ieve in prison. 

a the number of shoplifters to 
b It is an article about a man who helped someone 

who committed a crime aga inst him. 

b the value (in pounds) of the 
goods the police found 

c the number of years the 
shoplifters could go to 
prison for 

d the number of years Jason 
Williams has spent in prison 

e how many million people 
are in prison in America 

f the number of months the 
vandal will do community 
service 

g the age of the vandal 

h the number of primary 
schools he will decorate 

DAILYNEWS 15 MARCH 

c It is an article about a man who helps criminals and 
who gives them money. 

6 Read the text and tick (wi') true, cross (X) or write (?) 
if there is no information about this in the text. 

o When the crime happened, Diaz panicked. 

2 0 Diaz gave the boy his money and something 
to wear. 

3 0 The boy was surprised at the way Diaz behaved. 

4 0 The boy had been living on the streets and was 
cold and hungry. 

5 0 It was not the first time that Diaz had been to 
the diner. 

6 0 The boy had to pay for dinner because he had 
Diaz's money. 

7 0 Diaz forced the boy to give him the'knife. 

.. 

Victim helps mugger by Michael Garafalo 

I t's a situation when most people 
panic, but when thirty-one-year

old Julio Diaz ~as mugged last night 
on his way home from work, he 
decided to try to help his attacker. 
Diaz, a social worker in New York, 
had just got off the subway train at 
his usual station in the Bronx to go to 
his favourite diner, where he eats every 
night on his way home from work. As 
he was walking towards the stairs, a 
teenage boy pulled out a knife and 
demanded his money. 

Diaz not only gave the boy his 
wallet, but then went on to offer 
him his coat. 'I said, Hey, wait a 
minute. You forgot something. If you're 
going to be robbing people for the rest 
of the night, you might as well take my 
coat to keep you warm,' Diaz told 
reporters. The ' boy was so surprised 
he stopped and asked why. He was 
even more surprised when Diaz then 
invited him to dinner. 'I felt he 
needed some help . . . If he was 
willing to risk prison to steal a few 

dollars then . he 'must have really 
needed the money.' . 

Diaz took his would-be mugger 
to his favourite diner. At the diner, 
Diaz, as he usually does, said hello to 
everyone. }he teen was surprised Diaz . 
was so nice to everyone - 'I didn't ' 
think people actually behaved thai: 
way,' he said. 

After the meal, Diaz told the teen 
he would have to pa}'i since he had 
Diaz's wallet. Bur he also offered · to 
treat the boy to dinner if he returned 
the wallet - which the boy did 
straightaway. Diaz paid for dinner and 
also. gave the boyan extra $20 to help 
him. However, this time he asked for 
something in return - the·teen's knife 
- which he also handed over without 
prot~st. 

Asked why he had helped 
someone who had tried to rob him, 
Diaz explained, 'I think if you treat 
people right, you can only hope that 
they treat you right. It's as simple as it 
gets in this complicated world.' 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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Writing 
An opinion essay 

In paragraph 1, explain the 
question and introduce some 
of the important issues. 

Give your own opinion about 
the question. 

In paragraph 2, explain and 
develop the issues related to 
t he question introduced in 
paragraph 1. Give evidence to 
support the opinion you put 
forward. 

Use linking words of 
addition to introduce each 
new point, e.g. furthermore, 
in addition and linking 
words for explaining 
consequences to give 
reasons, e.g. as a result, 
due to this, etc. 

In paragraph 3, give other 
arguments to support your 
opinion. 

In paragraph 4, describe the 
arguments on the opposite 
side. 

In paragraph 5, sum up by 
(briefly) countering the 
arguments in paragraph 4, 
but do not give any new 
arguments. 

Restate your opinion to 
conclude. 

Useful language 

Giving an opinion 

Teen courts are the best way of dealing with young 
offenders. Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

Teen courts are special courts to deal with young offenders who 
have committed minor offences such as vandal i sm or shoplifting . 
Some people argue that they do not punish teenagers seriously 
enough However, I strongly disagree and firmly believe that 
they can stop teenagers from committing further crimes. 

Firstly , young people are sent to teen courts for a first offence . 
One advantage of thi s is that they avoid getting a criminal 
record . Furthermore , in t een courts , offenders are treated 
fairly by people thei r own age and given a chance to speak . 
Due to this , they are more likely to follow thei r punishment and 
less likely to re - offend . 

It is important to remember that the sentences tend to be harde r 
t han ordinary courts . Offenders usually have to do communi ty 
service and pay for any damage they caused . What is more , they 
o ften have to write l etters of apology to their parents and any 
victims . In addition, offenders often have to take part in othe r 
trials as jury members . As a result, they become involved in 
making decisions for the good of society . 

However, there are some arguments against teen courts . I t has 
not been proved that they are more effective than ordinary 
courts in deterring criminal behaviour . Even though they give 
strict puni shments, some young offenders do not take teen courts 
seriously and think they have got away with committing offences . 

Having said that , those offenders who re-offend after being 
tried by a teen court might have done exactl y the same thing if 
they had gone through the adult system . Teen courts s~pport 
vulnerable young people and I believe the advantages are far 
greater than any possible disadvantages To sum up therefore , 

teen courts are the best way of dealing with young offeQders . 

1 Read the essay quickly and underline the correct answers. 

1 The writer agrees/disagrees with the statement. 

I strongly/firmly think/believe that ... 

I agree/disagree that ... 

2 Teen courts are usually used any time/ the first time a 
teenager commits an offence. 

Emphasising your arguments 

It is important to remember that ... 

Concluding the essay 

To sum up, .. . 
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3 The writer thinks it's more/less probable that teens will 
commit another offence. 

4 Sentences in teen courts are usually 
stronger/lighter than in other courts. 

5 It has/hasn't been proved that teen courts work better than 
other courts. 

6 The writer thinks teen courts have more advantages/ 
disadvantages than other courts. 



2 Complete the table with the words and 
expressions below. 

[

although for this reason because of thiS ] 
moreover ,f as a result what is more 
despite this 

Adding Contrasting Explaining 
information information consequence 

besides nevertheless therefore 

Moreover . 

3 Put the expressions in bold in the essay in the 
correct column in the table. 

4 Read the sentences and decide what type of 
linker - addition (A), contrast (C) or explaining 
consequences (EC) - you need to complete the 
sentences. Complete the sentences with one 
suitable word/expression. 

1 I EC I People who do community service 

spend many hours doing tasks to help 

the community. A5 t'I re50f;- , they 

become more involved in the community. 

2 D some people have 

done community service, they continue 

to commit crimes and it would be better 

to send them to prison. 

3 D There are many arguments in favour. 

______ , there are also 

arguments against. 

4 D Offenders often learn new skills when 

they do community service. 

______ they may find it easier 

to get a job if they are unemployed. 

5 D Doing community service means 

offenders often learn useful skills. 

______ the community gets 

necessary tasks done for free. 

6 D Learning new skills can help offenders 

to find employment. _____ _ 

they are less likely to re-offend. 

5 Underline the correct answers in the 
sentences below. 

Even though/ Nevertheless some people benefit 
from doing community service, there are 
many hardened criminals who do not. 

2 Community service is useful for people who 
commit minor offences. However/Although it is 
not suitable for dangerous criminals. 

3 Community service benefits the whole 
community. Even though/ Having said that, I 
think prison is the only solution for dangerous 
criminals . 

4 Young people often commit minor offences, 
such as shoplifting, without thinking about the 
consequences. Community service gives them 
an opportunity to do something positive. 
Although/ Nevertheless, serious offences should 
be tried in a normal court in my opinion. 

5 Community service is a good idea. 
Having said tha t,/Although it can be hard to 
organise, both offender and other people in 
the community can benefit. 

6 Complete the strateg ies box with the words 
below. 

support agree,f grammar linking 

An opinion essay 

• Read the title carefu lly and decide if you 
1 t'lgtree or disagree. Then make notes following 
the paragraph plan for an opinion essay. 

• Add ideas or explanations to 2 ____ your 
arguments. 

• Decide which 3 words/expressions to 
use to present your ideas and write your first draft. 

• Check your work for mistakes of 4 ___ _ 

spelling or punctuation and check you have 
used the linking words correctly. Then write 
your final draft. 

7 Read the task and write an opinion essay. 
Use the structure on the opposite page and 
the strategies in exercise 6 and ideas in the 
exercises to help you. Write 200-250 words. 

Community service is good for the 
community and for criminals. Do you agree? 
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Understanding 
headlines and 
summarising articles 
1 look at the newspaper headlines. What do all 

three stories have in common? 

Museum learns of theft from police 

2 Wedding dress search helps soIns Inarglarias 

3 Dog catches would-be thief 

2 Match the headlines 1- 3 above with the stories 
a- c below. 

Police say a 25-year-old woman's search for her stolen 
wedding dress led them to solve several burglaries. 

After her dress was stolen, Alena Gadke tracked it down on 
Craigslist. She contacted the seller and arranged to meet. 
Gadke alerted police who arrested the seller when she 
arrived. This fi rst arrest led police to two accomplices who 
confessed to multiple burglaries. 

POLICE who were investigating a break-in at a museum last 
night were able to arrest the suspect thanks to their dog. 
The man was wearing a special disguise made of leaves and 
detectives had not seen him in the dark. Luckily the dog bit 
the man and police heard him. 

A Swedish museum only disco\'ered that three of its works of 
art, including a valuable E<hard ;Vlunch painting, had been 
stolen when police contacted them to ay that the paintings had 
been recovered in a raid. The theft of the works - which were 
not on display, but in storage - is thought to have taken place 
two weeks ago. The museum director aid he was shocked that 
the museum hadn't realised that the paintings were missing. 

3 Complete the summaries of the three stories. 

1 Article a talks about _________ _ 

2 Article b explains how ____ ____ _ 

3 According to article c, ________ _ 

4 All three articles are related to the topic of 
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Talking about photos, 
statistics and headlines 
4 look at the results of a UK survey on crime. 

80 

70 

60 
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30 

20 

10 

Complete the description with the words below. 

[
half three-quarters stayed third ] 
fallen bar chart ./ tiny minority 

51 

29 

71 D % more crime 

D % less crime 

• % same 

o L---'--..I._ 

in the US in your area 

The 1 b Ptr ChPtrr shows how people in the UK 

perceive crime now compared to a year ago in 

t heir area and in the US. It shows that around a 

_ _ __ think that there's more crime in their 

area and around a 3 believe crime has 

4 • Only seventeen percent believe the 

level of crime has s the same. Nearly 

6 of people think that crime in the 

US has increased. Only a 8 of 

people - eight percent - think crime rates have 

stayed the same. 

5 Write a description of the pie chart below. Use 
the language and ideas in exercise 4 ~o help you. 

How should taxes be spent? .......................... .............. .. ....... ... ... ... ... ... ........ ... ................ ....................... 

funding 
for more 

prevention 
programmes 

(76%) 

don'tknowl 
refused 
(19%) 



English in Use 
Verb + preposition 

1 Complete the sentences with the prepositions 
below. 

[ for at in on./ to ] 

1 The jury's decision will largely depend 0'" 

what this witness says. 

2 I'd never want to be in a relationship with • 
someone who lied me. 

3 The burglar said he wanted to apologise 

____ the distress he'd caused his victims. 

4 The burglars succeeded escaping 

with the stolen paintings. 

S The film is aimed a teenage 

audience. 

Verb + object + preposition 

2 Underline the correct answer. 

1 The criminals cheated the old lady out of/from 

her savings. 

2 The Chief of Police congratulated the old lady 

on/ for her role in helping to catch the thieves. 

3 The security system prevented the thieves 

to/ from stealing the painting. 

4 She provided the burglar with/for an alibi. 

S The crime reported in today's news reminds 

me of/to something I saw in a film. 

3 Complete the sentences with the prepositions 
below. 

[ for of'/ of to with ] 

1 Fred's neighbour accused him ....f!L stealing 

things from her garden. 

2 The man was charged ____ armed 

robbery. 

3 He was convicted ____ a crime he 

hadn't committed. 

4 My wife blamed me ____ leaving the 

car unlocked. 

S The judge sentenced the vandals ___ _ 

200 hours' community service. 

Adjective + preposition 

4 Complete the sentences with prepositions. 

1 Watching too much TV is bad ..f2L your eyes. 

2 This meat is high protein. 

3 They are responsible our security. 

4 I'm very grateful your help. 

S This house is famous _ _ __ a murder that 

was committed here 100 years ago. 

Exam tasks 
Sentence transformations 

5 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. 

Mo's employer sa id she'd stolen the money. 

Mo's employer accused 
_ _______ money. 

2 Because of the boy's clever action, he thieves 
couldn't escape. 

The boy's clever action prevented 

3 This witness will give us the evidence we need. 

This witness will provide _______ _ 

we need. 

4 The police managed to catch the robbers. 

The police succeeded _______ _ 

the robbers. 

Open doze 

6 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

The internet criminals who cheated 500 people 

1....!Zkli:... of more than a million pounds over the 

past six months have finally been captured. 

They are responsible for obtaining the banking 

details of thousands of individual customers and 

stealing a total of about £ 1.1 m from their 

accounts. The men will be charged 2 ___ _ 

fraud and deception. The consumer organisation 

SafeOnLine is planning a public information 

campaign to prevent more people 3 ___ _ 

being cheated in the future. The campaign will 

be aimed especially 4 elderly 

internet users. 
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Vocabulary 
Home and environment 

1 

2 

100 

Match the beginnings 1-6 with the endings a-f to make 
collocations. 

1 a lively a links 

2 a sense b diverse 

3 green 

4 culturally 

5 t ransport 

6 family-

c friendly 

d spaces 

e of community 

----="'- f atmosphere 

Complete the conversation about country life versus city life 
with the words below. 

community cramped diverse facilities litter liVelY ] 
nightlife traffic scenery.t spaces transport views 

Sarah: So what's it like in the village where you live? 

Alice: It's so beautiful! I just love the 1 'iCehen,? . The 

____ from some of the hills are breathtaking. 

Jack: It's boring. There's absolutely nothing to do in the evening. 

Alice: Some of the local 3 are really good. 

Jack: Which ones? And you can't even go to a larger town 

for the day because the 4 links are so bad. 

I wish I lived in a city! So what's it li ke where you 

come from? 

Bob: Well, we live in a busy part of town, so there's a 

____ atmosphere ... I really enjoy the 

enterta inment and the 6 ___ _ 

Sarah: But the 7 is awful- there are far too many 

ca rs and you can never park anywhere. The air 

pollut ion is really bad as well and people throw 

8 ___ _ in the street. 

Bob: But we do have some green 9 ____ • There's a big 

park around where we live. 

Sarah: Big? You can walk all around it in fifteen minutes. That's 

another problem, it's all so 10 ____ • Too many 

people, too little space. 

Bob: But you have to admit the city is culturally 

11 ____ • We've got about twenty nationalities 

living there. 

Sarah: I'd much rather live somewhere that's small and 

family-friendly, with a strong sense of 12 ___ _ 

Jack: You mean somewhere where everyone knows 

everything about you, like our village? No thanks! 

Grammar 
I wish and If only 

3 00 Put the words in the correct 
order to make sentences. Write 
(PR) if the sentence refers to the 
present or (PA) to the past. 

1 camera/only/leftllf/hadn't/my/ 
home!/at/I 

If Oh(,? I h.t?tdh r (eft M ,? 

2 my boyfriend/wish/much/do'/I/ 
as/liked/ dancing/I/as 

3 worklparents/only/didn't/much./ 
If/so/my 

4 money/wish/quickly!/lispent/my/ 
hadn't/all/llso 

5 could/well/Mark./as/guitar/only/ 
play/lflllthe/as 

4 (**) Complete the wishes with the 
correct form of the verb in brackets. 

I wish we ft"ved (live) in a 
warmer climate. The winters are 
so long and cold here. • 

2 If only the teachers ___ _ 
(not give) us so much homework 
every weekend! 

3 I wish I (can) do all the 
tricks on my bike that Simon 
can do. 

4 If only I (start) 
studying Spanish earlier. I might 
be fluent by now. 

5 I wish I (be born) in 
the 1960s. There was a lot of 
good pop music in those days. 

6 If only the TV (broken 
down) yesterday! I wanted to 
watch the World Cup tonight. 



D 

5 

6 

(**) Complete the wishes with the correct form of the 
verbs below. 

[ bUY can have be./ know say ] 

1 I crashed my dad's car! If only I h(:1(;( beeYl more careful! 

2 Sue wishes she ______ a bike. She's fed up with 

taking the bus to school. 

3 There's something wrong with my computer. If only 
I what. 

4 Millie has told Mike about the surprise party we're 

preparing! I wish I anything to her! 

S I have to study all Saturday. If only I go out! 

6 There's so much food left over from the party. I wish 

I so much. 

(**) Complete the pairs of sentences with one wish that relates 
to the present situation and one wish that relates to the past. 

1 Patricia is unfit because she didn't do any exercise last winter. 

a She wishes she J1Jel5 fit. 

b She wishes she held dOYle some exercise last winter. 

2 My best friend is angry with me because I shouted at her. 

a I wish she ____ angry with me. 

b I wish I at her. 

3 Greg feels sick because he's eaten too many chips. 

a He wishes he ____ sick. 

b He wishes he ______ so many chips. 

4 Jane can't concentrate because she went to bed very late 
last night. 

a She wishes she ____ concentrate. 

b She wishes she to bed earlier last night. 

S Jeremy's in jail because he stole a car. 

a He wishes he in jail. 

b He wishes he the car. 

Grammar Plus: It's timell'd rather 

7 (***) Complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first. 

You really should start thinking about your future now. 

It's time '10vr 5telrted tfllh/;.lhfj about your future. 

2 I'd prefer the children to sit by the window. 

I'd rather by the window. 

3 Julie should get dressed for the party now. 

It's time for the party. 

4 I'd like you not to tell anyone about this conversation. 

I'd rather anyone about this conversation. 

S We should discuss buying a new house now. 

It's time buying a new house. 

6 I'd prefer John not to come to the party. 

I'd rather to the party. 

Grammar 
reference 
wishlif only 
Wishes about the present 

To talk about present wishes and 
regrets we use 

• wish/if only + past simple to express 
a wish for things/situations to be 
different. These things/situations are 
usually impossible or unlikely: 

I wish I was slimmer. (but I'm not) 
If only my sister didn't talk so much. 

(but she does) 

• wish/if only + could to express a wish 
for things that are impossible or 
which we are unable to do: 

I wish I could fly. (but I can't) 
If only I could speak Chinese. (but I can't) 

Ifonly is stronger and more emphatic 
than wish . 

We also use 

• it's time + person + past simple to say 
what we think should happen now: 

It's almost 8 p.m. It's time the children 

started tidying up their rooms. 

Stop messing about! It's time you got 

round to some serious work. 

• would rather + person + past simple 
to say that the subject of the first 
clause wants someone else to dol 
not to do something: 

Don't call me tonight. I'd rather you 

called tomorrow morning. 

Peter doesn't like dancing. He'd rather we 

didn't go to the disco. 

Wishes about the past 

To talk about past wishes and regrets 
we use 

• wish/if only + past perfect to express 
a regret that something happened or 
didn't happen: 

I wish I hadn't hurt her feelings yesterday 

at the party. (but I did) 
If only my girlfriend had accepted the job 

she was offered. (but she didn't) 
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Vocabulary 
Buying and selling houses 

1 

2 

Complete the phrasal verbs in the 
sentences with the words below. 

[ ~~ro~~~ r~~nd ] 
1 I've put my house ___ _ 

for sale. 

2 I arranged to look ____ the 

house I'm interested in. 

3 I have to move ____ by the 

end of this month. 

4 I can move to the new 

flat next month. 

S Now that sale has gone 
____ , I've got a lot of 

money. 

Read the sentences from exercise 1 
again and decide who said them: 

The buyer: _ _ 

The seller: _1 ____ _ 

3 Match each of the sentences 
below to the house buyer (B) or 
the seller (5). 
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1 The estate agent took 
photos of my house. 

2 I made the homeowner 
an offer. 

3 I rejected the offer because 
I wanted more money. 

4 The owner and I negotiated 
for a week and we agreed 
a price. 

S I went to the bank to get a 
mortgage. 

Grammar 
The third conditional and mixed conditionals 

4 m Match the sentence beginnings 1-6 with the endings a-f. 

1 I would have come sooner 

2 If we'd left the house five minutes later, 

3 They could have had a good time 

4 I could have helped her 

S If Chris had played, 

6 If the driver hadn't stopped immediately, 

a if she'd told me she had a problem. 

b if they hadn't started arguing. 

c we would have missed the flight. 

d she might have hit the motorcyclist. 

e we might have won the match. 

f if I had known you were here. 

5 C**) Read the story of Andrew and Zoe's engagement. 
Complete the third conditional sentences below. 

Andrew wanted to ask Zoe to marry him, and he wanted to 
make it really special. He planned to buy a beautiful ring in 
Venice and propose to Zoe on a bridge above a canal. But 
everything went wrong. They were robbed on the first day, 
so Andrew didn't have the money to buy a ring. Because he 
didn't have a ring, he couldn't propose. They were both so 
upset by the incident that they had an argument and returned 
home in a bad mood. Eventually, Andrew proposed to Zoe on 
a rainy November day in London, when she had a cold and 
her nose was red. Zoe says because she looked so awful on 
that day, she was sure he really loved her! She wrote a story 
about her engagement for a women's magazine and won the 
first prize. With the prize money they were able to afford a 
wedding reception for a hundred guests. 

1 If they MCldy.. 1- beey.. robbed (not/be robbed) on the first 

day, Andrew N00id MClve bOl1f1Mt (buy) a ring. 

2 If he (buy) a ring, he 

________ (propose) to Zoe in Venice. 

3 If they ________ (not/be) upset by the incident, 

they ________ (not/have) an argument. 

4 If Zoe (not/have) a cold in' November, 

her nose ________ (not/be) red. 

S If Zoe (not/look) so awful, she 

________ (not/be) sure Andrew really loved her. 

6 If all this _______ (not/happen), Zoe __ _ 

______ (not/write) a story about her engagement. 

7 If she ________ (not/write) the story, she 

________ (not/win) the first prize. 

S If she ________ (not/win), they ____ _ 

_____ (not/be able) to afford a wedding reception. 

9 If Andrew and Zoe (not/be robbed), 

they (not/have) such a great wedding! 



6 (~) Complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first. 

I didn't buy you a present because I didn't know it was your 
birthday. 

If I h""d f:.hoWh IrW""5 '10l/1r bt'rfhd",,'1' I wOl/!ld h""ve 

bOl/!$ht you a present. 

2 I didn't write to you because I was busy. 

If I to you. 

3 I ordered this dish but I didn't realise how expensive it was. 

Ifl _________________ _ 

_-'-___________________ it. 

4 I didn't phone you earlier because ,I didn't notice your 
text message. 
If 1, __________________ _ 

__________________ you earlier. 

5 "I didn't lend him any money because he didn't ask. 

If ~e some money. 
I-

7 (***) Complete the mixed conditional sentences using the 
verb in CAPITALS. 

1 Ian loved swimming as a child. He's a champion 
swimmer now. WOULD 

If Ian h""dh r lov: d 5Wlfv..Mlh.$ "" 5 "" chl/d, he 

wOl/1ldh r be a champion swimmer now. 

2 I didn't do my piano practice every day. I didn't become a 
pianist. MIGHT 
Ifl __________________ _ 

a pianist now. 

3 We moved to the countryside ten years ago, so I don't have 
any stress-related health problems now. WOULD 
Ifwe ___________________ __ 

_________ stress-related health problems now. 

4 Claire met Philippe at university in France. They got married 
and she doesn't live in Manchester any more. MIGHT 

If Claire __________________ __ 

________________ in Manchester. 

5 Daniel trained to be a chef, so he doesn't have to work in 
the coal mine, like his father. MIGHT 

IfDaniel _________________ _ 

_________ work in the mine, like his father. 

6 I lived in this city for five years. I know it well. WOULD 

If I it so well. 

Grammar 
reference 
Third and mixed conditionals 
The third conditional 

We use the third conditional (If + past 

perfect, would + have + past participle) 

to talk about an imaginary situation in 

the past and its effects/consequences 
in the past. 

PAST SITUATION ----+ EFFECT IN THE PAST 

If he hadn't lost his job, he wouldn't have 

moved to a different city. 

(He lost his job and that's why he moved to 

a different city.) 

If you had asked me, I would have picked 

you up from the airport. 

(You didn't ask me and that's why I didn't 

pick you up from the airport.) 

If the effect is not certain, we can use might 

in the main clause. 

PAST SITUATION ----+ EFFECT IN THE PAST 

IfTom hadn't taken the risk, he might never 

have won the talent competition. 

If you had asked her out the other day, she 

might have agreed to go out with you. 

Mixed conditional 

We use a mixed conditional (If + past 
perfect, would + infinitive) to talk about an 

imaginary situation in the past and its 

effects/consequences in the present. 

PAST SITUATION ----+ EFFECT IN THE PRESENT 

If you hadn't used an online dating site, you 

wouldn't be happily married now. 

(You used an online dating site and that's 

why you are happily married now.) 
If I had revised before the exam, I wouldn't 

have to retake it now. 

(I didn't revise before the exam and that's 

why I have to retake it now.) 

If the effect is not certain, we can use 

might in the main clause. 

PAST SITUATION ----+ EFFECT IN THE PRESENT 

If you had paid off some of your other debts, 

I might lend you some money. 

If Ian hadn't criticised his sister's cooking 

yesterday, she might cook lunch for him 

today. 

If they had apologised for their rude 

behaviour, the teacher might not be so 

angry. 
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Reading 
1 Look at the picture on page 105 and read the title 

and introduction. Choose the best answers to 
the questions. 

1 It is an article about 
a a city that has already been built. 
b a city that could possibly be built in the future. 

2 The text will probably contain information about 
a solutions for the problems cities have. 
b the biggest cities in the world. 

2 Find these words in bold in the text and choose the 
best meaning. 

1 overcrowding 
a encouraging more people to move to cities 
b unpleasant conditions caused by too many people in 

one place 
c people gathering together for a particular reason 

2 cope with 
a deal successfully with something 
b understand why something happens 
c experiment with something 

3 unsustainable 
a unhealthy 
b not able to continue at the same rate 
c impossible to stop 

4 platform 
a a kind of plate 
b an area that you can walk around 
c a structure for people to walk on that is built higher 

than the ground 

5 consumption 
a eating, drinking or buying something 
b selling something on the street 
c discussing a problem with a group of people 

3 Read the text. Tick (~) true, cross (X) false, or write (?) if 
there is no information in the text. 
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D Although most cities are bigger nowadays, they 
don't have as many problems as before. 

2 D The exhibition organisers asked architects to create 
a design for a city in ten years' time. 

3 D The Multiplicity design means it is not necessary to 
prevent the city population from increasing. 

4 D The idea of making cities 'greener' is not new in 
the US. 

5 D The Multiplicity architects believe that high 
temperatures due to climate change will cause 
problems for cities in the future. 

6 D Tony Downs doesn't think the design will help the 
environment much. 

4 Look at the picture on page 105 
and read the title and introduction. 
Choose the best answers to the 
questions. 

1 Cities 
a are slowly becoming better 

places to live. 
b account for a very small area 

of the world's land. 
c cover large areas of land all 

over the world. 
d don't have such a large 

population as the countryside. 

2 According to the text, the exhibition 
a contains plans for many of 

Australia's cities. 
b is all about the problems of 

cities in Australia. 
c has a new and very different 

design for Melbourne. 
d is all about Australia's 

biggest city. 

3 The Multiplicity design 
a looks very much like an 

ordinary city today. 
b was inspired by a science 

fiction story. 
c doesn't reflect city planners' 

worries. 
d is intended to give solutions 

for problems that cities have. 

4 Which would the platform above 
the city NOT be used for? 
a As farmland to grow produce. 
b Giving more space to build houses. 
c Providing areas such as pails 

for people. 
d Providing shade for the city. • 

5 Architects had the idea for the 
platform because 
a they had heard about the idea 

of rooftop gardens. 
b all Australian cities already 

have green rooftops. 
c rooftops are a good way of 

building up in cities. 
d in some cities in the US small 

ones already exist. 

6 The Multiplicity design 
a means that nobody will have 

to travel to work. 
b will solve the problem of 

global warming. 
c offers protection from the 

effects of global warming. 
d is not really very eco-friendly. 



COULD WE BE LIVING HERE SOON'? 

We are an urban planet. Today, the majority of 
the world's population lives in cities, yet cities 

and urban areas make up only 2 percent of the 
world's land. FutureLife talks to architect Tony 

Downs about the problems this creates and what 
solutions we might find for the future. 

FutureLife: What are the biggest problems our 
cities face? 

Tony Oowns: Well, as our cities become bigger, 
problems such as traffic jams, pollution and 
overcrowding are getting steadily worse. 

FL: So, what is being done about it? 

TO: Well, the people responsible for planning the 
cities of the future are working hard to find possible 
solutions for these increasingly urgent problems 
- with some surprising results . In one attempt to 
see how cities could be transformed in the future, 
architects in Melbourne, Australia have come up with a 
revolutionary plan for the nation's second biggest city. 
It's called 'Multiplicity', and it's part of an exhibition 
called Now + When: Australian Urbanism. 

FL: What can you tell us about Multiplicity? 

TO: For the exhibition, architects were asked to imagine 
what cities might be like in a hundred years. The result 
might look like something from a science fiction film, 
but it was inspired by real problems faced by city 
planners, especially the problem of how to cope with 
population growth. That was their biggest dilemma. 

FL: And why is that such a big problem? 

TO: Well, usually, the bigger the population, the bigger 
the city. However, when cities become too big they 
become unsustainable. 

FL: So what was their solution? 

TO: The architects decided that instead of trying to 
limit the population their design would reflect what 
would happen if there was a much higher population 
in the same space. For this reason, in MUltiplicity, the 
idea is to build up, not out. In addition, the plan is to 
create a giant platform which would be suspended 
over the city. The platform would be used to grow 
food, give green spaces for people to enjoy and to give 
shade from the sun to the city below. 

FL: Where did they get the idea? 

TO: The idea for the platform grew out of the concept 
of rooftop gardens. In cities such as Chicago and New 
York in the US urban planners have been talking about 
'greening' cities by creating gardens on all rooftops. 
However, the architects took the idea much further. 
They designed it on a grand scale and in a way that 
meant the area could even produce food for local 
consumption. 

FL: So, would you say the design is ~nvironmentally
friendly? 

TO: Definitely. The architects' design also makes sense 
in terms of solving environmental problems. There 
would be a local supply of food, so energy wouldn't 
be wasted on transport - and because the city grows 
up rather than out, people won 't have to travel so far, 
again saving fuel and energy. Finally, if temperatures 
do rise due to global warming, then the overhead 
platform will help keep the city cool. 
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Inviting and persuading 
1 Complete the dialogues with one word in 

each space. 

A: 1 Wo?1id you like to come for dinner? 

B: 2 you, I'd 3 to come. 

A: Do you 4 ____ going for a coffee? 

B: Not 5 now, thanks. 

A: Can 16 ____ you to come to the 

restaurant with us? 

B: I'd 7 to, but I'm not sure if I can. 

I need to finish my work. 

A: It would 8 a lot to me if you came. 

B: OK, 9 ____ not? 

2 Put the sentences 
in the correct 
order 1-12 to 
form a dialogue. 
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a [2J Chris: Hi, Lisa. Sam, Kate and I are going to 
Marco's restaurant. Would you like 
come with us? 

b 0 Chris: Sure, how about at 9 p.m? 

c 0 Chris: Don't worry about money! It's my 
birthday, so it's my treat. 

d 0 Chris: On Saturday night at 7.30 p.m. 

e 0 Chris: Your grandparents? Would they 
mind if you came out? It would 
mean a lot to me if you came. 

f 0 Chris: Please come. I don't see you very 
often either! 

g 0 Lisa: That's very kind of you. In that case, 
I'd love to come. When are you going? 

h 0 Lisa: I know ... could we eat a little later? 
That way I can see my grandparents 
and come out with you. 

o Lisa: That sounds very nice, but I'm afraid 
I can't really afford it. 

o Lisa: I'd love to, but we don't see other 
very often and ... 

k I§ Lisa: OK, why not? See you at 9 p.m. on 
Saturday. 

I 0 Lisa: Saturday? Oh, no! My grandparents 
are coming on Saturday. 

A description of a place 
3 Look at the photos and complete the sentences 

about Cuenca with the words below. 

[

located struck.l crowded unlike ] 
distinctive worth cliff landscape 
realise highlights world 

When you arrive in Cuenca, you are 

immediately 'ifrV7Cf;, by the dramatic 

2 It's a ____ away from the noisy 

streets of London. ----
3 Cuenca is in central Spain, about an 

hour from the capital city, Madrid. • 

4 One of the of Cuenca is the old 

town. The ____ buildings hang over the 

cliff and the views are spectacular. 

S You quickly that the people are 

friendly and the buildings are beautiful. 

6 It's any other place I've visited. 

7 In my opinion, Cuenca is a uniquely beautiful 

place that is well a visit. 

8 It is a small town and it sits at the top of a huge 

4 Look at the sentences in exercise 3 again. Write 
the expressions that mean 

1 you notice straightaway. 
2 it's a good idea to go there. 
3 the most important or exciting things to see. 
4 it's very different from ... 



Use of English 
Linking 

1 Complete the sentences with the linking 
words below. 

a Time 

[ as s~on as before since.t until while ] 

1 I haven't seen Laura $,i-Ice. we were at 

school together. 

2 We negotiated with the seller ___ _ 

we. agreed a price that we can afford. 

3 We'd like to move in the sale 

goes through. 

4 I hope they finish renovating the house 

____ we have to move in! 

5 we were talking to the estate 

agent, the children played outside. 

b Cause and effect 

[ as a result because.t due to since so ] 

1 I like this neighbourhood b e.ct?l l.1$e. it's so 

culturally diverse. 

2 They decided to move ____ problems 

with traffic. 

3 The pollution in our city was ____ bad 

we moved out. 

4 we were already in the area, we 

decided to visit Chris. 

5 There was no work in my town, ___ _ 

I moved to the capital. 

c Condition 

[ in case if.t provided that unless ] 

1 -.If.. I hadn't left England, I wouldn't have my 

own lemon tree. 

2 You can stay in my flat ____ you keep 

it clean. 

3 We'll never have the life we want ___ _ 

we are prepared to take a risk. 

4 Close the windows ____ it rains at night. 

d Contrast 

[ althOUgh but .t despite however ] 

1 I was born in the city, ...!2.ML I'd prefer to live in 

the countryside. 

2 his age, Mr Jones still spends 

several hours a day gardening. 

3 I like my flat, I wish I had house 

with a garden. 

4 The house is attractive. _ ___ , the price 

is too high. 

Exam tasks 
Open doze 

2 Complete the text with one word in eac:h gap. 

How to stay sane while your flat is being done up 

1 -.If.. you're having any building or redecoration work done 

in your flat, the first thing to do is to arrange to live with a 

friend 2 it's being done. 3 you move 

out, you'll be living on a building site, with dust, noise and 

no privacy. You may be tempted stay in spite 4 ___ _ 

these disadvantages, thinking you'll be able to keep an eye 

on the work. 5 , that just means you'll be 

constantly upset by the delays. You'd better accept from 

the start that building work always lasts longer than 

planned, due 6 ____ issues that come up as the work 

progresses. One way of preventing extreme delays is to 

agree with the builders you'll pay them as soon 

____ the work is finished, but not before that. 

And then, just be patient, and think how lovely your flat 

will be B it's all over! 
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Reading 
Multiple-choice 

1 Read the introduction to an article about living 
abroad. Choose the best answer. 

A lifetime 
of changes 
...... ~ ... '~'~i'~~ ' ~~~. ;~~~. ~H~~~d .~. i~b ·i·~.· ~ . 

S pp ff try It would mean leavang far-o coun • d • th 
behind everything you're use to. e 
pie the language, the scenery, th; 

r::d. How would you react? s~me 0 

us would be excited, others might 
feel afraid. - h 

Simon Grant, that sort of change as 
for f rf for the last forty years. 
~:e~a~ ;:~ :nd :'orked in eight c~untries, 
learning the language and explorang the 

f one of them. culture 0 every ................... . ...................................... . 
Going to live in a different country 

a is always exciting. 

b frightens everyone at first. 

c requires you to learn the language before 
you go. 

d is something Simon has done many times. 

2 How did you know which answers were 
incorrect in exercise 1? Underline the words 
that give this information. 
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To eliminate the wrong answers, you have to 
identify the difference in meaning which makes 
them wrong. One reason why an answer may 
be incorrect is that it is too general, for example, 
it says that something happens 'always' or 
to 'everyone; while the text says it happens 
'sometimes' or to 'some people: 

3 Read the rest of the article. Choose the best 
answers. 

'I've never wanted to be a tourist: says Simon . 'I 
don't think you can learn anything significant about 
a country by staying in a hotel and walking around 
with a gUidebook. living the everyday life of a place, 
working , shopping for food, reading the newspapers, 
talking to people in their own language,. has given 
me what I hope is real insight into each country's 
cul ture . It's been wonderfully enriching .' 

It all started when he was 25 . He was offered a 
teaching job at the University of West Indies in 
Barbados. We packed everything we had, which 
wasn't much in those days - mostly books - and we 
set off w ith our baby daughter, who was less than 
a year old. Until that time, we'd lived in Lancaster, 
renting a smal l, cramped and uncomfortable flat wi th 
the cheapest furniture. Then we arrived in Barbados, 
and there waiting for us was this terrific bungalow 
with palm trees around and a sea view from the 
patio . We simply couldn 't believe it.' 



Since then, Simon has lived in Nigeria, the 
Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Poland and Spain, 
chang ing countries every few years. His three children 
grew up speaking not only English, but Dutch , French 
and Ital ian fluently. And as they went to international 
schools, they made friends of many different --./ 
nationa lities. The family returned to England briefly 
when the children went to university there. 

What are some of Simon's most striking memories? 
'There have been so many things: the climate and 
exotic fru it in Barbados, completely new to me then; 
living in the very democratic, tolerant and well
educated society of the Netherlands; the relaxed 
lifestyle of the. Italian countryside; the incredibly rich 
cu ltu ra l life of Brussels, w ith its museums and theatres; 
and I' ll nev~r forget the huge lemon tree outside my 
house in Ibiza .. . And , of course, the food in al l these 
different places !' 

Simon is now 05 and has just retired from teaching 
mathematics in Spain . His latest plan is to go back 
to university - this time as a student. He's starting a 
history degree at liverpool University this October. 
And then , who knows? 'I've never lived in the Far 
East,' reflects Simon . 

1 In Simon's opinion, other countries can best 
be explored by 
a leaving behind everything you're used to. 
b using a good guidebook. 
c adopting the local lifestyle. 
d reading about them in the papers. 

2 The most memorable thing about moving to 
Barbados was that 
a there was so much packing to do. 
b travelling with a baby was difficult. 
c it was a very long journey. 
d the new home was impressive. 

3 Simon's children 
a were educated outside England. 
b went to Dutch, French and Italian schools. 
c are fluent in several languages. 
d made friends for life. 

4 In all the countries he's lived in, Simon has 
enjoyed 
a the cl imate. 
b the food. 
c the lifestyle. 
d the society. 

5 In the future Simon 
a might travel again. 
b is going to teach at a British university. 
c does not intend to move again. 
d is going to settle down in Liverpool. 

Listening 
Matching 

4 CID Listen to the beginning of a classroom 
discussion about lying. Choose the best 
summary of Natalie's opinion. Don't check the 
answer before doing exercise 5. 

a It's not OK to lie to your parents. 
b Some lies are harmless and practical. 
c Lies are never serious. 

5 CID Listen again and complete the sentences 
below. Check your answer to exercise 4. 

1 I'm not talking about really _ __ _ 

2 You know, everyday stuff, like at school when 

you haven't done your homework or when 

you don't want to tell _ _ _____ _ 

where you're going. 

3 It makes everything ___ ____ _ 

And it doesn't _______ _ 

When matching statements to speakers, you 
should think about the general or overall 
meaning of what each speaker says. Listen to 
everything a speaker says before you decide on 
an answer. 

6 CID Listen to the rest of the discussion 
about lying. Match the speakers 1-4 with the 
statements a-e. There is one extra statement. 

a 0 It is not necessary to lie in order to be kind 
to people. 

b 0 I have never told a lie in my life. 

c 0 Lies can have dangerous results and can 
destroy trust. 

d 0 Situations in which lying is justified do not 
happen in everyday life. 

e 0 Sometimes you may have to lie to be nice 
to someone. 
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Vocabulary & 
Grammar 
1 Cro!s out the word(s) that can't 

be used with the words in bold. 

2 
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1 she's decided to move inlet/out 

2 do/reject/make an offer 

3 he was fined/ forged/tricked 

4 cheat/con/pretend people 

5 they were charged with 
shoplifting/parole/fraud 

6 prosecution/accused/defence 
lawyer 

7 the man was sentenced to 
death/community service/trial 

Complete the sentences with one 
word in each gap. 

1 Good trt?tYl5f?orr links are 

important for anyone 

commuting to work. 

2 There's a strong of 

.community among the people 

who live in my area. 

3 The man is expected to 
____ not guilty to new 

charges. 

4 There should be fines for people 

who don't tidy up after 

themselves and leave ___ _ 

on the beach. 

3 

4 

Complete the sentences with the correct present or past 
form of the verbs in brackets. 

1 She would be very unhappy now if she Mt?td Mt?trrt"ed 

(marry) him. 

2 I wish I _____ (be) faster - I could play football 

much better. 

3 If we had saved more money last year, we _____ _ 

(go) on a long holiday now. 

4 If only he (not lose) his wallet the other day. 

5 If you had told me you were not coming, 1 _____ _ 

(not make) a cake yesterday. 

6 They can't (see) Ian at the weekend -

he was in Paris! 

7 You'd have succeeded if you (do) your best. 

S If only I (know) his email address. I could 

contact him right now. 

Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

He didn't like rich food and avoided(!o ea~out. 
He didn't like rich food and t?tvolaed et?ttri''fJ Ol/lr . 

2 They asked me to leave, but I refused doing it. 

They asked me to leave, but 1 _________ _ 

3 You must be very tired yesterday if you fell asleep in front 
of the TV. 

You _ _________ yesterday if you fell asleep 

in front of the TV. 

4 Ron suggested to go to the cinema but my parents didn't 
allow me to go. 

• 
Ron __________ to the cinema, but my 

parents didn't allow me to go. 

My parents encouraged to work in the summer, but I chose 
to go on holiday instead. 

My parents _ _ ________ in the summer, but 

I chose to go on holiday instead. 

For me learn English is easy because I'm good at languages. 

For me __________ because I'm good at 

languages. 

They're such a happy couple. It mustn't be true that they're 
getting divorced. 

They are such a happy couple. It _________ _ 

that they're getting divorced. 



5 Complete the text with the correct form of the words in 
CAPITALS. 

Newspaper Blogs 

We need tougher punishment! 
Posted Mon 18 Jun 19.50 GMT 

I've read today's papers and I'm appalled. A 1 Mvtrde.re.r 

(MURDER) gets away with a fifteen-year sentence. Only fifteen years! 
Where is the logic in it? He should be sentenced to life 2 ___ _ 

(PRISON). And then we wonder why we have so many 3 _ __ _ 

(ROB) and 4 (THEFT) out there waiting to steal our 
property 9r burgle our houses. 5 (BURGLE) and similar 
crimes should be punished very severely. Punishment is supposed to 
deter 6 (CRIME) from illegal actions, not encourage them! 

Well , that's my opinion. What's yours? 

David 

Listening 
6 (]I) listen to the news on the radio. Tick (.f) true, cross (X) 

false or write (?) if there is no information. 

1 The crime happened in the early evening. o 
2 The robber must have watched all six films of the 

Star Wars series. 0 
3 At first the staff and customers thought it might not 

have been a serious attempt at a robbery. 0 
4 One customer forced the robber to leave the bank 

without money. 

5 So far the criminal has avoided being arrested. 

6 All three strange bank robberies have been found to 
be connected to each other. 

o 
o 
o 

Communication 
7 Complete the summaries of headlines and newspaper articles 

with one word in each gap. The first letter of each word is given. 

1 The article tt'lIK5 about current issues in advertising. 

2 A to this article, teenagers need more sleep than 
adults. 

3 The article s that plants and animals can adapt in 
response to climate change. 

4 It's also related to the t of globalisation. 

5 The article e why online games have become so 
popular in recent years. 

6 I think this headline m that a lot of people are 
going to lose their jobs. 

7 The article i that downloading films is legal, 
but in fact, it's not. 

8 Complete the dialogues with the 
words below. 

[

can fancy invite.f know ] 
kind love mean treat 
would 

Dialogue 1 

A: Mrs Jenkins, I'd like to 1 Ihv,-re. 

you to my grandmother's 

80th birthday. 

B: Thank you very much but I'm 

afraid I have other plans. 

A: It would 2 ____ a lot to her 

if you came. 

B: Well, OK. I promise I'll try. 

Dialogue 2 

A: We have a break now. 

____ you like to come for 

a cup of coffee w ith me? 

B: Oh ... that's very 4 of 

you but I wanted to go through 

my notes. 

A: Oh, go on. It's my 5 _ __ _ 

I've got some money on me 

and it won't take us long. 

B: All right then. 

Dialogue 3 

A: 6 ____ 1 invite you to the 

hotel restaurant with us, Mr Jones? 

B: Oh, yes. Thank you. I'd 

____ to come. 

Dialogue 4 

A: Do you 8 going to the 

club with the three of us? 

B: No, not this evening, thanks. 

A: Oh . .. come on! You 9 ___ _ 

you'll enjoy it. 

B: OKthen. 

Marks 

Vocabulary & Grammar 

listening 

Communication 

Total: 

/30 marks 

/6 marks 

/ 14 marks 

/50 marks 
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Reading 

SUNDAY COMMENT 24 March ....................... ................ : .................................... .............................................................................. .................................. ,.( ................................................................ . 

Sharing a house 
........................ ~ ... ~ ................ .... ... ~ .... ; ............................... ....................... ..... . 

John and Hannah met Peter and La~a when 
they came ,to teach English in Spain three years ' 

ago .. Mter a year of living in uncomfortable flats, 
the two couples decided to rent a large farmhouse 
in the countryside together. Today they tell us 
about their experience. 

Living with those two young people is sometimes a bit 
tiring. They're forever ~eaving dirty dishes in the sink. . 
They leave things lying around in the shared living 
room, and if you speak to them about it, they'll say 
sometb.ing like, 'But it's only a few dishes!' But apart 
from that they're very nice people, friendly and 
interested in the world. Laura grows wonderful 
vegej:ables in the garden, which we all benefit from. 
And the place itself here is just so beautiful that 
sharing with them was definitely a good move. At 
night, you can see lots of stars. 

I really love the house and the garden - the flowers 
(from February to November!) are beautiful and the 
orange trees are absolutely wonderful. At night, it's 
wonderfully quiet, with just the sounds of birds, frogs 
and insects. The fields around are full of peppers and 
watermelon and strawberries too. Our housemates get 
on my nerves sometimes, especially if they spoil the 

1 Read the paragraphs about sharing a house 
in Spain. Match ONE of the people A-O to the 
statements 1-10. 
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Which person mentions: 

1 finding a way of being alone? 

2 someone being a good listener? 

3 cultural interests? 

4 someone not treating complaints seriously? 

5 wildlife? 

quiet by having the stereo on at full blast, but then I 
just go to my study and read. And they're nice kids. 
Peter makes terrific coffee, and he'll just knock on your 
door and bring you a cup when y.ou're working. 

Peter, 28 
Having John and H~imah around is a bit like living 
with your parents again - they tell you to tidy up or 
to turn the stereo down. But there are gooq sides too. 
John is extremely knowledgeable; he knows so much 
about; books, films and history that sometimes it feels 
like having an inte~active encyclopaedia at home. And 
I can always talk to Hannah about my work, or about 
anything for that matter. They both cook very well, so 
when one of them cooks and I make the 
coffee, that makes it a perfect meal. 

mLaura,27 
John and Hannah can be a bit tiresome. They're always 
nagging us about keeping things tidy. And they don't 
like loud music, or what they call loud anyway, so we 
can only have it on properly when they're out. But the 
house is great. I spend a few hours every day werking 
in the garden, and the way the vegetables grow is just 
incredible - everything is twice as big and twice as 
colourful as back home. I've learned a few ne~ recipes 
from Hannah and John as well. 

6 a difference between Spain and 
his/her own country? 

7 gardening? 

8 the opportunity to learn from 
another person? 

9 food preparation? 

10 the volume at which music is 
played? 

Dand 

Cand 

Band 

C, Dand _ 

/10 I 



Listening 
2 ® listen to a radio discussion about a book 

on poverty. Tick (.I) true, cross (X) false or 
write (?) if there is no information. 

1 D The author, Barbara Ehrenreich, had no 
qualifications. 

2 D She worked in a restaurant. 

3 D The author of the book believes that if 
you work hard, you will succeed. 

4 D Barbara Ehrenreich lived in a trailer. 

S D Some poor people eat junk food because 
they have nowhere to cook. 

6 D The author of the book discovered she 
couldn't live on the money she was 
earning. 

Use of English 
3 Complete the text with the correct form of the 

words in brackets. 

Alice's diary 

Sa.twd-atj eveflirrg 
, . t ~ d- She WtU1ts us to go to sailirq 

?eqg~ s JUS f ~ . ea.II 5 

~;><t weekerd-! She swrded- r ~ ~ II 
Cef!th<siltSlIA). If! fad, she's alr~ 1 t"'~ 

) 1 \he /IAOr'e nlflK 
the to Cttrrarqe. . 's a bit 
a»o'/tt the MOre 1 like the Id-ea.. ?eqg~ . . 

II" I , f 7 C/flSflre), 
cra."u, hut ItS a sOW'ce 0 ) I 

-J I S' ~ . 8 Cef!er'g~ . she's hrilliaf!t. nt: IS SO 

1 feel better alr~. 

4 Choose the correct answer a, b, c or d to 
complete the text. 

610gs 

Commitment phobic 
Posted Mon 8 Feb 17.36 GMT 

My older brother Charlie is getting married tomorrow. 
So why is this interesting? Because until recently he was 
'commitment phobic: that is, he was afraid to settle 1_ 

with one person. Charlie used to say, 'If you look at the 
divorce 2_ in this country, it doesn't make any sense to 
get married: He also said he didn't want to give 3_ his 
freedom. Then he met Natalie. Even though she's a really 
impressive girl, Charlie 4_ ages to make up his mind and 
propose to her. But finally they've 5_ the decision and 
now he seems really happy. I'm looking forward 6_ seeing 
the ex-commitment phobic have a family to look after! 

a down b up 

2 a size b rate 

3 a in b away 

4 a got b made 

S a done b had 

6 a to b at 

Marks 

Reading 

listening 

Use of English 

Total: 

c in 

c number 

c up 

c lasted 

c made 

c for 

d on 

d amount 

d off 

d took 

d got 

d on 

/61 

/10 marks 

/6 marks 

/14 marks 

/30 marks 
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Reading 
1 Read the text about the effect of 

music on brain development. 
Match the sentences a-g to the 
gaps 1-6. There is one extra 
sentence. 
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a A few journalists noticed this 
interesting science story but it 
wasn't widely reported in the 
media. 

b So the story became familiar to 
people in dozens of countries. 

c It hardly matters that such a 
failure calls into question the 
reliability of the original results 
with the college students. 

d In this second study, the results 
were even more impressive. 

e Down in Florida, state-funded 
day care centres for children were 
obliged to play classical music 
every day. 

f Children who learn to playa 
musical instrument have better 
spatial reasoning skills than those 
who don't take music lessons, 
maybe because music and spatial 
reasoning are processed by 
similar brain systems. 

g For obvious reasons, sellers of 
classical music for children also 
encouraged the belief every 
chance they got. 

-T-h@---- -- ---
-Mozart 
Er'ect - ~d-- -

One of the most persistent mistaken beliefs about brain 
development is that playing classical music to babies 

increases their intelligence. Despite the lack of evidence to 
support it, the theory has become widespread, probably 
because it seems to provide parents with an easy way to assist 
their children's intellectual development. 1_ So what are the 
origins of this idea and is there any truth in it? 

It all started in 1993, when a report in the scientific journal 
Nature claimed that listening to a Mozart sonata improved the 
performance of college students on a complex spatial reasoning 
task. 2_ However, when popular science writer, Don Campbell, 
published a book called The Mozart Effect in 1997, it became 
a bestseller and the idea took off. Over the next few years, the 
theory that classical music makes babies smarter was repeated 
countless times in newspapers, magazines, and books: 3_ In the 
US, the state government of Georgia sent classical music €Ds to 
all parents of newborns in the state. 4_ Interestingly, what all 
these authorities failed to notice was a basic fault in logic. How 
could they claim that listening to music would lead to lifelong 
intelligence improvement in babies based on an effect that (in the 
original experiment) lasted less than fifteen minutes in adults? 

. 
In 1999, another group of scientists repeated the original 
experiment on college students and found that they could not 
get the same results. 5_ What is most significant here is that all 
these experiments were with college students. In the retelling, the 
stories about the Mozart effect had gradually replaced the college 
students of the original experiment with children or babies. In 
actual fact , no one had tested the idea on babies, ever. Other, 
more reliable research suggests you can use classical music to 
help your child's brain development, but only if you buy them a 
musical instrument and pay for some lessons. 6_ Music may 
indeed improve children's intelligence - but only if they become 
active producers of music and not just passive consumers. 



Listening 
2 @ Listen to an interview with a woman who runs a market 

research company. Choose the correct answer. 

1 The main point of a market researcher's work is to 
a improve products. 
b design new packaging. 
c recommend marketing strategies. 
d investigate the buying decisions people make. 

2 An example of a small-scale research method is 
a using questionnaires. 
b studying sales figures. 
c foil owing a shopper. 
d contributing to internet forums. 

3 The most important reason why the work is interesting is 
a it involves computer games. 
b each day is different. 
~ there are no rules. 
d you learn about changes in society. 

4 In ~he project Katherine describes, people 
a liked one kind of drink more because the packaging 

was nicer. 
b objected to the same drink having a higher price. 
c believed two samples of the same drink tasted different. 
d liked a drink more after their brains had been scanned. 

5 Market researchers 
a must know advanced mathematics. 
b don't need to be precise. 
c have to be able to chat to clients. 
d must be prepared to learn. 

Use of English 
3 Complete the text with the correct form ofthe words in brackets. 

A cure for stress 

I had a very' (stress) week last week. On Friday I was feeling 

quite 2 (misery) and I guess I complained a bit. My boyfriend 

Bill said, 'You know, this moaning isn't especially 3 (construct). 

Let's do something to chill out. How about going to the Lake District?' And 

we did - it took us thirty minutes to make the decision and buy the tickets 

- I didn't realise I was so 4 (impulse)! The weather in the Lakes 

can be very 5 (predict), but we got lucky: it was sunny most of 

the time and it didn't rain at all. On the first day we walked along the shore 

of Ullswater, just to relax and admire the views, which were really 

_ ___ (amaze). On the second day we decided to climb Helvellyn. It 

was more 7 ____ (exhaust) than I expected, and the walk took seven 

hours, so we were really 8 (starve) when we came back. We still 

ad Monday off, so we used that to visit a few 9 (history) places 

connected with the Lake Poets. It was a really '0 (memory) trip. 

110 I 

4 Choose the correct answer a, b, c 
or d to complete the text. 

A false bargain 

I bought a laptop last week. I'd been saving 

forever and I finally had enough money. I 

looked at a large '_ of offers, trying to 

choose the best one. Finally, almost 2_ 

accident I found a laptop I liked in a second

hand shop. It seemed to be 3_ good 

condition, and it was a great bargain. I worked 

4_ if I bought it instead of a new one I'd still 

have enough money left for a few small 

gadgets. I had to 5_ a decision quickly-

the salesman insisted other people were 

interested in the laptop. He also said I could 

have ten percent off if I paid 6_ cash. 50 I 

did, and after two days the laptop started 

malfunctioning. I took it back to the shop, 

but they 7_ me they didn't give refunds or 

exchange goods. My friend 5asna says it's 

obvious, that's the difference 8_ buying 

new and second-hand things. But I'm still 

disappointed! Fortunately, I still have some 

money left. Perhaps my parents will give me 

some more, they are very sorry 9_ me. 

1 a amount 
b deal 

2 a by 
b in 

3 a on b in 

4 a on b up 

5 a do 
b have 

6 a by b in 

7 a said 
b spoke 

8 a in 
b between 

9 a at 
b about 

Marks 

Reading 

Listening 

Use of English 

Total: 

c number 
d lot 

c through 
d on 

c at d the 

c out d for 

c make 
d get 

c for d on 

c talked 
d told 

c from 
d of 

c for 
d to 

/6 marks 

/5 marks 

/19 marks 

/30 marks 
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Reading 
1 Read the book review. Choose the correct 

answer. 

Caspar Walsh 
a spent most of his life in prison. 
b was arrested for theft. 
c had a father who was a criminal. 
d first entered a prison at the age of twenty. 

2 Caspar returned to prison 
a to visit his father. 
b because he was dealing drugs again. 
c after his rehab programme ended. 
d to help other prisoners. 

3 The book Criminal is 
a a novel. 
b not very attractively written. 
c a true story. 
d the story of Caspar's childhood. 

4 One of the things that make the book special 
is that 
a Walsh is not sorry for himself. 
b it is written brutally and bitterly. 
c Walsh describes his own father as a bad man. 
d there are many fascinating characters. 

5 The reviewer thinks the book 
a is for teenagers. 
b can interest people for several reasons. 
c may affect children negatively. 
d is only for adults. 

Listening 
2 @ Listen to four recordings about famous art 

thefts. Match the recordings 1-4 to the 
sentences a-e. There is one extra sentence. 
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1 0 20 3D 
a This robbery is compared to an action movie. 

b The thieves claimed they wanted to teach the 
museum a lesson. 

c This theft increased the popularity of the 
painting. 

d This robbery was extremely brutal. 

e The thief wanted money, but not for himself. 

/41 

. . ....... ........ ............... ........................................................................................ 

BOOK REVIEW 

Criminal by Caspar Walsh 

In the foreword to Criminal, Caspar Walsh says: 'In 
one way or another, I've been involved with the 
British prison system for most of my life.' He was 

twelve years old when he started visiting his father, 
who was a thief and a drug dealer. At the age of 
twenty, already addicted to drugs and alcohol himself, 
Caspar was arrested for drug dealing. Whilst in 
prison, he eventually entered a rehab programme and 
took stock of his life for the first time. He made the 
decision to break away from his past life and on 
leaving prison, he promised himself he'd never return . 
He ended up by breaking that promise, but in a way 
he could never have imagined: for the past twelve 
years he's been running creative writing workshops 
for prisoners, based on his own experience of using 
writing as a tool for self-development and renewal. 

Written as a novel, Criminal tells the vivid, shocking 
story of Walsh 's life. He recounts his Wild, confused 
childhood in the hands of a mother who was unable 
to look after him and a father who, despite his 
irresponsible, criminal lifestyle, loved his son and 
cared about him. He tells of his unhappy 
adolescence, increasingly dominated by drugs and 
crime, and of the arrest, which gave him t e shock he 
needed to make him want to turn his life around. In 
the final chapters he describes some of the • 
workshops he's been running , including one' in which 
male prisoners wrote stories for their children. In 
Walsh's own words, it is a book about the decision he 
made to stop being the victim of his upbringing. 

The book is brutally honest, often painful, but written 
without bitterness or self-pity. There are'no good or 
bad guys. Caspar's father in particular comes across 
as a fascinating, complex character; and the 
complicated, loving yet disastrous relationship 
between father and son is difficult to condemn, 
despite its terrible consequences. 

If you want to understand what draws teenagers 
into the world of drugs and crime, and how difficult 
it is for them to get out of it again, read Criminal. 
You should also read it if you're interested in children 
and the way they are affected by the actions of the 
adults around them; in fact, if you're interested in 
people at all, this book is for you . You won 't be 
able to put it down! 



Use of English 
3 Complete the second sentence so that it means 

the same as the first. 

Because the traffic was so bad, we couldn't 
get to the centre. 

The traffic prevented _______ _ 

to the centre. 

2 I'm in trouble because I borrowed so much 
money. 

If ______ ---,,--_, I wouldn't be 

in t·rouble. 

3 Despite being warned, the lady believed the 
conman. 

Although _______ the lady 

• believed the conman. 

4 Bob and Alice managed to find a house they 
both love. 

Bob and Alice succeeded 

________ a house they both love. 

5 If his lawyer doesn't come up with something 
brilliant, the man will be convicted. 

Unless ________ something 

brilliant, the man will be convicted. 

6 I'm sure this house was built in the 
nineteenth century. 

This house must ________ in the 

nineteenth century. 

7 It was such a daring robbery that a film was 
made about it. 

The robbery was a film 

was made about it. 

S The number of houses for sale has increased 
this year. 

The number of houses for sale 

________ up this year. 

9 Frank regrets choosing a life of crime when 
he was young. 

Frank wishes ________ a life of 

crime when he was young. 

10 Our neighbours said we'd damaged their 
rose bushes. 

Our neighbours accused 

_ _______ their rose bushes. 

4 Complete the text with one word in each gap. 

House of dreams 

My parents are thinking 1 buying a 

holiday home. In fact, they've been trying to choose 

one for the last three years, 2 they cannot 

agree on what they want. Dad would like a place in 

Scotland, 3 ____ spite of the cold weather. 

Mum insists 4 being not too far from 

London. She says she can't go on holiday 

____ she can drive to her office and back 

when necessary. She also insists 6 having 

a house with proper heating; Dad thinks that's too 

expensive. Today they asked my opinion: I said I 

don't mind where the place is, provided 7 ___ _ 

it has a fast internet connection! They didn't like 

that very much; they both object 8 the 

amount of time I spend online. 9 , they 

did ask me to look for interesting offers on the 

internet! I hope they make up their minds 

10 the next holidays; I'm looking 

l1 ____ to having somewhere to relax after 

the exams. 

Marks 

Reading 

Listening 

Use of English 

Total: 

/11 

/5 marks 

/4 marks 

/21 marks 

/30 marks 
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Notes 
1 Changing arrangements/asking to do something 

:1"; £f 
To. sarah28@gmail.com 
From. andy7@hotmail.com 
SubJecta Cinema visit 

Sarah , 1 Write the name of ~I 

th' p,~on yO" '" V My mum's just rung - my brother's hurt his arm and I have to 
~rit ing to. , meet her at the hospital. I've tried ringing you , but there's no 

I 
2 Say why you are not answer. I've no idea what time we' ll get back, so I can 't go to 

at home/can't meet. the cinema tonight. Sorry.LCan you let Teresa know? Thanks. 14 Suggest doing 
What about going tomorrow instead? ~ I something together. 

3 Ask for something. Sorry about that ! Bye! 5 Close the note. I 
Andy 6 Sign your name. I 

. ---- .... 

2 Making suggestions 

co'""" ' .". 
£f 

To. simon17@hotmail.com 
From. maggie3@hotmail.com 
Sub]ecb Do you want to go swimming? 

Hi Simon, 1 Write the name of ~ 
Do you want to go swimming after school tomorrow? There 's a 

writing to. • 
new water park near my house and everyone says it's fantastic ! I· 

2 

th' ",,,,,n yO" '" ~ 

M,k" "99o<t;on. V See you outside school at 4.00 p.m. 

~4 Ask for confirmation. I 
Can you come? G ive me a ring or send me a text. 

3 Arrange a place and -.=-

a time to meet. Maggie xxx 

Useful language 

Making suggestions 

Let's go to the cinema/ 
watch a DVD/go to the park. 

Do you want to come/ meet me? 

Come to the park/for a coffee! 

What about tomorrow/ next week? 

What about meeting later/ 
having pizza? 

Are you free at the weekend/ 
on Friday? 

Arranging a place 

See you at/outside .. . 

The/My address is .. . 

Here's a map. 

Let's meet at my house/at the cafe. 
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Arranging a time 

Let's meet at 2 p.m./after school. 

See you at 5 p.m. 

Asking for confirmation 

Can you come? 

Send me a text. 

Give me a call. 

Saying why you are not at home/ 
can't meet 

I'm going out because ... 

I'm going to ... so I can/t meet. 

I can't go out tonight because ... 
Sorry! 

I've just received a call that . . .1 
My dad's just rung to say that ... 

-- -
5 Sign your name. 

.. 

Asking for something 

Can you bring a DVD/ 
buy some bread? 

Do you mind ringing Kate to let 
her know? 

Closing 

See you soon/later/ 
in the afternoon/in the evening. 

I hope to see you at/in ... 

Have a good/great day. 

Bye! 

Sorry!/Sorry about that! 

Love/Lots of love, 

I 



Postcards 

Begin the postcard 
with Dear or Hi 
+ name. 

Det?>r Mt?>rK, 

2 Say where you are 
and who you're with . 

.L'w.. ?rere Ih S cotit?>hd With M1 ft?>MI!1' We re 
5rt?>/lhg Ih t?> ?rorellh EdlhbvlY'gl-r. Ar Me MOMehr 
we re Ih t?> gret?>r ct?>f6. ?rt?>Vlhg t?> dY'lhK t?>hd t?> 

3 Describe the place. re5r! 17115 15 t?> brl!II?:!hr Clft-; t?>hd Me people t?>re 
r--______ :-+-- fj"r--:le:-h"7dI1, roo. fhere '51of>;; ro 5ee t?>hd do, .L ret?> /11 

4 Say what you are 
doing/did/are 
planning to do. 

loved Me S cofft5?r Nt?>f;"Oht?>1 Ctt?>ller1 of Moderh 
Arr - we wehr 1 e5i"erdt?>l' IT- Wt?>5 ft?>hrt?>5fic. 

5 Describe the 
weather. 

fhl5 Morhlhg We re Vl5/fihg Me ct?>5tie! Affer 
IvrhC?r we re gOlhg ro clli-v.b ArMvrr'5 S et?>f; 1T-'5 t?> 

b/g ?r1!llh Me Clft-; - Mere t?>re gret?>r VleW5 frOM 
Me rop . .L'w.. 100Klhg forwt?>rd ro IT-! 

6 Say how you feel. 

fhe wet?>Mer 15 t?>wfvrl (rt?>lh1 t?>hd cold!) bvrr we re 
?rt?>Vlhg t?> gret?>r fii-v.e! 

7 Ask about the person 
you are writing to. 

H ow'5 Mlhg5 With 10vr? f-/ope 10vrre ?rt?>Vlhg fvrh. 

S ee 10vr 500h! 

8 Close the postcard. 

9 Sign off and write 
your name. 

Useful language 

Beginning a postcard 

Hi,lDear Anna, 

Love, 

Alex 

I hope you're okayJI hope you're well. 

How's things? 

Information about the place 
where you are/who you're with 

I'm in Prague. 

I've just arrived at/in ... 

I'm spending my holiday/ 
weekend in/at .. . 

I'm on a school trip in .. . 

I'm with my friends/family/ 
classmates. 

Describing a town 

There is/are . .. 

My favourite shop/place is . .. 

The shops/restaurants/cafes/ 
museums are interesting/ 
expensive/great/fantastic. 

The city is exciting/fantastic/ 
brilliant/boring/polluted/crowded. 

There's lots to see and do. 

Places 

galleries, museums, beach, forest, 
amusement park, old town, park, 
castle, shops 

Accommodation 

We're staying in a hotel/ 
guest house/campsite. 

I'm staying with friends. 

Information about what you are 
doing/did/going to do 

I've been really busy! 

I'm here on a language course. 
We have five classes every day, 
but there's evening activities, too. 

At the moment, I'm sitting in a 
cafe. 

Today we're visiting museums/ 
relaxing/sitting on the beach. 

Yesterday we visited a museum/ 
went to the beach/ 
did some sightseeing. 

Tomorrow we're going to go 
on a coach trip/relax! 
explore the city centre. 

This evening I'm going to a 
restau ra nt/concert. 

Later I'm meeting friends/ 
going to a nightclub. 

Activities 

sightseeing, walking, sailing, 
windsurfing, snorkelling, climbing, 
skiing, sunbathing, shopping, 
studying 

Talking about the weather 

It's sunny/ ra iny/windy/snowy. 

It's raining/ snowing/ sunny/hot/ 
cold all the t ime. 

The weather is great/terrible/OK! 
pretty good/awful. 

Saying how you feel 

We're having a great/terrible time. 

I'm having lots of fun/ 
enjoying myself a lot. 

This is my best/worst/ 
favourite holiday. 

I'm enjoying/hating every minute! 

Asking about the person you are 
writing to 

How about you? What are you upto? 

Hope you're fine and enjoying 
your holiday. 

How's your summer/hol iday? 

Closing a postcard 

See you soon. 

Bye for now! 

Signing off 

Love/Lots of love, 

Take care. 

Best wishes/All the best. 
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Notices 
1 Offers 2 Organising something 

11 Write a heading. Lr--l-n-_--:>'~ FOR SALE 1 Write a heading. 

1

2 Give details ~f what L 
you are offenng. I 

1

3 Give your name and 1 

contact details. r'-

~ Looking for a new guitar? 

Classical guitar in great 
condition. Only £75. 

~Contact Terry on 
0171 35787624 

(mob 07856 3345321). 

PIs call eves after 8 p.m. 

1'", orgattisit1g a trip to the 
Mat1chester Royal Exchat1ge 

Theatre to see 'Macbeth' 
Ot1 Sat 27 May. 

Cost: E5 trat1sport (coach) 

Tickets for play EgO. 

Phot1e Vave Ot1 
01204 5762g 1 

2 Give details of what 
you are organising 
(what is it, where, 
when, how much 
does it cost, etc). 

3 Give your name and 
contact details. 

3 Lost or found objects 

1 Write a heading. lOST!! 
2 Describe the animal/ 

object. __ -"0. Small black dog With brown collar, called Blackie. 

Useful language 

Headings . 

Lost!/Found! 

Wanted! 

Guitar/Snowboarding/ 
French lessons available. 

Trip to Paris/London 

Room for rent 

For sale 

A competition 

Giving details of offers 

Skis for sale, in great condition/ 
nearly new/ never used. 

2 tickets for Muse concert, only 
£15 each. 

Experienced teacher - classes for 
all ages. 

Individual or small groups - eves 
and wknds only. 

Room for rent - £23 p.w. 

£10 reward! 
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lost in Queen's Park Tues 23 April about 5 p.m. 3 Give details of 
when/where lost 
or found. 

If you'Ve found Blackie, please contact me ASAPI 
£45rewardl 

Contact Kalbv on 03821 n8926 '<'"----------<~-----l 4 Give your name and 
contact details. 

Organising things 

Trip to London on 24 August. 

Cost of trip £40 (including ticket 
and transport). 

I'm organising a talent 
competition . .. 

The prizes include .. . 

Anyone can take part! 

Giving contact details 

Phone/Call/ 
Contact Nick on 346 7789. 

Please contact/call/ 
phone Jackie on .. . 

Send me an email to (Kate) at . .. 

Text me on ... 

If you've found it, please call (Sally). 
My mobile is ... 

Describing something 

It's a brown dog with a red collar/ 
small black and white cat. 

It's a camera/mobile phone. 

It's got stickers on/a black case. 

Saying where/when lost or found 

I left it at the gym/cafe. 

I lost/found it at the sports centre. 

I lost/found it on Sat a.m.laround 
3 p.m.lon 5 May. 

Last seen in the park/at the . 
shopping centre. 

Abbreviations 

Mon (Monday), Tues (Tuesday), 
Weds (Wednesday), 
Thurs (Thursday), Fri (Friday), 
Sat (Saturday), Sun (Sunday) 

a.s.a.p.lASAP (as soon as possible) 

pis (please) 

N/S (non-smoker) 

mins (minutes) 

mob (mobile) 

yr old (year-old) 

p.w. (per week) 

p.h. (per hour) 

wknds (weekends) 

eves (evenings) 

a.m. (morning) 

p.m. (afternoon/evening) 



Invitations 

Give the invitation a 
title. 

2 Make an invitation. 

3 Give the date, the 
t ime and the place. 

• 
. 

. 

1 Give your email a 
title. 

2 Say where and when 
the event is taking 
place. 

3 

~COME TO A PARTY! 
Please come to a party to celebrate 
my 18th birthday! 

On Friday 23 March at 7 .30 p.m. 
in Dave's Disco, 23 High Street. 

Please wear fancy dress! ~-----4I--+'l'c:T~ 
You are welcome to bring a friend . 

Please reply to sarajackson@yahoo.com ~-If-----. 

RSVP 

-" .,P'X.""" 'Fe ;,"" ;,.,,; m 
To: john.smith@gmail.com 
From. grace.jones5@hotmail.com 

~ 
~ Subjecta School concert 

Dear Uncle John, 

r--. .1 .;. The school is having a music concert on M onday 
2 1 April in the school hall at 7.30 p.m. and I'm singing 
in 1,1 I'd love it if you and Aunt Janet could come! 

4 Give further details. 

5 Ask for a reply to the 
invitation and give a 
contact name, 
number or email. 

. 

Make an invitation. 
W e're going out for a meal after to celebrate. ~ 14 Give further details/ I 
Please ring M um if you can come. l a reason. 

Useful language 

Giving a title 

-

Hope to see you there! 

Love, 
Grace 

Fancy dress/Halloween party! 

Come to a party! 

Farewell Mrs Smith 

Celebrate the end of the exams! 

Happy Birthday! 

School concert 

Inviting people 

Please come to .. . 

We'd like to invite you to .. . 

I'm having a birthday party . .. 

We request the pleasure of your company (= we'd like 
to invite you). 

I'd really love it if you could come. 

II 

ft 

Giving a reason 

A party to celebrate . .. 

An evening to learn about .. . 

A party to say farewell to .. . 

A welcome party for .. . 

Giving further details 

Live music and dancing. 

Please bring drinks. 

Bring your family and friends! 

With drinks, food and dancing! 

Casual dress/Fancy dress 

15 Ask for a reply and 

1 say who to contact. 

6 Sign off. 

We're going out for a meal after (the concert). 

I'm singing in the concert/ performing/in the play. 

Asking for confirmation 

If you want to come/are interested, contact/call . .. 

RSVP (RSVP = French for 'Please reply') 

Please call me if you can come/make it. 

Please reply to john999@hotmail.com 

I 
I 
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Personal letters 
"C~~"'" 

...:.. 21 ~rd Streer 
1 Write your address 

L-oYldoYl NY10 6KM and the date in the 
top right corner. 23 J//IYle 

2 Begin the letter. L 
DeVor I5Vobe~ 

3 Ask how the 
person is. How Vore '10//l? AYld '10//lr fVohAti'1? I hope thVor'10//l Vore VoII !the. 

4 Thank the person 
Sorr'1 I dldYl r- repl'1 before, b//lr I've gor eXVohA5 Vor the hAohAeYlr 50 I 've 

5 

6 

7 

8 

for their letter and/ 
or apologise for beeYl reVoII'1 b//l5'1' (hVoYl/::.5 for the f-5ht"rr'10//l 5eYlr - /r'5 perfecr VoYld 
not writing. I weVor It- VoII the fliv.e! 

Give your news. ~ L-Vo5r wee/::.eYld we VoII weYlr ro AlroYl fower5 thehAe pVor/::.. I weYlr 01'1 VoII 
the rtde5! (heYl we hVod Vo hAeVoI there Ih Vo MexlcVoYl re5rVo//lrVoYlf: Ir WVo5 
greVor f//ll'\. JVohAie (hA'1 brother; '10//1 rehAehAber?) VoYld hl5 Y1ew glr/frteYld 
cVohAe. S he '5 cVolled Beth VoYld 5he '5 reVoII'1 NCe. I thlh/::. he '5 Ih love! I 
cVoYl'r WVolt- for the eYld of TerhA (01'11'1 oYle hAore wee/::.!) becVo//l5e I'w.. go-

Ihg 01'1 holldVo'1 for TeYl dVo'15 With hA'1 frleYld S//IZle VoYld her fVohAti'1' AYld 
theYl, of CO//lr5e, '1°//1 re COhAlhg ro 5rVo'1 - I'w.. loo/::.Ihg forwVord ro thVor! 
I5 there VoYl'1thlhg 5pedVoI'10//l WVoYlr ro do? I'w.. hAVo/::.lhg 1of>; of plVo1'1 5!! 

Close the letter. f--
~ S o thVor5 VoII hA'1 Y1ew5. WhVor hVove '10//1 beeYl //Ip ro? 

Ask for the person's 
news. Wrolh 5001'1 VoYld rell hAe VoII'10//lr Y1ew5. 

Sign off and write 
S ee '10//1 500Yl! your name. 

Useful language 

Opening 

Dear/Hi Sue, 

~" 

Dear Granddad/Uncle Ben, 

Asking how someone is 

Debbie 

How are you?lHow are you doing? 

I hope you are well/ fine. 

How are things? 

Thanking and apologising 

Thanks for your letter/card ... 

It was good to hear from you. 

Thank you for your letter/ 
the cheque/the book! 
the present you sent . .. 

I'm writing to thank you for .. . 

It was really kind of you to .. . 

Thank you so much!IThank you 
very much! 

Sorry I didn't write/reply before, 
but .. . 

I'm really sorry that . .. 

Sorry for not replying/writing . .. 

Apologies for not writing sooner/ 
forgetting your birthday .. . 

It won't happen again! 

Giving your news 

I'm writing to tell you . .. 

My latest news is ... 

Last weekend I ... 

Finishing the letter 

Well, I think that's all my news ... 

So that's my news. 

Well, I think that's everything. 

I've got to go now (because ... J 

Say hello to ... 

= 

Asking for news 

I'd love to hear all your news. 

What's your news? 

So that's my news. What 
about you? 

Write soon and tell me your news. 

Signing off 

Lots of love/Love/All my love, 

All the best/Best wishes, 

Take care, 

See you soon! 

Give my love to ... 

Bye for now. 

Write soon. 

That's all for now. 
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Leiters from a reader 

~ 73 Albert Road 
1 Write your address 

and the date in the Manchester MC2 5GD 
top right corner. 11 March 

2 Begin the letter. ~ 

~ Dear Editor, 3 Explain which article 
you are writing .......... 

~ I have just read your article Helping young people find employment about. 
which appeared on 10 March. 

4 Give the date when r 
the article appeared. ~ I could not agree more with the opinion that young people really do 

want to work and that their biggest problem is getting experience. 
s Lead in to the topic. Y ~ I found this article very interesting because I did not realise there 

6 Say what you agree ~ 
were so many local companies that offer work experience J 7 Contrast 
programmes for teenagers. However, I am not sure that doing 4<:" with. 

• . 
e 

''!' 

Useful language 

Opening 

unpaid work experience is what all teenagers want to do . 

I must strongly disagree with Mr Robbins when he says that being 
forced to do unpaid work should be obligatory. I think many 
teenagers do not know what job they want to do. Also, teenagers 
often do part-time jobs to earn money, so being forced to do unpaid 
work would mean they cannot do this. 

In my opinion, work experience programmes are a great thing for 
young people who know what job they want to do. They are a great 
opportunity to learn new skills as well as getting experience. 

Yours faithfully, 

J ae..4 K o./Jer -fS{)/7 

.. 

Saying you agree 

I agree with (Mr Robbins)/that . .. 

I completely agree ... 

I information. 

I 8 Say what/who you 

I disagree with. 

J 9 Give your general 

l upinion. 

J 10 Sign off and write 

I your name. 

I 

Dear Sir/Dear Sir or Madam, 

Dear Editor, 

Explaining your reason for writing 

I could not agree more with the writer/that ... 

I agree that it is true that ... 

I am writing in connection with (+ title) ... 

I have just read your article (+ title) ... 

I am writing about the article/report/editorial ... 

Saying where/when you saw the article 

.. . which appeared in the paper on (6 January). 

.. . which was in last Saturday's paper/last month's 
magazine. 

Leading into the topic 

As a (teenager/writer/student) myself, I ... 

I would like to thank you for/congratulate you on 
the article. 

The article was very interesting because ... 

I found the article very interesting/informative ... 

I was surprised/shocked to read that ... 

I completely/totally agree with the opinion that ... 

Contrasting an opinion 

However/Having said that/Nevertheless, ... 

Although/Even though ... 

On the other hand, . .. 

Saying you disagree 

I do not agree that ... 

I disagree with (Mr Robbins)/that . .. 

I strongly disagree .. . 

Giving your opinion 

In my opinion, ... 

I think that ... 

I believe that ... 

It seems to me that ... 

From my point of view, ... 

Closing 

Yours faithfully, 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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Letters of complaint 
J 

~ 29 Mill Lane 
Brighton BR2 3RF 

1 Write your address 
16 January and the date in the r-

~ Customer Services top right corner. 
Diamond Hotel , 

2 Write the name and 

1I 34 Holborn Road, 
add ress of the London NW3 2JM 
company you are 
writing to on the 

~ Dear Mr Hobbs, left. 

V 
? I am writing to make a complaint about our stay in the hotel on 3. Begin the letter. 

14 January. 
4 Paragraph 1: Give V We chose your hotel to celebrate our wedding ann iver~ary and our 

5 

6 

your reason(s) for 

",,";n9· ~ night was completely ruined. Firstly, we asked for a qUiet room 
when we made the reservation. However, there was a problem 

Paragraph 2: Explain with overbooking and when we arrived we had to take the only 
the problem in 
detail. 

room available. It was extremely noisy and small. Secondly, the 
heating was not working properly and the room was very cold. 

Paragraph 3: Say Finally, room service was very slow and the food was cold when 
what you want to 

f\ 
it arrived. I complained when we left the hotel, but the manager 

happen as a result told me I had to contact you directly. 
of your letter. 

~ I enclose a copy of the receipt. In view of the fact that the 
overbooking, heating problem and terrible room service were 
the hotel's fault I do not think we should have to pay the full cost 
of the room. Could you please give me a refund as soon as H 7 Say that you 
possible? 

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 

Yours sincerely, 

. Chav--leS AVldev--SOVl 
CHARLES ANDERSON 

.= 

Useful language 

Beginning a formal letter 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Dear Mr White,/Ms Reid, 

Saying why you are writing 

I am wri t ing to complain about . .. 

I am writ ing to make a complaint 
about ... 

I am writing about a fault in a TV/ 
camera/phone. 

I am writing about a problem 
with my course/hotel reservation/ 
holiday. 

Giving details 

I bought it/them from Super Stores 
on (5 May). 

I bought a watch/mobile phone/ 
dress at your store yesterday. 

I visited your restaurant/ 
hotel last week. 

I started a course at your language 
school (ten days ago). 

Describing problems 

We had a terrible meal because . . . 

The room was very noisy/ 
dirty and the service was slow/ 
terrible. 

The (battery) does not work. 

There is a problem with (the 
remote control). 

It is impossible to (use the phone 
camera). 

There is a fault in the (controls). 

It broke two days after I bought it. 

The (remote control) was missing. 

The (TV) suddenly stopped working. 

The course is very disorganised. 

expect a reply. 

S Sign off and write 
your name. 

9 Print your name 
underneath or 

t- write it in 
CAPITAL LETIERS. 

Ii 
H 

.' 
Saying what you expect 

Could you please send me .. . • 

I would like a refund/replacement. 

I enclose a copy of the receipt. 

I would be grateful if you could 
repair/replace the camera/phone/ 
watch. 

Showing you expect a reply 

I look forward to hearing from you 
in the near future. 

I look forward to hearing from you 
as soon as possible. 

I look forward to your prompt 
response. 

Signing off a formal letter 

Yours sincerely, (with Dear + name) 

Yours faithfully, (with Dear Sir or 
Madam) 
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Letters of application 
~ 

~r 

Write your address 
~ 235 Ryedale Road, 

and the date in the 
Bristol BR3 5BB 

top right corner. 15 May 

Write the address of ? The Manager 
the organisation or 

l/ 
Office Creations 

person you are 23- 25 Park Street 7 Say what you are 
writ ing to on the 

Bristol BR7 4ED 
enclosing with the 

left. Include the letter, e.g. a CV, 
person's job title if if photograph or 
you know it. ~ Dear Sir or Madam, appl ication form. 

Begin the letter. 11 Ir I am writing in response to your job advertisement in the Bristol 8 Say that the person 
Times on 14 May for summer jobs. I would like to apply for the can contact you for 

Say why yo"", V: post <?!. Office Assistant. 

II 
further information 

writing. If appropriate 

r l am in my last year of school and I am planning to go to un;vernity 
and give your 

say where and when contact details. 
you saw t he to study Business Management so I am very interested in working 
advertisement! 

for a successful company such as Office Creations. Although I ~ 9 Offerto give 

;nfo<m, t;on about a Ii references and/or 
course etc. • not have any experience, I am a very organised person, I can type 

1/ 
say when you are 

and I am very hard-working. I am sociable and I enjoy working available for 
Say which job or with other people. interview. 
course you would 
like to apply for. I am enclosing my c.Y. If you require any further infonnation, 10 Close the letter by - CJ please do not hesitate to get in touch. You can contact me by email 1/ s.aying you expect a 
Give relevant (annab63@yahoo.com) or by phone (07796 654379). I would be reply. 
information about 

I) very happy to come for an interview any day next week after sch~ 
your studies, H 11 Sign off and write 
qualifications, I look forward to hearing from you. ~ ~ 
personal qualities 
and interests. If Yours faithfully, ~ 
appropriate describe AYlYI(1., B((1.,Ylv'v 
your future plans 
and ambitions. '.-... ANNA BLAND ~ 

Useful language 

Beginning a formal letter 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Dear Mr White,/Ms Reid, 

Explaining your reason for writing 

I am writing with regard to/ 
in reply to/ in response to/ 
in connection with .. . 

I have just seen your 
advertisement for a job/course. 

I am writing to apply for ... 

Describing your qualification and 
experience 

I have worked for (two months) as 
(a shop assistant). 

My experience includes ... 

Although I do not have any direct 
experience, ... 

I have three A-levels in English, 
History and French. 

I have completed my first year of a 
university course in ... 

Describing your personal 
qualities and interests 

I am hard-working/organised/ 
practical/sociable. 

I can type/speak French/drive. 

I enjoy working with people/ 
helping others/ 
visiting other countries. 

Talking about your ambitions 

In the future I hope to ... 

My ambition is to .. . 

I am planning to .. . 

My dream is to .. . 

I have always wanted to ... 

Giving other details 

I enclose my (V/application form/ 
personal letter/photograph/ 
references. 

You can contact me by email! 
by phone/in the evenings. 

your name. 

12 Print your name 
underneath or 
write it in CAPITAL 
LETIERS. 

Please do not hesitate to contact 
me if you require any further 
information/other details/ 
a reference. 

I would be happy to answer any 
further questions/come for an 
interview. 

I am available for interviews any 
afternoon/at any time that is 
convenient for you. 

Showing you expect a reply 

I look forward to hearing from you 
in the near future. 

I look forward to hearing from you 
as soon as possible. 

I look forward to your prompt 
response. 

Signing off a formal letter 

Yours sincerely, (with Dear name) 

Yours faithfully, (with Dear Sir or 
Madam) 
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country and in prison (prep phr) deceive (v) 

society 
innocent (adj) fool (v) 

jail (v) genuine (adj) 

crime and law judge (n) lie to sb (v) 

abolish (v) 
judge (v) pretend (v) 

accuse (v) 
judgement (n) 

arrest (v) 
judgemental (adj) 

attack (v) 
jury (n) culture 

break the law (v) 
kidnap (v) 

burglary (n) 
lawyer (n) art 

burgle (v) 
life imprisonment (n) art collector (n) 

case (n) 
murder (v) artist (n) 

charge sb with (phr v) 
parole (n) auction house (n) 

cheat sb out of sth (phr v) 
plead (v) exhibition (n) 

claim (v) 
police (n) museum (n) 

commit (v) 
possession of drugs (n) painting (n) 

community service (n) 
prosecute (v) restore (v) 

confess (v) 
prosecution (n) 

film 
convict (n) 

prove (v) 

convict (v) 
punishment (n) 

angle (n) 

conviction (n) 
reform (v) 

blockbuster (n) 

copyright (n) 
release (v) 

budget (n) 

court (n) 
rob (v) 

camcorder (n) 

crime (n) 
robber (n) 

centre on (v) 

criminal (n) 
robbery (n) 

cinema (n) 

climax (n) 

death penalty (n) 
sentence (n) 

deception (n) 
sentence (v) 

come up with (phr v) 

defence (n) 
shoot (v) 

direct (v) 

defend (v) 
shoplift (v) 

do research (v) 

deterrent (n) 
shoplifter (n) 

DVD (n) 

escape (v) 
shoplifting (n) 

end up (phr v) 

evidence (n) 
steal (v) 

extra (n) 

execute (v) 
suspect (v) 

fail (v) 

execution (n) 
terrorism (n) 

fan (n) 

fine (v) 
theft (n) 

fantasy (adj) 

fine (n) 
thief (n) 

fault (n) 

forged (adj) 
trial (n) 

festival (n) 

fraud (n) 
victim (n) 

film (n) 

fraudster (n) 
witness (n) 

film studio (n) 

gang (n) 
wound (v) 

filmmaker (n) 

good point (n) 

guilty (adj) truth and lies movie (n) 

hoax (n) admit (v) on location (prep phr) 

illegally (adv) con (v) original (adj) 
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pick up (phr v) concert (n) take a seat (v) 

play (v) conduct (v) theatre (n) 

plot (n) conductor (n) ticket (n) 

point of view (n) get hits (v) 

recommend (v) gig (n) 

release (v) music (n) family and 
review (n) number one single (n) social life 
romance (n) orchestra (n) 

rope sb in (phr v) overnight sensation (n) family and life stages 
script (n) pop star (n) breadwinner (n) 
set (v) , post (v) bring up (phr v) 
shoot a scene (v) record label (n) child (n) 
special effect (n) recording deal (n) dad (n) 
special feature (n) release (v) family (n) 
storyline (n) sign (v) full -time (adj) 
succeed (v) singer (n) generation (n) 
suspense (n) talent contest (n) give up (phr v) 
take place (v) venue (n) go up (v) 
talent (n) world tour (n) head of the household (n) 
talk sb into (phr v) household (n) 
tell the story (v) theatre 

househusband (n) 
turning point (n) acting (n) 

housewife (n) 
twist (n) audience (n) 

housework (n) 
walk around (phr v) backstage (n) 

husband (n) 
well-rounded (adj) bow (v) 

in charge of (v) 

worldwide (adj) cast (n) 
inherit (v) 

cheer (v) 
kid (n) 

literature circle (n) 
leave home (v) 

come out (v) clap (v) 
marry (v) 

criticism (n) costume (n) 
matriarchal (n) 

constructive (adj) curtain (n) 
mother (n) 

edit (v) dressing room (n) 
move back (v) 

feedback (n) first act (n) 
mum (n) 

literary agent (n) go up (phr v) 
nest (n) 

publish (v) interval (n) 
one-parent family (n) 

publisher (n) make-up (n) 
parent (v) 

publishing deal (n) musical (n) 
stay-at-home-dad (n) 

reader (n) on stage (prep phr) 
wife (n) 

review (v) opening night (n) 

thriller (n) performance (n) relationships 
writer (n) producer (n) [live] happily ever after (v) 

production (n) arranged marriage (n) 
music put on (v) ask sb out (phr v) 
album (n) refreshment (n) avoid (v) 
band (n) refund (v) behave (v) 
base on (v) set (n) boyfriend (n) 
baton (n) show appreciation (v) chore (n) 
club (n) stalls (n) communicate (v) 
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company (n) food nut (n) 

conflict (n) oatmeal (n) 

crazy (adj) describing food and drink pigeon (n) 

custom (n) boiled (adj) pizza (n) 

date (v) delicious (adj) potato (n) 

divorce rate (n) disgusting (adj) prawn (n) 

drive sb mad (phr v) fizzy (adj) protein (n) 

dump (v) fried (adj) rice (n) 

enjoy sb's company (v) grilled (adj) salad (n) 

finances (n) lean (adj) sauce (n) 

forget (v) mashed (adj) sausage (n) 

get married (v) nutritious (adj) seafood (n) 

get on sb's nerves (phr v) pickled (adj) soup (n) 

give back (phr v) processed (adj) steak (n) 

go off with (v) raw (adj) spice (n) 

go out with (phr v) rich (adj) tuna (n) 

gossip (v) roast (adj) turnip (n) 

hand over (phr v) runny (adj) vegetable (n) 

have a chat (v) soft (adj) watermelon (n) 

have a laugh (v) spicy (adj) wine (n) 

interrupt (v) strong (adj) 

issue (n) sweet (adj) meals 

leave a mess (v) tender (adj) barbecue (v) 

live with sb (n) chef (n) 

habit (n) food items cuisine (n) 

look after (phr v) aubergine (n) dessert (n) 

make a dral"!'la out of sth (v) bean (n) dinner (n) 

mislay (v) bread (n) dish (n) 

nag (v) cabbage (n) feed (v) 

partner (n) cheese (n) kitchen (n) 

pay for (phr v) chicken drumstick (n) main course (n) :J 

reasonably (adv) chilli (n) meal (n) 

relationship (n) curry powder (n) menu (n) 

responsibility (n) drink (n) packaged food (n) 

row(n) fish (n) ready meal (n) 

rule (n) flavouring (n) recipe (n) 

settle down (phr v) fruit (n) restaurant (n) 

share (v) fruit salad (n) special offer (n) 

show off (v) garlic (n) speciality (n) 

take ages (v) haggis (n) starter (n) 

tie the knot (v) herb (n) three-course meal (n) 

treat with respect (v) kangaroo (n) toast (v) 

trust (v) kiwi (n) vegetarian (n) 

upset (adj) lamb (n) 

wind someone up (phr v) liver(n) 

work out (phr v) mango (n) health 
meat (n) 

muffin (n) body and illness 
body (n) 
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good for you (adj) demolish (v) natural 
ill (adj) make room for (phr v) 

illness (n) roof (n) environment 
infection (n) skyscraper (n) environmental issues 
liver failure (n) structure (n) 

lung cancer (n) tree house (n) 
climate (n) 

motor-neuron disease (n) 
energy (n) 

nose (n) buying a house environment (n) 

obsess (v) accommodation (n) global warming (n) 

paralysed (adj) agree a price (v) grow crops (v) 

physical (adj) buyer (n) habitable (adj) 

virus (n) cramped (adj) melt (v) 

estate agent (n) mine (v) 

healthcare and treatment go through (phr v) mineral (n) 

antibiotic (n) homeowner (n) natural resource (n) 

bacteria (n) look round (phr v) oil (n) 

chemotherapy (n) make an offer (v) population (n) 

cure someone (v) mortgage (v) purify (v) 

damage your health (v) move (house) (v) rainwater (n) 

dialysis (n) move in (phr v) raise animals (v) 

ethical (adj) move out (n) renewable (adj) 

have surgery (v) negotiate (v) rise (v) 

healthcare (n) property (n) sea level (n) 

hospital (n) reject an offer (v) uninhabitable (adj) 

keep sb alive (v) rent (n) 

medical (adj) up for sale (prep phr) 
landscape 

medicine (n) 
cliff face (n) 

• 
obese (adj) location countryside (n) 

operation (n) atmosphere (n) desert (n) 

organ donor (n) cave (n) glacier (n) 

risk your health (v) city centre (n) ice cap (n) 

sick (adj) colonise (v) island (n) 

suffer from an illness (v) colony (n) landscape (n) 

take care of (v) crowded (adj) scenery (n) 

therapy (n) culturally diverse (adj) waterfall (n) 

transplant (n) family-friendly (adj) 

treatment (n) floating city (n) 

wheelchair (n) green space (n) people 
litter (n) 

local facilities (n) 
appearance 

house locate (v) 
colourful (adj) 

nothing to do (phr) 
description (n) 

building pollution (n) 
huge (adj) 

apartment (n) sense of community (phr) 
petite (adj) 

architect (n) town (n) 
slender (adj) 

build (v) traffic (n) 
unusual (adj) 

building (n) transport links (n) 
wild (adj) 

conventional (adj) village (n) 
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emotions and feelings practical (adj) numeracy (n) 

amazed (adj) pressure (n) pupil (n) 

boiling (adj) process information (v) schoolboy (n) 

brilliant (adj) quick-thinking (adj) study (v) 

desperate (adj) reasonable (adj) teach (v) 

exhausted (adj) respect (n) teacher (n) 

freezing (adj) role model (n) 

furious (adj) sacrifice (n) subjects and curriculum 

hilarious (adj) satisfaction (n) basic (n) 

outstanding (adj) self-confidence (n) chemistry (n) 

soaked (adj) skill (n) happiness (n) 

starving (adj) spatial skills (n) History (n) 

terrible (adj) support (n) ICT(n) 

terrifying (adj) unpredictable (adj) music (n) 

verbal skills (n) politics (n) 

personal qualities subject (n) 

achieve (v) social interaction well-being (n) 

achievement (n) accuse (v) 

admire (v) advise (v) 

analytical (adj) agree (v) science and 
artistic (adj) apologise (v) technology 
attitude (n) deny (v) 

badly organised (adj) dunno (contraction) technology 
behave (v) explain (v) 3D (adj) 
challenge (n) Globish (n) app (n) 
competition (n) innit (contraction) battery life (n) 
confidence (n) insist (v) character (n) 
dedication (n) 101 (contraction) communication technology (n) 
depressed (adj) non-native (adj) digital (adj) 
determination (n) promise (v) figure (n) 
discipline (n) refuse (v) gadget (n) . . 
empathetic (adj) sick (adj) games console (n) 
energetic (adj) slang (n) hand-held (adj) 
famous (adj) social network (n) handset (n) 
hard work (n) warn (v) hands-free (adj) 
imaginative (adj) wassup (contraction) high-definition (adj) 
impulsive (adj) land line (adj) 
independent (adj) media player (n) 
inspiration (n) school mini projector (n) 
inspire (v) 

education 
mobile phone network (n) 

luck (n) refusnik (n) 
make an impression (v) A-levels (n) 

smartphone (n) 
memorable (adj) course (n) 

state-of-the-art (adj) 
motivation (n) curriculum (n) 

techie (adj) 
multi-tasking (n) education (n) 

technology (n) 
natural talent (n) learn (v) 

technophobe (n) 
personality (n) lesson (n) 

text message (n) 
possible (adv) life skill (n) 

texting (n) 
literacy (n) 
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touch-screen (adj) promote (v) consumer (n) 

transfer (v) promotional (adj) department store (n) 

video (n) slogan (n) designer (adj) 

wireless (adj) stealth marketing (n) fake (adj) 

word-of-mouth (n) faulty (adj) 
computers and internet target audience (n) in stock (prep phr) 
blog (n) market (n) 
blogger (n) money on special offer (prep ph r) 
computer virus (n) afford (v) order (v) 
desktop (n) bank (n) packaging (n) 
downloCld (v) bank account (n) retailer (n) 
email (n) bank loan (n) second-hand (adj) 
hard drive (n) bill (n) secure (adj) 
high-speed (adj) borrow (v) shop assistant (n) 
internet connection (n) cash (n) shopper (n) • 
internet-enabled (adj) change (n) steal (v) 
laptop. (n) charge (v) stock (v) 
online (adj) cheap (adj) supermarket (n) 
operating system (n) cough up (phr v) wrap sth up (v) 
phishing (n) credit card (n) 

profile (n) debt (n) 

search engine (n) details (n) sport 
social networking site (n) expensive (adj) 

update (v) free (adj) competition 
upload (v) ignore (v) compete (v) 

web browser (n) in credit (prep phr) competition (n) 

web page (n) in debt (prep phr) event (n) 

wind-up (adj) in the red (prep phr) finishing line (n) 

World Wide Web (n) live the high life (v) match (n) 

YouTube (n) loan (n) play (v) 

overdraft (n) race (n) 

overdrawn (adj) team (n) 

shopping and owe (v) train (v) 

services pay (v) training (n) 

pay sth back (phr v) win (v) 

advertising payment (n) 
sports and sports people 

advert (n) price (n) 

advertising agency (n) receipt (n) boxer (n) 

advertising campaign (n) refund (n) coach (n) 

aim at (v) repay (v) competitor (n) 

billboard (n) save up (phr v) goalkeeper (n) 

brand (n) spend (v) hike (v) 

fly poster (n) statement (n) hiking (n) 

jingle (n) 
hockey (n) 

leaflet (n) 
selling/buying sportsman (n) 

logo (n) 
bargain (n) surfing (n) 

pop-up (adj) 
buy (v) swimmer (n) 

product (n) 
chain store (n) 

consumer (adj) 
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travelling and 
tourism 
describing a trip 
all of a sudden (adv) 

amazingly (adv) 

eventually (adv) 

fortunately (adv) 

gradually (adv) 

sadly (adv) 

strangely (adv) 

suddenly (adv) 

surprisingly (adv) 

thankfully (adv) 

to my horror (adv) 

unfortunately (adv) 

holidays 
backpack (n) 

beach resort (n) 

chilling out (n) 

eating out (n) 

full board (n) 

guided tour (n) 

hiking holiday (n) 

hire (v) 

nightlife (n) . 

off the beaten track (prep phr) 

room service (n) 

package holiday (n) 

self-catering (adj) 

sunbathing (n) 

the locals (n) 

tourist (n) 

travel 
abroad (n) 

couch surfing (n) 

country (n) 

culture (n) 

hitch-hike (v) 

host (n) 

landmark (n) 

travel (v) 

traveller (n) 
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VIIork 
career and employment 
achieve (v) 

assess (v) 

career (n) 

degree (n) 

develop (v) 

employer (n) 

experience (n) 

job (n) 

job offer (n) 

journalism (n) 

work in a team (v) 

describing jobs and skills 
ability (n) 

confident (adj) 

enthusiastic (adj) 

highly-motivated (adj) 

interpersonal (adj) 

lifestyle (n) 

low-paid (adj) 

positive attitude (n) 

proven (adj) 

report (v) 

senior (adj) 

sound IT skills (adj) 

well-paid (adj) 

well-qualified (adj) 

willing (adj) 

jobs 
correspondent (n) 

hospital porter (n) 

journalist (n) 

kitchen porter (n) 

manager (n) 

miner (n) 

nurse (n) 

telesales worker (n) 

tour guide (n) 

travel rep (n) 



~"'<"~~~~~,~r!~::~~- ~-';~f~1"~~~~- ::}'"[:¥;~, '.: 

- >~~":.\~.:;~-;.:"-,, ~,- .. , ,-, :. ,-:. , 

Infinitive 3,d Form Infinitive 2"''' Form 3,d Form . . (Past Participle) (Past Simple) (Past Participle) 

been 
........."" 

be was/were [ let . let ~ 
become became become lie jr~ -Iiin 

~~'n I beQan b~gun IiQht ' lit ~ 
break broke broken lose lost ... 
bring . broughl: brought make made ...... 
build built built mean meant -burn 

l~buntt 
burned/burnt 

buy bought 

catch ht caught 

choose chose J chosen 

meet met ~- =4 ~ay paid --.-r 
~ut Qut 

L read lri:dl read Iredl 
= 

rmdbfJM 
come came " come ride rode ridden J 

cost cost cost rinQ ral1g ru~ 

cut cut cut run ran run 
-~ 

diQ dug dug say said said 

do did done see : ... -..law seen 

draw drew drawn sell sold sold 
= 

dream dreamed/ dreamed/ send sent sent 
dreamt dreamt set set set 

drink drank drunk shine shone shone 
drive drove Jt driven show showed shown 
eat ate eaten shut shut shut 

~ II 
fallen 

feed fed 

feel felt 

sing sang suna 

sit sat sat 
sleep slept slept 

fight 

lE 
ht 

find nd 
fly flown 

forQet forgot forgotten 

forgive forgave forgiven 

l get got got 

smell smelled/smelt smelled/smelt 

speak s~ke s~ken 

s~nd ~~t 
soent 

s~iII iIIed/s~ilt ta=h stand stood tood 
steal stole stolen 

19ive Qave _given 

~o went gone 
swim swam swum 

take took taken ':lI 

grow grew grown teach taught taught 
have had had tear tore lorn 
hear heard heard tell told told 
hide hid hidden 

~ hit hit 

hold held held 

:::= 
think thought thought 

= 
throw threw thrown 

= 
understand understood understood 

hurt l hurt hurt wake woke woken 
kee~ kept JL ~R.t wear wore worn 
know knew known win won won 
lead led led 

learn learned/learnti~arned/learnt 
leave left left 

[ write wrote written I 
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self-assessment and exam tests answer key 

self-assessment test 1 
1 2 bring, 3 huge, 4 down,S nagging, 

6 starving, 7 share 

2 2 rate, 3 furious, 4 settle,S out, 
6 breadwinner, 7 go 

3 2 had/'d been digging 
3 havel've turned 
4 isl's staying 
5 were watching 
6 havel've been ironing 
7 had they been 
8 ran 
9 has she been learning 

4 2 is always crashing 
3 I often used to feel/I often felt 
4 I've written 
5 asking her ... 
6 have you driven 

5 2 reasonably 
3 arranged 
4 dedication 
5 responsibility/responsibilities 
6 inspiration 

6 1 Bethany, 2 John, 3 Bethany, 4 Helena, 
5 Matthew, 6 Helena, 7 John 

7 2 calling, 3 concerning, 4 Hold, 
5 through, 6 there, 7 available, 
8 popped, 9 ring 

8 2 on, 3 seem, 4 like, 5 To, 6 mind 

self-assessment test 2 
1 2 c, 3 f, 4 a, 5 d, 6 b 
2 2 qualified, 3 interpersonal, 

4 motivated,S experience, 6 skills, 
7 willing 

3 2 b, 3 c, 4 c, 5 a, 6 a, 7 c 

4 2 will have made 
3 arrives 
4 isl's throwi!'g 
5 will never ask 
6 willl'lI be getting ready 
7 am not/'m not doing 
8 arel're going to crash 
9 will have been 

5 2 should have gone hiking instead of 
3 pupils in AI's school have to wear 
4 wouldn't be my best friend if she 

didn't always 
5 I needn't have taken a laptop 
6 that they won, they would get 

promoted 

6 1 b, 2 d, 3 a, 4 c, 5 b 

7 2 say/ argue/think/believe, 3 that, 
4 disagree, S Let, 6 First, 7 opinion, 
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8 mean, 9 What's, 10 Finding, 11 same, 
12 one, 13 Look, 14 example/instance, 
15 rising/ increasing, 16 sum 

self-assessment test 3 
1 2 nightlife, 3 gig, 4 acts,S the contest, 

6 lean, 7 beaten track, 8 suspense, 
9 the dressing rooms 

2 2 guided, 3 release, 4 cast,S location, 
6 sign 

3 2 the post office is, 3 which, 4 a little, 
5 being interviewed, 6 who, 
7 a great deal 

4 2 Who did/with? 
3 It is said 
4 only a few clothes. 
5 that/which tightens or loosens screws 
6 how much you paid for 
7 have been arrested 

5 2 b, 3 a, 4 d, 5 b, 6 c 

6 1 d, 2 c, 3 a, 4 b, 5 b 

7 2 percent, 3 slight/steady, 4 prove, 
5 quarters, 6 same, 7 majority, 8 more, 
9 dramatically 

8 2 d, 3 c, 4 h, 5 b, 6 a, 7 i, 8 g 

self-assessment test 4 
1 2 d, 3 a, 4 b, 5 g, 6 e, 7 c 

2 2 afford, 3 multi-tasking, 
4 empathetic, S jingle, 6 details, 7 keep 

3 2 the, 3 managed, 4 the,S a, 
6 be able to, 7-, 8 was able to 

4 2 Robert suggested going out/that we 
should go out/that we went out on 
Sunday night. 

3 My sister denied taking my money. 
4 The airline representative asked (us) 

how many pieces of luggage we 
have/had. 

5 The teacher reminded Carla to hand 
in her history assignment on time. 

6 Jessica's father refused to let her go to 
New York on her own. 

7 Ian apologised for not coming to 
the meeting. 

5 2 the, 3 was, 4 surgery,S badly, 
6 account 

6 1 c, 2 g, 3 a, 4 d, Sf, 6 e 

7 2 thing, 3 Let, 4 What,S that, 
6 really, 7 sounds, 8 exactly, 9 why 

8 2 true, 3 agree, 4 say,S Surely, 
6 know, 7 Sorry 

self-assessment test 5 
1 2 do, 3 forged, 4 pretend,S parole, 

6 accused, 7 trial . 

2 2 sense, 3 plead, 4 litter/rubbish, 
5 facilities, 6 mortgage, 7 commit 

3 2 were/was, 3 would/might go, 
4 hadn't lost,S wouldn't have made, 
6 have seen, 7 had done, 8 knew 

4 2 refused to do it 
3 must have been tired 
4 suggested going 
5 encouraged me to work 
6 learning English is easy 
7 can't be true 

5 2 imprisonment, 3 robbers, 4 thieves, 
5 Burglary, 6 criminals 

6 1 X, 2 ?, 3 '/, 4 X, 5 '/, 6 ? 
7 2 According, 3 suggests/states/says, 

4 topic,S explains, 6 means, 7 implies 

8 2 mean, 3 Would, 4 kind,S treat, 6 Can, 
7 love, 8 fancy, 9 know 

exam test 1 
1 1 B, 2 C, 3 C, 4 A, 5 B, 6 D,7 A, 8 D, 

9 C, 10 B 
2 1 X, 2 ?, 3 X, 4 ?, 5 ,/, 6 ,/ 

3 1 mentally,2 motivation, 3 thankful, 
4 exhausted, S enthusiastic, 
6 arrangements, 7 inspiration, 
8 energetic 

4 1 a, 2 b, 3 c, 4 d, 5 c, 6 a 

exam test 2 
1 1 b, 2 a, 3 g, 4 e, 5 c, 6 f 
2 1 d, 2 c, 3 b, 4 c, 5 d 

3 1 stressful, 2 miserable, 3 constructive, 
4 impulsive,S unpredictable, 
6 amazing, 7 exhausting, 8 starving, 
9 historic/historical, 10 memorable 

4 1~2~3~4~5~6~7~8~9c 

exam test 3 
1 1 c, 2 d, 3 c, 4 a, 5 b 
2 1 c, 2 e, 3 a, 4 b 

3 1 us from getting 
2 I hadn't borrowed so much money 
3 she had been warned • 
4 in finding 
5 his lawyer comes up with 
6 have been built 
7 so daring that 
8 has gone 
9 he hadn't chosen 

10 us of damaging 

4 1 of,2 but, 3 in, 4 on,S unless, 6 on, 
7 that, 8 to, 9 However, 10 before, 
11 forward 
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